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No. 37 Plum Street,

No. 133 in Woodman

MANUFACTURER
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Watch and Chronometer maker** Tools,
mathematical, Optical and Philo-

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF, the large 3 story

ON building at tower end, and large building
the head of this wharf, either suitable for Fish PackApply
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BLOCK.

I respectfully inform the public that I have taken
the business of Clias. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted to me. I shall endeavor to keep the repntation which my predecessor
has held for so many vears.
WB. SCHUMACHER.

A.
CARD.
T take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Win.
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever
in Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him durably.
1 and satisfactorily.
1 tastily
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
n021tf

M.

MARKS

Rnnt r.iirri & .Trth Printer

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
lecuted. and at the lowest prices

an22_^
W. L. KELLER,

FRESCO PAINTER,
NO. 16 MARKET STREET,
Residence Cor. Market & Congress St.

Portland. Me.

JylTM_

Law,

STREET,

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

ANDREWS,
Counsellor at Law,

Below the Post-Office.
Inquire of SHEPHERD &CO., LAMB & FARNSnext
door, or H. E. THOMPSON, Lowell,
WORTH,
ja20tf
Mass., Box 117

and Oxford Count-

deOeodtf

ARCHITECT,
STREET,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

HOOPER,
LSTERER
TJIPHO

Insurance

one

A Farm in

one

CONSISTING
Cemented|Ce11ar,

House, Barn and
pleasantly situated

Comer, on the Road to
Moderation, Cuts 20 Tons Hay with pasturage and
woodland, will be sold at a great bargain, and on

31

For

fRANK N.

UPHAM & GARD1N ER,
Agents
No. 7 Exchange St., Portland.
d2w
feb2

oct5-*69T T&Stf

jl

promptly attended to by E. A.
US1G1IT0N, Constable and BUI Collector.

containing aoout

izwu icei,

on

ui wu'i,

wm-
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REMOVALS.
Removal.
the

Portland,

KOSS,
WILLIAM
r.angor and Macbiaa Steamlwat Co.,has

ed lit. Office fmm 179 Commercial Street to
Wharf at the landing of the Co’a Steamer.
mar23

remov-

ltailroad
dtf

LOWEST CASH PRICES

TAYLOR,

PORTLANP. ME

dtf

VERMOMJOPPERAS.

BEST QUALITY GUARANTEED.
ALWAYS FOR SALE
—

BY

Estate

to Loan.

f\N first class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
Lr or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought aud sold. ApjdytoF.
J. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office t3
oc5dtf
riuent Block.

Cheapest

119 EXCHANGE STREET.

Clock*, Watchc* and Jewelry cheap.
Repairing and Cleaniug well done and
l«ood

HOWE & GOODWIN,

Printing

Job
(

OFFICE,

JPubli.bers and Booksellers,

Violin and

dtt

Refrigerators

the

Best Assortment in the
latest Improvements,

State,

called

THE PEERLESS.

253 Fore St., J. F.MERRILL.

Manufactory, Rear of No. lO Cross St.

>VM. M. MARKS,
MANAGER
Posters,
{ yards,

Hand

County Commissionebs’ Office, )
Portland, Dec. 31st, 1874. )
Cumberland, ss.
A

lie ward of

Vermont

10 Brls. Mew Orleans molasses,
—

FOE SALE

BY

"•

D, B. BICKER & CO.,
1S5 FORD STREET.

—

E. P. BROOKS.

iow.

^e»

£

p

febl_deo(i2w
Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing between
Wm. H. Neal and G. and L. P. Warren of SacCO. is
carappa, under the style of W. H. NEAL
this day dissolved by mutual consent by the withdrawal of G. & L. P. Warren. The affairs of the late
firm will be settled by Wm. H. Neal.
feb3*3w
February 2nd, 1875.

THE

MERRILL E. HASKELL,
WILLIAM H. NEAL.
feb4*3w
3 1875.

WHOLESALE

Paper Collar Warehouse
BVRbOCK'g AND SANS

Beat, Cheapent, and the Beat Fitting
ill the market.

for all the above
manufacturers of

good..

GENTS’ NECK WEAR.

EMERSON, LELAND

& CO.

11 B^liton Street, Boston.
DOlt>d3m

NOTICE.
have this day appointed Messrs. Chadboum
& Kendall, Sole Agents for tbc sale ol all our
leading styles of

HUNDRED

DOLLARS

for the arrest and conviction of the person or person
who committed the robbery on the night of the 30th
ot December, 1874.

SMITH BARBER,
County
)
EDWIN C. TOWNSEN D, }
WILLIAM SMALL,
) Commissioners,

jaltf

JOB

PRINTING

of

executed at this office.

every description neatly

WE

COLLARS ANJ> CTJITirS,
for the City of Portland. They will supply the trade
at our lowest prices.
EMERSON LELAND & CO.
Boston, Jan. 1st. 1875.
ja7d3meod.
Notice.

requiring work done please apply to
“Home” or W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroidoc29tf
ery and fancy-work in wools, &c., &c.

PERSONS

j

retrencher;

minis nf flia

Mr. Hale of New York got the floor at the
close of the reading and offered a resolution of
Mr. Dawes followed immediately
censure.
with a resolution of expulsion, the reading of
which was greeted with applause from the Kepublican side and from a portion of the galleries. The Speaker checked this demonstration

sternly, saying that it was very improper for
the galleries, and more so ou the floor. “!t is
in keeping with the rest of the proceedings,”
put iu Mr. Crittenden of Kentucky, casting an
ugly look at the Kepublican side. Hale called
in an impetuous way for the previous question
Mr. Dawes interon his resolution, at which
posed a vigorous protest, amid cries of “that’s

we

refer to it

onrwnivri(jfinn

fnr

right,” “good,”

1 acts, that

it

is

hardly becoming

in Mr.

the force of
♦ he Governor’s
suggestions in favor of re^ renchment by asking why he does not first
etrench for himself, and that all aspersions
gainst the Governor’s good faith, sincerity
J ioardmau

to endeavor to break

;

consistency

£ nd

are

There is some

Within

fifteen minutes it was apparent that
the bare question of punishing a member
Eor a gross violation of the rules of debate the
House was divided strictly on party lines. Filially it was decided to bring Mr. Brown before
Me bar of the House, when be was censured
jy the Speaker. Butler took occasiou to make
remark that he had never comns favorite
menced an assault on any man, and repeated
his hackneyed boast that if a man attacked
lim he never let him off till the man was
lorry.
upon

!

11

pertinent,

not

altogether

to know what Mr. W. H. Bar-

of Connecticut is in Congress for. He
never spoken above a whisper since he

um

1 as
1e

been

a

there,—which

should

not

perhaps

matter for regret—and he has very sel-

voted. He has represented the fourth
istrict for seven years, and as a rule has
t een absent from his seat the greater part of
He is as seldom seen in the
e very session.
louse of Representatives an an Irish landird of English birth is seen on his estates.
1 t will be remembered that Mr. Barnum is
* lie man whom a large minority of the Conecticut Democrats wished to send to the
c om
C

j

«

enate.

Boston thinks it has discovered a genuine
The picture, which is only eight^ en
by twenty-two inches in size, is a wornS u’s head and bust and the dimly defined fig1 re of a dragon. It is called St. Margaret
a nd the Dragon, and is owned by a Worces♦
It has all the characteristics
?r gentleman.
C f Rafiaelle in drawing and color, and the
1 laffaelle.

_

Magazines.
The American Journal of Medical Sciences for
rauuary contains a vast amount of matter of
treat interest to physicians and surgeons. In
[ iddition to the full clinical reports, which are
if great value to the practitioner,it contain sexended and comprehensive reviews of leading
nedical and scientific works, and analytical
ind bibliographical notiees of all publications
, if interest to the profession.
Original eonunu,

conspicuously groundless,
curiosity

ou

*r,

mnsspnoor

overed duties to be performed when the
ouncil is not in session, many of these duties
laving been for years those of a private secj etary to the Governor—a reduction which
1 rould
impose additional clerical duties upon
<
he Governor. We submit, in view of these

from the Democratic side. Mr.

the previous question, howevand obtained only one vote.
The debate which followed was one of the
most remarkable in the annals of Congress.

Hale insisted

<

as

Gray’s Norwich Moulded Collars,
Elmwood and Warwick Collars,
Headquarter,

demanded that the offensive lauguage
be taken down at once. The Speaker ordered
that it be done, and presently the transcript of
the reporter’s notes was read to the House.

fiercely

the

be Governor’s entile

PAREIL

WHITE SHIRTS,
The

exhibited

5

NOTICE.
business heretofore carried on under the firm
name of LORD, HASKELL, NEAL & CO., for
the manufacture and jobbing of Moccasins, will be
continued under the same style as before by Lord,
Haskell & Neal, G. and L. P. WARREN having
withdrawn their interest from the business.
JOHN N. LORD,
Portland, Feb.

and impertinence
place the Gover-

merely to show
consistency in this conlectiou. Furthermore, as a matter of fact>
Jov. Dingley reduced his own compensation
; bout $500 the
past year by declining to
barge for his expenses in visiting state inititutions and going to various places away
rom the capital, in and out of tbe state to
ittend to public business—a bill which has
ilways been paid by the state and, as it seems
1 o us, very properly paid. Again, in his com] nunication of state expenditures, the Gover1 tor expressly recommended a reduction of so
lent

FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS,

FIVE

Butter.

Dry Goods Business

very

impotency

In the first

tution forbids any change of salary to apply
to the incumbent of the office at the lime of
the change. We venture to say, however,
that, if the legislature should fix a lower saiiry for his successor, Governor Dingley would
waive his constitutional rights and accept the
Not that we would
tame salary for himself.
•ecommend any such reduction, for the salairy is low enough now to satisfy the most ar-

the

out

personal argument will

would have been absurd because the consti-

Arm are requested to make immediate settlement;
all debts of the late Arm properly belonging to the
Store will be paid by E. P. Brooks, who will continue

hereby offered for the recovery of the Money and
Bonds stolen from the Safe of the County Treasurer*
Office, and
is

85 TUBS

Uec8

$1000 Reward.

at short

1 lOtice.

| Choice

PORTLAND, MAINE.

may26dtf

Bills, Bill Heads,

Tags, &c., printed

the
the late

Goods always guaranteed as recommended.
number 547 Congress St.

the

Half a
moment the hall was in an uproar.
dozen members gathered about Butler, who sat
scowling in his scat, and Messrs. Beck, Lamar
and a few others hurried to their young friend’s
desk. Gen. Negley first gained the floor, and

salary.

salaries of each
office and committed the whole subject to the
legislature for any reduction which that body
might deem advisable. A recommendation
lor the reduction ol the salary of Governor

simply

nor

by

!
It is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Management, Durability, Dryness and Purity
of Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Chj&per than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a better article by buying ot manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

amply show

Brooks, of twenty

CARD.
Thanking our many friends for the liberal patronon u sin the past, would solicit a conbestowed
age
tinuance of the same, and trust by close attention to
business, and strict integrity in all its branches to
merrit,and receive a liberal share in the future. We
have many Goods adapted to the coming season that

the reduction of his own

of the thrust.

DISSOLUTION
THEyears Standing has been dissolved
death of O. M. brooks. All indeb'ed to

in one statement most of the

The answer to this

Portland, Jan. 25th, 1875.fel>5d3t

will be closed

power whatever
that of gathering

no

but

thrusts made agaiust the executively enquiring why the Governor does not begin by rec-

CO-PARTNERSHIP is this day formed between
Arthur B. Morrison and William M. Whitten
for the purpose of carrying on the Cottee and Spice
business under the firm name of MORRISON &
A. B
MORRISON,
WHITTEN.
W. M. WHITTEN.

SATE THE ADYANCE ON ICE

Largest ami

Bureau

in an article published in the
Maine Farmer assaulting Gov. Dingley for
suggesting retrenchment in various direc-

ommending

THE

Piano,

PORTLAND.

del 4

Salesroom

ALBERT EOLBT’S SONS,
ugotl

School

H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor. Oscar I«
A., Rector. Send for circular. oclOtf

Instructor ot

ing.

Warranted.

iy

for Boys,

Franklin Family
Topsham, .He,

I KED. TER LINDEN*

The

Book Store in the World.

100,000 Boole* without regard to cost.

—

Wholesale Agents, Boston.

Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.
Money

ITS COHillERCIAL STREET,

oc25

G.

F.

Rt. Rev.
B

Billings,

combining all

—ALSO—

Whits Oak & Hard Wood Plank & W'edffes

Augustine’s School

In all Styles, Grades and Siz.s.

No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

airfi

St.

Removed to

<12w

A

100,000 beat Kift l.orust Treenail.,
150,000 best Hawed While Oak da.
vl0,000 be.l quality Canada Knee.

particulars address
G. T. FLETCHER, Prin.
ja23d&wttebl5
For

Portland Daily Press Dry Air

are

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
rhis lot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 134
feet deep, and plans have been drawn by How, for a
jlock of seven or nine genteel and convenient resilencee, and adapted

Locust Treenails.

The Spring Term will begin February
15th, and continue 14 weeks.

President.

the

Secretary Boardman of the Board of

MCDUFFEEj Cor. Ittiddt

bring

PORTLAND.

Works known

_dtf
FOR SALE.

They

in

Agriculture,

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

NEW NUMBER 547.

of good character and ability.

■

SALE.

Stair Builder.
B. F. LIBBY, l.o. 434 Fore Blreet, cor.
Croon B|., in Deleno’s mill.
U. L. HOOFER, Cor. York Ac maple
Blreetn.

BOAKDOIV REASONABLE TERM*.
years

|/ViiUUIVUI

strongest supporters have been from the first
opposed to national control of education.
The Bureau is simply, to use the language of
one of its friends, “a clearing-house for educational information.”

Silver and Hinted Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 133 middle Street.

AT THE

II UUIV

given
disseminating information upon school
alfaiis. No authority over the school systems of the states is conferred. Information,
and not direction, is its line of work. Its

v'-• ■

Tuition and many textbook* Free.

F. B. DOLE.
,IA MF.S LITTLEFIELD,
GEORGE HINMAN,
DANA, 2d.

ja25

*-’• ■

il.

Old Number 333 Congress Street,

ami

uuv

and

Roofers.

—

gress rules, aud Mr. Brown continued as follows addressing the Speaker:
Mr. Speaker—your conduct in this and other
matters (laughter at the effect of Brown’s obedience to the speaker) reminds me of a passage
iu Junius, where he describes a bad tenant having received a notice to quit, breaking the furniture, putting the house iu disorder, and doing all he could to vex the landlord. Mr.
Speaker, the South is broken. It lies in helplessness and despair, with houses dilapidated,
villages w asted, its people bankrupt Is there
nothing in that situation to touch you,with
pity? If your magnanimity cannot be reached,
will you not be moved by some sense of justice?
In 1872, by a conspiracy between the AttorneyGeneral and Kellogg and a drunken Federal
judge, the sovereignty of a state was overthrown.
That usurpation has beeu perpetrated since
by bayonets. But recently one of your gen
erals entered the legislative balls as Cromwell
entered the English Parliament with Colonel
Pride, and ruthlessly expelled the occupants.
Onward and onward you go in defiance of the
sentiment of the country, without pity and
without justice, remorselessly determined, it
seems, to drive the southern people to destruction, to give their roofs to the flames aud their
flesh to tho eagles. A federal general steps on
the scene aud sends a despatch to the world
that the people of that state are banditti. We
have heard it echoed elsewhere that they were
thieves and murderers aud night-riders. The
clergy of that state, Jew and Gentile, have denied it. The busiuess aud the northern residents have deuied it. A committee of your
owu house, a majority being ltepublicaus, has
given it its solemn and emphatic contradiction,
and nailed the slander to the counter. Mow
what should be said if that accusation should
come from one (I speak not of men, but of language within the rules of this House)—if that
accusation against that people should come
from one who is outlawed in his own home
from respectable society, whose name is synonymous with falsehood; who is the champion,
aud has been such on all occasions, of fraud;
who is the apologist of thieves; who is such a
prodigy of vice and meanness that to describe
him imagination would sicken aud invective
would exhaust itself. In Scotland, years ago,
there was a mau whose trade was murder, ami
he earned his livelihood by selling the bodies of
his victims for gold. He linked his name to
his crime, and to-day throughout the world it
is known as “Burking.”
The Speaker—Does the chair understand the
geutlemau to be referring iu this lauguage to a
member of the House?
Mr. Brown—No, sir. I am describing a character who is in my mind’s eye.
The Speaker—The chair understood the gentleman to refer to a member of the House.
Mr. Brown—No, sir. I call no names. This
man’s name was linked to his crimes, aud to
uay turouguout me worm it is Known as putkiug.” If I was to desire to express alt that
was pusillauiiuous iu war, inhuman in peace,
forbidding iu morals and infamous in politics,!
should call it Butlerizing.
For an instaut after he closed there was dead
silence. The House seemed fairly to shrink before that withering denunciation, but the next

1-4.1__1_1_*1

It will be noticed that
is

Street.

must be at least 16 years of age,if females,
Applicants
it males.
must
17
a certificate

Exchange Street,

5

Real Estate Ageuts.

M. & E. P.

iu violence and bloodshed. Mr. Hale of New
York promptly called him to order, but the
speaker ruled that the language did not trans-

The

collegiate, professional, or special training
any recent period or year.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

School.

AGENT.

as the Portland Machine
offered for sale.
This property ocan acre of land on tide water on Comcupies
mercial St., in Portland, and comprises a large
Machine Shop, Foundry and Pattern Sfcop. Boiler
Shop)and Blacksmith Shop. There Is a full complement of Towls|for heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established has a
large and constantly increasing list of customers in
New England, and Canada, and is now running on
full time on orders. A more favorable opportunity
for investment is seldom oftered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. I ESSEN DEN, Proprietor.

ja!2

The aim of the school is to prepare tevhers for
their work by means of thorough instruction, lectures aud discussions upon school organization,
methods of teaching and government, together with
practice teaching in their own classes, and iu the excellent town-schools now connected with the Normal

ALBERT MARWICK,

collections

Iron

CASTINF. MAINE.

State street
whu

Plumbers.
JAMES IlllLLEIt.No.OI Federal Street.

Arm of O.

by denouncing the civil rights bill, declaring
that it was born in malignity, passed in violation of the constitution, and would be executed

as to be immediately available for any line of
educational research
to
be attempted,
whether it refers to state and city systems of
instruction or to the condition of academic,

A

State Normal aud Training School,

ODIORNC,

FULLER,

Photographers.

Copartnership Notice.

and continue eleven weeks. Four courses: Commercial, Classical, Normal, and Ladies’ Collegiate.
Commercial work a specialty. Students provided
with a home by the term or year. For particulars,
JOEL WILSON, Princ’l,
terms, etc-, address
or J.A.WATERMAN, Sec.
jal2deod&w6\v

HENRY WASHBURN, Secretary.

Valuable Iron Works

THEWorks
about

F. H.

_

COPARTNERSHIP.

2»rd,

known that he was smarting under what
he regarded as an insult put upon the Southern
people on the day previous, that he was bent
on retaliation and that he might be extremely
violent his fiery temper and powerful rhetoric
gave only too much reason to fear. He began
was

educational literature of the country. This
is bound, classified and properly arranged, so

A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. SO Middle Street.
3. H. I. AM SON, 15* Middle St.,car. Cross.

J. W. Ac H. H.
A: fi nion Nln.

144 business

of the most

ii

of
in

connection with the civil rights bill. The debate opened early and dragged along without
interest until Mr. Eldridge announced that he
yielded fifteen minutes to Mr. Brown of Kenbecame
The House immediately
tucky.
hushed and all eyes were turned to Brown. It

important features
library, which is of unexampled richness in its special Hue. In addition to works bearing on education as a
one

tions, embodies

commence

TUESDAY, FEBUARY

8601,092 97

LATHLEY RICH,

R. B.

modious dwelling house in good repair, is oftered for
sale. The house can be seen every Thursday and
Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. MORSE,
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.
jal5dtf

FOR

THAYER,

4LANSON LONG,
rAMES BLISS,
L'HOMAS H. LORD,
1. Q. GILMORE,
THOMAS

of
Real Estate

mitE well-known Deane property

The Spring Term will

DIRECTORS.
BAKER McNEAR,
I i. C. BLANCHARD,
K. B. FULLER,
rOSEPH NICKERSON,
YILL1AMH. KINSMAN, H. J. BOAUDMAN,

particulars inquire

Perhaps

vv>ouvu

CroMii. Portland.

The most exciting sceuo in the House
Bepresentatives for years occurred Thursday

of the Bureau is its

I 1. I. UABBOI! B, 950 Fore Street, Cor. ot

SEMINARY.

GORHAM

419,451 14
let Assets to each 8IOO nt Risk, 814 40.
rhis Company writes Marine Risks only,
on farornble terms*
CERTIFICATES issued, payable in London
at Counting House of Messrs. BROWN, SHIPLEY
&CO.

about one mile from Bowdoin College, and is offered
at a bargain. Terms of payment made satisfactory
to a responsible party. Further particulars can be
F. G. P ATTKRSON,
had of
13 Fluent Block.
feb3d2w

easy terms

10,200
97,532
288,183
2,691

A. KEITH.

MSRBJL

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and
Carpet-Bags.

EDUCATIONAL.

419.454 14

Stable connected with

with

wTmUNGER,
PORTLAND.
(llmeodllm&w6w

00
00
90
18
34

EXPENDITURES.
Losses, Returns, Premiums, Re-insurauce
and all other Expenditures. 116,135 28
income over Expeuditures. 303,318 86

House, and fifteen acres of land, with some sixty
Apple and Pear Trees. This property is situated

Acres,
convenient out buildings,
Amiles
from Gorham

21,400

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.
3. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle SI.
A.

Brown’s Debut.

diffusion of the information collected. This
branch of its duties has been discharged by
the printing of annual reports, by the sending out of circulars of information, and by
the answering of inquiries on school matters
addressed to the commissioners. The great
mass of information obtained as to school
systems in this country and in Europe, has
been carefully digested, and the value of different methods of instruction aud management fully set forth. There is strong testimony that the intelligence thus spread abroad
has materially aided in harmonizing the
school systems ot the states aud in improving the methods of instruction.

ABNER LOWELL, 155 Middle Street.
Agents for Howard IVatch Company.

Im.

Office 166 Fore Street,

and unpaid. None.
and supposed Losses. 31,110 00
INCOME IN 1874.
Premiums. 402,856 35
16,597 91
merest.

story House, six Rooms,

good

No.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

DAYS

CORRESPONDENT,1

Losses due
411 known

Brunswick, for $1000.
a

JOHN

Company,

LIABILITIES.

a

of

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Counsellor at Law.

mhl'2'74

_

J. D. JONES, President.
Sign and Awning Hanging.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President.
YOCUMS. No. 104 Fore Blrect.
JaMly
VV. H. H. MOORE. 2nd Vice-Pres’t. i 8.
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

—

Boston and Albany R R. Bonds.
Bank Stock.
Loans on First Mortgages and Collaterals.
Premium Notes.
4ccrued Interest and other Items.

Valuable Beal Estate for Sale.

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, mattresses,
McDonough Patent Bed Lounges, Enameled Chairs, Ac.
H^All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture

L-

Carpenters and Builders.

has turned newspaper correspondent
now travelling in the South ?

An Exciting Scene in the House of Kepreseutntires.

correspondence reaches 4,000, and

without vast labor and great expense.

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, op.
posite Park.

J.

and is

results, iu view of the small expenditures, are
surprising. The collection of statistics thus
obtained, aud the conclusions drawn from
researches made, will, if carefully studied,
save the wasting of millions of money in useless experiments.
The second object of the Bureau is the

_^_

IN THIRTY
PAID
AFTER PROOF.

LO88E8

feM

double Brick House, ten rooms
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street,. No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland, Sept., 30,1874

ONE

percent

Policy holders in this Company obtain perfect security, costing less than to insure in any other Com-

Iz&sh. .«•••••••«••»••••••••••••••• ..$t9,7i0 55
Bonds. 76.500 00
UityJ of Boston
_1_— Don.lo
OA Q7K nn

at No. 144 Pine
No. 142
Lower tenement of house No. 114
Street.
2 to 5. Bolh
9
to
12
and
Spring Street, open from
these rents have been recently repaired. Also one
house in Hull Block, Carroll Streets opeB in a few
MATTOCKS & FOX.
days.
83 Middle St.
no28dtt

half of

40

ASSETS.

To Let
Pine Street, Key

HOUSE

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums terminating in 1874,

JANUARY 1, 1875.

CARR,
197 Newbnry St.

W. W.

dec21dtf

$16,003,584.71

BOSTON MARINE

Let

Good Tenements to Let. One for 820,
for 815, one for 810 per month. Apply to

St,

Parlor

AT

Confectionery.
J. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
fancy Candieti, 987 Congreaa St,
Poi tlnud Me.

and

CO., Arcade,

acy”

tant institutions is such as no other agency
has ever gathered or possibly could gather

Pattern and Model Maker.

STATEMENT

ABOUT

MANUFACTURER OF

Treasurer of

Book Binders,
QUINCY, Room II, Printer’*
No.
Ill Exchange Nt.
Exchange,
8MALL & 8HACKF9BD, IV«. 35 Plum

3. R. DURAN 4 CO.. 171 Middle and
116 Federal Wtreetw

ACiCFTQ

<13w

THE

—

pany.

feb3

OF

ON

Only

34

Office 491-2 Exchange Street.

To Let.
February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldtf

FARM of 100

J. H.

All

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT. 4 FOGG ,No.OI Middle Mtreel.
T. P. McGOWAN, *54 Congress ill.

indication that the

frightened at their own
they wish to stop for a

the South writes home that he
has discovered indications of a new struggle
in that section, a struggle between the spirit
of Catholicism and monarchical government
and that of Protestantism and the republic.
He thinks the Catholics will win over the
negroes, and then awful things will happen.
Can it be possible that the author of the “Fall
of the Bepublic, or the Third Term Conspir-

colleges, 1,455 academies, 383 colleges and
universities, 73 schools of science, 115 of theology, 37 of law, 98 of medicine, 103 preparatory schools, 40 schools for the instruction of
deaf mutes, 28 for the blind, 9 for the feebleminded, 45 for the reformation of youth, and
many museums of natural history and art.
The amount of intelligence thus collected in
respect to systems, school-laws and impor-

GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. S« Exchange St. Upholstering of all kiuds

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels
by the year or passage.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

dtf

THREE

—

AGENTS,

oc 12

To

Marine Risks

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,

LET!

FARSI FOR SALE.

Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every dedec28tf
ription of building.

oxed and matted.

it is uow in

an

Some weak-minded fellow who has been

A Commissioner

embraces 132 normal schools.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY,

INSURE AGAINST

OEriCEBS.
ALEXANDER MITCHELL, Pros’t.
FRANK H. WHIPP, Secretary.
2. D. HOLTON, Vice-Pres’t aDd Manager.
W. D. BACON, General Agent.

Room in the Second Story of the
Primers’ Exchange, with power if
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. TI1UBSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.

(Boyd Block,)

Nos. 31 and 33 Free

§le

295,481.34

$67,232 47

REAL ESTATE.

CHARLES H. KIMBALL,
MIDDLE

Sin-

arc

travelling in

The Bureau was at once set to work. In
furtherance of the object of the collection of
information as to the condition aud progress
of education in the country it at once put itself in correspondence with educational institutions. The list of institutions with which

Tickets, $1.00. Tickets may be obtained at
tockbridge’s Music Store and at tbe hall. Reserved
Seats will be ready for distribution on Tuesday, Feb.
2d, at 9 a. m., at Stockbridge s Music Store.
dtd
ja29

Cash Capital paid in, $600,000,00

LIABILITIES.
Jnadlusted Losses.$59,056 00
111 other claims agaiust the Company. 8,176 47

To Lease.

—

MAINE.

er

1-2

Subscription Tickets, (reserved seat?) $2.00;

Horse Shoeing.

$895,481

£ tot nf land situated on Tuttle Cheabeaeue IsJ*. land, consisting ot about 35 a^res. Is a very I
desirable location for a hotel, cuts 10 tons »f hay and
There are sits well adapted to farming purposes.
uated on said land three wooden buildings which
could easily be converted into restaurants, etc. Being located on one of the most beautiful islands in
Casco Bay and a great resort for pleasure seekers in
summer, the above oilers special facilities as a watering place. For further particulars apply to C. T. INjat2*6w
GRAHAM, 18 Commercial Wharf.

STREET,

On Canal Bank Building,)

ISO

A. BRYANT.

Friday Evening, February 19,1875.
Friday Evening, March 5.
Friday Evening, March 19,

By s. Yonag A Co. Experienced Horse
ocl5
Shoers, at No 10* Fore street.

To Let

8/ C.

practice in Androscoggin

Assisting Artist,
MISS MAY

OF NEW YORK,

ASSETS.

NOS. 121—123 MIDDLE STREET,

oc2dtf

PORTLAND.

■

Hair Hoods and Toilet Articles.
3. F. SHERRY, No, 9 Clapp’d Illock
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

$354,373 75
IT. S. Registered Bonds.
Milwaukee City Water Bonds. 150,000 00
Loans on-Bond and Mortgage. 150,000 00
Milwaukee & St Paul R’y Bonds. 16,200 00
Cash on hand and in Bank. 110,113 90
30,719 35
hills Receivable.
Premiums in course of collection. 61,149 32
2,500 00
interest accrued.
8,989 17
Salvage Claims on Losses paid.
8,935 85
hue from Insurance Companies.
2,500 00
Office Furniture.

OVER SHEPHERD A CO.,
Wholesale Fancy Goods,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

88 MIDDLE

nr tt

ONTHE 31st DAY OF DECEMBER, 1874.
Surplus

3 Floors fitted up for a First-class
Jobbing House,

O’Donnell & Sylvester,

84 MIDDLE

r/virr/M

WALTER COREY A
IS Free Street.

MILWAUKEE, WIS„

OF

—

at

—

done to order.

LET.

TO

TO

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

ATLANTIC

JOHN W. DYER,
No. 157 Commercial Street.

Ja27_dtf

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

Counsellors

ti

Fnrniture--Wholesale and Retail.

_

OFFICE

PAINTER,

Office at Schumacher Brothers,

WM.

_

in Casco Bank Bnilding. Apply to
WM. H. CONANT, Treasurer’s Office,
Portland & Rochester Railway, 191 Middle St.

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

DEERIIIO

to

To Let.

BABCOCK.

tbt19
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PORTLAND, ME.
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MAINE.

Northwestern

be let by
ing business, having large dock room. Will
the year, or for piece Storage. AIbo two new Stores
near Commercial St., suitable for Grocery, or Dry
Fish business.

Apparatus, &c.,
SO market Street, Printers Exchange,

F.

—

A nm

Street.

Marine Insurance!

To Let.

sophical Instrument*, (School

0.

PORTLAND,

febl

PORTLAND.

It is

English

progress, and that
while and look about-them.

appointed at a salary of
$4,000, and an appropriation of $20,000 was
made. [Subsequently the salary was cut
down to $3,000, and the appropriation to
$6,000, while the clerical force was reduced
to two men, at salaries of $1200. This, as
will be readily acknowledged, is not an ext.avagant outlay.

Three Grand Concerts

»—

Mr. Forster.
cautious

ot Education was

d5t

CONGRESS HALL,

General Agent for Maine and New Hampshire,

occupied

Bureau was established.

Religion.

near

JOBBER,

MODEL MAKER &

now

ed for almost any kind of business. Possession given
first of March. For further particulars apply to the
subscriber, GEO. W. WOODMAN.<eh3tf

29*_
C. P. BABCOCK,

Block

bv B. M. Jordan & CO. This store is finished
STORE
with all modern improvements and is well calculat-

in

rights anil interests against the leveling tendencies of the Badicals. His election
may be looked upon as a triumph over the
liberal and progressive wing represented by

of the different states could be diffused among
the people.
On these representations the

STONE,

WM. A.

"LITTLE,

ID-

W.

To Let.

Q$wk} fob

Dividend will be apportioned to each Policy which shall be in force at its

or a

TO LET.

STEPHEN BERRY,

a

advantages.

Gentleman and his Wife can
be accommodated with first class Board and
mylOdti
Booms at No. 20 Brown Street.

TWO

$38,000,000
4,040,442.11

over

9th,

—

SUBJECT—Evolution
feb4

sustaining.

Board.
Gentlemen

Insuring

6,837,132.39
19,837,153.30
737,429.16

Insurance in this Company Cast* Lcm than any Other, for while its Premiums arc as Low, its Dividends are larger than tho«e af any other Company
Dividends declared and paid in cash at the end ot first year, and annually thereafter.
Its Securities are BETTER- its expenses all A 1,1, E ft than any other.
Many of its Policies have nearly double t in amount during the past 20 years, and the CASH Dividends, in
in a tew years Policies become selfmany cases are more than the Annual Premium*, so that
No other Life Company in this country, or the world, has shown such results, or presents such

To Let.
BOARD,

90,914
12,756

■

al

$72,446,970.06

Undivided Surplus

Street.

nO30___
Boarding.

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
FOB SALS—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse
power, built to order.
t
aplt

Policies in force Jan. 1, 1875,
Policies issued in 1874

To Let.
Board, large, pleasant Booms, furnished

Wilmot.
Boarding

POR.TLA.3Srr>, MAINE.

"e“^EE1.

Ja4tf___

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTAA Icon’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Llevatorx, Herricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blanchard’s
Patent Boiler.

Front Room

RAO

===,

Gross Assets Dec. 31, 1874
•
Increase in net Assets for year 1874
....
Income from Premiums and Interest 1874
Receipts for Interest over Death Claims and Endowments

___,lwtf

Jal3

19

BY

Feb.

I-J o’clock,

7

at

DR. F.

$72,446,970 06

$72,446,970 06

three boarders can he accommodated with
hoard in a private family. Booms newly furnished. Inquire at 44 St. Lawrence street.

Commencing

Stocks. »,0L3,370 on
Real Estate. 2,767,273 99
Cash in Banks and Trust Compa2 mm 3*
mes at interest.
Interest accrued. 1,085,982.16
Premiums deferred, quarterly and
semi-annual. 1,095,672 19
Premiums in transit, principally for
December.
120,224 28

28,830 47
24,191 22

pil'd'in advance.

Tuesday Evening,

39

Bonds and Mortgages.$56,916,056
By
* UnitedStates
and New York State

47
79

not an orator of

vested

collected, preserved, condensed, and properly arranged for distribution; by which the resuits of all important experiments in new aud
special methods of school instruction and
management could be gathered; and by
which information respecting the school laws

—

sharp debater, though

He represents the aristoany reputation.
cratic and old-fashioned Whig element of his
party, and is regarded as the champion of

At the time of the establishment of the
urged that there was a need of
some central agency by whieh the general educational statistics of the country could be

Library Room, cor. Congress & Casco sts*,

ASSETS.

LIABILITIES.

and

Bureau it was

Lecture.

lie first made his

appearance in the cabinet in 1866, in Lord
Bussell’s second administration. He is a man
of much ability, a close student and a ready

extravagance nor a revolutionary
Institution. As regards the degree of its usefulness opinions will differ.

lecture in this course will be delivered
in the

ON

and the representative of the ancient and
noble house of Cavendish.

neither an

nvr.

Association
The next

—

a young lady now hero for the purpose of obtaining a musical education, some light employment. Would teach the piano forte to beginners
Address,
or children, or would do copying.
EUGENIE, Portland P. Ojal9tf

MACHINEWORKS TWO

nvi. o

36

Commission (payment

mystery

tion” school look upon it as a step toward
the centralization which they dread so much.
An investigation however of the purposes
and work of the Bureau will show that it is

CII.

and “Poor Pillicoddy,”
MONDAY EVENING, Feb. ©fh
Single Tickets 35cents; two, or more 25 cents. To
be found at Augustus Robinson’s, Middle St.,
Schumacher Bros*., Cougress St.
feb2dtd

800,499 96
future).
44
Expenses and Taxes. 792,690 88
Balance to Sew Account.69,157,411 31

a

PORTLAND

4,984,615

ditions.
of current and extinguishment of

“

WANTED

tf

Dividends.
2,991,197 11
Surrendered Policies and Ad-

44

44

4‘

ap21

31, 1874.

DECEMBER

a

the way of salaries and perquisites for a few
favored ones.
Men of the “strict construc-

AHATEUBS

BEST

entertainment at GRAND ARMY HALL of the
“Two Buzzards,’*
“Good fir Nothing”

By paid Death and Endowment Claims.$3,468,645 79

4,206,074 95

dtf

an

To Balance from last account.$62,363,157 38
Kents..

scene.

city will give for the
OF ST, PAGE’S

BENEFIT

REVENUE.

••lute” rild

Wanted.
AGENTS—To sell the “Life and
Exploration* of Dr. Livingstone,’*
complete, authentic; a fresh book; price suited to
B. B. RUSSELL. Publisher, Boston,
the times.
Mass
ja21oed3w

VERV

of the

Uartington as leadtp
English Libeials is a return to the rule
great Whig families. The new leader

is the eldest son of the Duke of Devonshire

to many people. Perhaps the majority of us
have a dim idea that it is quite a useless affair,
established with a view to make provision in

of the

DISBURSEMENTS.

situation

a

Wanted.

WATER

AND

THE

ESTABLISHED IN 1843,

by addressing
country trade—can
Box 1358, Portlaud Post Office, giving real name
and reference.
leldlw
find

BY

3 DMrN Kant of Temple Hi.*

Company

York,

New

of

National Bureau of Education.
Education, a division of

The Bureau of

AFTER DARK !

introducing the great Underground Railway
ja25

TnE choice of Lord

FEB. 6, 1875

the Department of the Interior, is

establish its

Recent Publications.

age._
of the

Great Success! Crowded Houses !
THIS EVENING,
with grand scenic effects,

an

ness

FEDERAL STREET,

GAS

F.

!

Wanted.
responsible party, the lease of a house centrally located for a term of years. Address
A. B. C., 533 Congress St.
Ja20tf
Portland, Jan. 19 1875._

W. C. CLARK,
103

Insurance

had experience in the wholesale grocery busiA aud
has
extensive acquaintance with the

BUSINESS CARDS.

Will

LIFE

MUTUAL

SATURDAY MORNING,

HALL.

CITY

THE

make anil texture of the canvas

TBEE PRESS.

PORTLAND MUSEUM.

Wanted.
TAP MAINE STATE PRESS

oc

THE

OPPOSITE

CHISHOLM & BROS..
369 Commercial St.

feb3tf

vance.

OF

STATEMENT

ANNUAL

Active and intelligent Young Man from 17 to
20 yem a of age, to act as clerk. Reference*

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

1875.

FEBRUARY 6,

entertainments.

_WANTS._ _INSURANCE.

Teems : Eight Dollars a Year in advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

—

MORNING,

PORTLAND, SATURDAY

VOL. 13.

lications of marked interest form a noticeable
eaturo of the Journal, and the “domestic

j uuimary”
(

ontinued.

of important and curious cases is
It is entirely unnecessary to rec-

, uiineuu mis sianuaru
,

if the

faculty.

puuncariou 10 me notice
The Journal is published by

lenry C. Lea, Philadelphia.
The Western.
The Western, is a monthly
nagazine, published by the Western Publishi ng Association at St. Louis, and devoted to
The February
1 iterature, science and art.
1 :uruber contains a bright and original analysis
1 if Itomeo and Juliet; an entertaining article
a thoughttul pa1 ,n the Theatre in Blackfriars;
of the Will to the Intellect;
1 ler on the Relation
aid an article of much interest on Ancient and
rloderu Ethics. The editorial department is
iright and fresh.
The Illustrated Annual Register of Rural Af.
airs for 1875, WO have received from Messrs,
-j .’ucker & Son, the publishers of “The
Country
lentlemau.” This number contaius a dozen

j

j

rticles for the farmer and horticulturist, with
70 or more illustrations, all for 30 cents.
We agree with the Germantown Telegraph
; n saying “that any practical man seeking for

j

n formation, could exiract from it not less than
f ive dollars worth a year.”

j

Ismailia.

York: Harper Bros. F( sale
by
Harmon.
Now that the rush of New Year
puhcations
is over we turn to Sir Samuel Baker’s fet
hook
on Central Africa to note some
pointwhich
have not been made putent.That his exjdiiiou
not a success, is known; the slave-trades
New

Loring, Short

&

not

stopped

and he did uot get his steamers tLake
Albert which he proposed to' explor and
where he wished to give a deatfiblow to
avery
by opeuiug direct traffic with the CeutraUrj.
tribes and drive the slave traders out <tke
market. The difficulties in the way of flatter undertaking are these:
All transporbou
has to be done by native bearers, and tbey>e-

can

iug obliged

also to bear their provision th
own heads off’’ on the jruey; this makes it impossible to export »thing but ivory, and the decreasing supplyf
that article as the animals are driven farte
and farther into the interior, has thrust all f.
trades out of the field and thrown the busier
into the hands of a few scoundrels who suppl
ment the ivory traffic with the sale of the hea
ers, who are mostly womeu and children pu.

them, “eat their

chased in the Interior. The average African i
not shocked at slavery excepting when prac
ticed on himself; it is a “natural institution ol
the country.” A Sheik of the Shir tribe who
was complaining bitterly of the slave-hunters
told Baker that he had an only son, and a nice
boy, very fat and very hungry, an only son, he
added, “and I’ll sell him to you for an iron
spade.” Baker broke up the trade temporarily, hut so many of the Egyptian officials were
secretly interested in it, that he did little more
than exasperate them. Some of the native
kings, too, prefer the slave-trade to legitimate
commerce, and turned against him, and Kabba
Kega the sou ef his old acquaintance Kamrasi,
near the lake, attacked him treacherously and
drove him back with great disaster.
But his expedition was a success in showing
that steamboats can be put upon the lakes sucthat a short line of railway will opeu

cessfully,

me wuoio

country to commerce anti semi-civil
that the slave-trade caD be abolished. If any caviller ask “Why inflict the
curses of civilization upon a people living in

ization, and

primitive innocence?” it can be said, look at
the picture presented and you will see that barbarism means cannibalism, superstition, driving out old parents as witches to starve, universal drunkenness, (on native beer,) murder in every form,and constant war and slaughter. Whole
districts are depopulated, and whole tribes annihilated. Indeed, there seems to have been,
since time immemorial, a current of population
setting towards the west coast, slowly destroy-

ing the

tribes which it encounters, to be overwhelmed in its turn by more recent comers.
Here is a field for civilization to work in,
which cannot be rendered worse by any treat-

Cheap transportation by steamers up
the Nile and across the lakes will build np a
traffic in grain, wax, tallow, gums, native iron,
etc., and induce the negroes to apply themselves to agriculture; tba road to Zanzibar will
be opened and perhaps to the Cape aud the
west coast, and peace and civilization must follow. Baker has shown that this is practicable
ment.

anl

destiny

is

“boosting”

the

inert Otto-

man.

Geographically Sir Samuel has not added
much to previous knowledge. From the natives he gathered information which led him tj
think that there was water communication beLivtween Lake Albert and Lake Tanganika.
ingstone and Stanley's discovering a river flow,
ing into the latter from the north militates
against that theory, unless we accept that of
Djiaffer Pasha, former governor-general of
Soudan, who, says Baker, “having been an admiral in the Egyptiau navy, was highly scientific, and a great geographer.” He explained
to a select circle of admiring boys, that as the
eqaator is the centre aud very summit of the
globe, all the water on one side most flow
down north, and all ou the other down sontb.
As the lake extends south of the equator,
Djiaffer will probably conclude that it divides
st agree with him. The
Albert Lake is the greatest aud principal source
of the Nile. It is interesting to look upon a
map of the world as known to the ancients,
and see that its source was placed at this very
point. And it is curious, also to note that this
was the true geographical centre of the worldNot only is it upon the equator, but also upon
tbe meridian of the great Pyramid, which we
know, or think we know, to have been built to

designate the initial point fixed upon by those
Egyptiau scientists who first measured a degree, delineated the planet and founded a system of weights and measures upon its true proportions. As Greenwich has no special claims,
we may yet come back to that point, and the
sacred river may yet have a significance to us
which shall not rest upon a myth.
His Two Wives. By Mary Clemmer Ames. Pub.
UBned by Messrs. Hunt & Hougton, N. Y. For
sale by Messrs. Loriug, Short & Harmon.
Mrs. Ames will hardly add to her reputation
as a writer, by her latest work of fiction. “His
Two Wives” is a rather discouragingly bulky
novel, fouDded upon the varied phases of

Washington society which the writer’s keeu
eye aud sharp pen have noted. It is osseutially a bitter hook —one which deals with
men and womeu as if prompted by individual
injuries, greater or less; aud this
pique injures its

decided tone
Pew
effect.
women aro capable of losing their sense of personal identity in more extensive interests; and,
of universal

iu consequence, the blows given to the purposes and theories which they represent, or the
faction to which they belong are felt by them
This may or may
as individual grievances.
not be a fault of their nature—it is simply a
truth. Thus, a woman, among the fierce struggles of political life, is unable to cope with the
with the insouciance, wholly
envelopes the masculine
mind as a wadded overcoat—but, believing that
every chance elbow-thrust is deliberately and
of malice aforethought dealt at her as a personal affront, she soon becomes unhappy, embittered, and distrustful. No doubt, the society of the Capitol affords material enough for

jostling crowd,

Pickwickian, that

novels even sadder than this, even more tragic
in that tragedy which, lacking the dfPiity of
sudden and overwhelming misfortune, consists
in the crumbling ruin of happiness and all
traits upon which it may be founded—a slow
decay not less sure than the lightning stroke.
In a city whose ever fluctuating population is
largely made up of the ambitious and the unscrupulous, who trample under foot without
remorse, all obstacles to power or gain—what
wonder that social wrongs arise which must
render a novelist’s words bitter and querulous?
As an exponent of some of these evils, the
book may do good; as a novel it is barrowing,
unsatisfactory, and over-weighted by its intention ; and as a literary work, its style shows
haste, want of skill in the construction of its
plot, and various inelegancies and faults more
readily pardonable to the writer of off-hand
letters to a newspaper than to a novelist, whose
work has presumably received careful revision.
We must however give Mrs. Ames credit for
some very good sketches of character, which
though not agreeable, seem consistent and
within the limits of possibility—and as always,
she exhibits great earnestness and honesty of
harried
purpose. It seems to us that rest from
and often incongruous literary work,aud removal for a time from the whirl of Washington life,
and its Clash of conflicting interests, would do
much to restore to Mrs. Ames the more refined
balanced aud womanly manner which we have
tin in nch enioved in her “Eirene,” her pathetic
tribute to Alice aud Pbebe Cary, and many of
ber earlier poems and sketches.
Fouxa Folks’ Histoby of the Ukiteii States.
By X. W. Higginson, Boston: Lee SC Shepard.
For sale by Bailey & Nojes.
Colonel Higginson’s young people’s history
been waited for with much interest by
hose who have learned to admire his pure and
linewy English, his power of synthesis, and
lis lucid and picturesque narration. The book
nust fully meet their expectations, for it is
:ar superior to any work of the kind in curbook in which
■ency. It is emphatically a
;hcre is everything to praiso apd nothing to
londemn. The style is of that grand simplicity
vhich is the perfection of art. The narrative
The great quantis forcible and picturesque.
with cony of material has been handled
lumuiate ability, aud the result is a digest in
he true and high sense of that word. All unlas

matter is absolutely eliminated. It
bo understood by ibis that the book
i s a collection of chronological tables, or a hisorical compilation. It is the history of the
Vmerican people, clearly, concisely and graph-

i lecessary
nust not

Hooks Received.
and dates only are
‘cally told. Stub names
to clear statement. The
are
necessary
as
given
Stales.
Young Folks’ History of the United
with a heap of details.
memory is not burdened
T. W. Higginson. Cloth, 370 PI'-, illustrated,
be given-,
should
By
Portland:
Yet nothing b omitted whirl,
price 81 SO. Boston: Lee & Shepard.
their language, and
The habits of the people,
& Noyes.
Bailey
are
lives
related,
of their
illustrative ircidents
A Passionate Pilgrim, and Other Tales.
knows more about his an496 Pl>., price 82.
so that tho r-ader
By Henry James, Jr. Cloth,
of history, as history
volumes
Boston: J. B. Osgood & Co, Portland: Bailey
cestors thanten
tell him.
& Noyes.
the whole period of our
The volume covers
Transformation Sceues in the
Grand
with tbe Northmen, and
United States, or Glimpses of Home after Thirhistory, bgiooinR
tbe present administration. All
teen Years Abroad. By H. Fu'ler, author of “Belle
of that long period are
Brittan’s Letters.” Cloth, 311 pp. New York:
the markd events
G. W. Carleton & Co. Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
a sufficiency of detail to arrest at-

isgenerally*ritten,

ending'will

treated w®»
tention, ad yet with
tion and ompactness.

wonderful condensawork is made inyoungest reader, and entera

The

telligible the
is eminently
taining ’tbo most advanced. It
and many people will
a philo.+hical history,
view of the
rise fro its perusal with a clearer
subjecthan they ever before entertained.stated
The ieory of the book can be briefly
it is, that
in the-uguage of the publishers;
one of the most
in
itself
is
history
Ameren
be made inattraeve of all subjects, and can
terests to old and young by being presented
In this
in a uple. clear, and graphic way.
dates are introduced
and
names
such
bootnly
clear and definite
a
a9 a necessary to secure
incident in the mind of the
thrifof connected

thus saved is devoted to
rear; and the space
and the details
and
incidents,
traits
illvtative
this means, it is believed
of lily living. By
be conveyed, even of the
rh much more cau
than where this is overhistory,
pusopby'of
a mass of mere statishidden
by
and
]r

l‘o
s
s

that
give a few instances; It is believed
mode of treatment will leave in the readmind a far clearer impression of the

urse

of early discovery and emigration,

the

of tbs Kev-

rencli and Indian war, the^origiu
that event,
ution, the state of society after
ue rise of political
parties, and the causes
rhich led to the Civil War, than can possibly
is to accumre obtained where the main effort

ulate names and dates in the memory.
Tales. By
A Passionate Pilgrim, and Other
R. Osgood & Co,
Henry James-Jr. Boston: James
For sale by Bailey & Noyes.
The art of writing short stories, which not
long since threatened to become one of the lost
pr#o iifia nnJprtrnne a striking revival in this
Harriet Prescott Spofford, who has

Led Astray; The Sphinx; Bellah. By Octave Fenillet. Translated by O. Vibeur. Cloth,
412 pp., price SI 73. New York: G. W. Carleton
& Co. Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
The Last Journals ot David Livingstone
in Central Africa. From 1863 to his Death.
Continued by a narrative of his last moments and
sutterings, obtained from bis faithful servants
Cbuma and Susi. By Horace Waller. With portrait, maps and Illustrations. Cloth, 541 pp. New
York: Harper & Brothers. Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.
The Bazar Book of the Household. Clsth,
New York: Harpor & Brothers. Portland:
266

Loring, Short

miners of the Pacific coast; the other chose the
familiar scenery of New England, and contented himself with sketching character with a
more than French brightness and delicacy of
finish. Lately there has appeared an author
who will rank as the peer of these. The readers of the Atlantic are familiar with the name
of Henry James and will gladly welcome the
of the best of
appearance in book form of some
his stories which have appeared in that peiiodical. These who are unacquainted with him
will find In this volume the best collection of
short stories which have appeared since “Marjorie Daw” was issued from the press. A singular clearness aud purity of tone, a keen
analysis of character, a subtle warmth of color,
and an excellent command of narrative and incident characterize Mr. James’ writings. There
is an undertone of sadness about them which

suggestive of Hawthorne.
The “Passionate Pilgrim,’’ which gives the
title to the volume, is a powerful story, wonderful in its conception, wonderful in its pictures of English scenery, most wonderful of all
in its men and women. “The Last of the Valerii” is as good as a philosophical history. The
Count prostrate before the marble Juno, and
the utterly dazed American wife, are admira1

s

bly done. Eugene Pickering
Madame Blumenthal
minds of Atlantic readers.
the Future displays finer
ous

and the

danger-

fresh in the
The Madonna of

are

imaginative

power
A Ro-

than any other tale in the collection.
of Certain Old Clothes is ghastly effective, and Madame De Mauves is a woman
whom, in spite of her beauty and passion, one
would scarcely like to know.

mance

Litte Classics. Edited by Rossiter Johnson. Sixth
Volume. Love. Boston: J. R. Osgood & Co. For
Hale by Bailey & Noyes.
Another of those daintiest of dainty little
books with which Osgood is favoring the read-

ing public has just been issued from the press,
aud Love comes treading on
Laughter. The volume contains
ries, the motij of each of which

the heels of
but four stois the tender

passion.
The opening tale is Theodore Winthrop’s
gay Love and Skates, in which the adventures
of Mr. Richard Wade aud Miss Mary Damer,
and the race which Cupid led them on skates
is set forth. Following this is Bulwer’s tender
story of The Maid of Malines, which all who
remember the double blindness of St. Armand
and the steadfast affection of Lucille will be
glad to read once more. The third selection is
the beautitul idyl of Ruth, from the Bible. The
tale is Disraeli’s Rise of Iskander.
The hero of this romance is George Castriotes
or Scaoderbeg, whom Gibbon classes among

concluding

1----

ilncnrpu/1 f n

«

and who was one of the bulwarks o^
Christianity in the XVth century. Better selections in reference to the theme of the volume could not well have been made.
be

kiDgs,

Lost Forever.
By L. T. Townsend, D. D.,
author of “Credo.” Boston; Lee & ShepardFor sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.
This work is a defense, able and ingenioM
of the doctrine of endless punishment. The
author says that no objects save obedience to
the profouudest sense of moral obligation, the
defence of truth, the suppression of crime, and
as far as possible, an incitement to holinessj
have induced him to enter into the controversy
and subject himself to a rank among the “ferocious theologians” and “unmerciful doctors.”
This declaration the reader will unhesitatingly
accept. It is asked that the book may be taken
up and examined with at least a suspended
judgment, and with as little admixture of critical repugnance as the nature of the discussion
will allow, and that the gospel be viewed in its

phases of solemn wrath as well as of benign
mercy. The book is certainly a strong presentation, perhaps the strongest possible, of the
evangelical side of the controversy.
New
Book of the Hocsehold.
York: Harper & Brothers. For sale by Loring,
Short & Harmon.
This wo;k has been written expressly for the
Bazar series, though it contains little matter
which has been published in the periodical
from which it takes its name. It is made up
The

Bazar

of a number of entertaining papers on marriage, establishment, servants, housekeeping,
children, home life, company, etc. Many of
these papers are bright and sensible, and all of
them are readable. Young housekeepers will
find valuablAints scattered along the pages,
and older ones may gain useful information
from a perusal. The book is gotten up in the
attractive style of the series, and bears for a
motto this sentence of Milton’s: “For nothing
lovelier can be found in woman than to study
household good.”
Elements of Magnetism and Electricity. By
John Angell. New York: O. F. Putnam’s Soeb.
For sale by Loring, Short & Harmon.
This volume, one of Putnam’s Elementary
Science Series, is a successful attempt to comwithin the smallest possible space, so
much of the sciences of magnetism and electricity as will be of practical use to the common student The book contains practical instructions for the performance of experiments
aud the construction of cheap apparatus. It is
eutiched with 120 illustrations, which materi-

prise,

ally aid in elucidating the text.
Grand Transformation Scenes in the United
States or Glimpses of Home Life after Thirteen
Years Abroad. By H. Fuller. New York: G. W.
Cirleton & Co. For sale by Bailey & Noyes.
It is to he regretted that Mr. Fuller did not
his stay abroad, for he has

indefinitely prolong

wash d much good paper since his return. His
hook is very weak and silly, and there is not a
commendable point about it. It is rendered
ridiculous by an extravagant admiration for

George Francis Train and ante-bellum times
and by a feeling of disgust at the results of the
war.

ByJ. H. Tenny. Boston; Lee &
sale by Bailey & Noyes.
This book is a collection of bvmns and tunes
especially adapted for prayer, praise, and camp
meetings, revivals, Christian associations, and
family worship. It is gotten np to meet the

Songs

of

Shepard.

Joy.

For

constantly increasing demand for collections of hymns and tunes for social worship.
Special pains have been taken to exclude everything that is trashy, either in words or mularge

and

at. ..C

have

proved

will prove

no

*lw.
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trinil
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very acceptable, and the others
less so.

Rev. Dr. DeKoven lias been elected bishop
nf tbedioceseof Illinois by tbo following vote:
Clerical vote, DeKoven 39, Leeds 27; laity vote,

DeKoven 31 against 28. The bishop elect was
born in Middletown, Ct., in 1839.
President McCosh denies that there is any
at Princeton College.
cases of diphtheria

There is also a
the necessary substitutions.
section providing that volunteer soldiers who
The reare electors shall vote in time of war.
ported amendment was adopted by a voto of 6
to 4.
The commission continued its session until
after seven, considering aud amending the reports relative to the power of the Legislature
was finally given to
over corporations,

whiijji

Judge Kent for the preparation of a draft,
which will doubtless be acceptable to a majority of the board. So much discussion is called
out on the reports that it is hardly possible
that the commission can
morrow

Noyes.
IMyddelton’s Money.

A

Old

By Mary

Novel.

Cecil Hay, author of “Victor & Vanquished,” &c.
York: Harper
Paper, 135 pp., price 50 cents. New
& Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
A National Constitution: The Only Road
A Letter to the Presito National Pence.
By William GileB
dent of the United StateB.
Dix. Paper, 23 pp, price 15c. Boston: Estes &
Lauriat.
Ed-

Sixth Volume.
Little Ulasssies.
ited by Eossiter Johnson. Cloth, red edges, 235
B. Osgood & Co. Portpp., price 81. Boston: J.
land: Bailey & Noyes.
Love.
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FROM AUGUSTA.

Legislative

Matters.

[Special to the Press.]
Printing—Mileage of Members—Retrenchment, etc,, etc.

There was barely a quorum present in the
House to-day. a large number of members being either at home or visitiDg the Orono College or State Prison.
The Argus made a very big boo over the expenditure for printing shool laws. The proposition was objectionable only because it was
made by an order which does not go to the
Governor for approval. The cost of 5000 copies
will be about $250.
The question of mileage of members is one
that is at present disturbing the members. The
constitution and the statute conflict. The former makes no provision for the mileage of the

Senate, hut provides that the members of the
House shall have their traveling expenses paid
The past three years
to and from home once.
the Legislature has construed the constitution
and law in such a mauner that mileage is allowed at the rate of twenty cents a mile each
way. This construction was first given by Mr.
Carleton at Whitefield, at 11 o’clock at a night
The matter will

session.

probably

be

adjusted

by the Judiciary Committee, to which it has
been referred. If nothing but expenses is paid
as suggested by Senator Holbrook’s order, many
members would lose a large part of their pay.
Financial Committee held a protracted
meeting this afternoon, at which it was understood that the subject of retrenchment wa3
fully considered. The members agreed to keep
their own counsels and conclusions until they
It is fair to assume
were prepared to report.
from the make up of the committee and as wel*
as the consideration its members are giving to
this important subject, that their report will be
The

acceptable to the real friends of retrenchment
in the

Legislature.

The Committee on Railroads to day decided
to report a bill relating to fenciug railroads,
providing that if fences are not built within
thirty days after notice by owners of land abut-

ting, such roads shall pay to such owners $100.
Such notice is to be given between the 20th of
April and the last of October. In the matter
of the location of the Penobscot River & Bay
railroad at Belfast, it was voted to insert a proviso that the location across the harbor cannot
be below Lane’s wharf. The extension of the
charter was then granted for five years.
A hearing was also given on the charter for a
railroad from Augusta to Lewiston, passing
through Hallowell, Gardiner, West Gardiner,
Monmouth, Litchfield, Greene, Wales and
Webster, the company to have more than 10,000
shares of stock at $50 a share, the location to
It was
be made previous to Dec. 31st, 1878.
represented that the road could be built for
$30,000 a mile, and save twenty miles. No one
The charter will be granted.
It is understood that the members of the
Legislature at the Augusta House will give a

opposed.

“grand hop”

next Thursday or

Friday night,

probably the latter.
I caDnot learn that there is any foundation
for the declaration of a Boston paper that the
“politicians at the Augusta House have decided to nominate Hon. J. H. Drummond for
Governor.
W. VUPItlHIlVUUI

WPVUiauIBBIWUI

Augusta, Feb. 5.
The fifth report was presented by the Committee, of which Mr. Talbot is chairman, and
is entitled “Bribery at Elections,” and is as
follows:
Sec. 1 No person who shall receive, expect
or offer to receive or pay, offer or promise to
pay, contribute, offer or promise to contribute
to another to be paid, or used any money or
other valuable thing as a compensation or reward for the giving or withholding a vote at an
election, or who shall make any provision to influence the giving or withholding of any such
vote, or who shall make or become directly or
indirectly interested in any bet or wager depending upon the result of any election, shall
vote at such election; and upon challenge for
such cause, the person so challenged before the
officers authorized for the purpose shall receive
his vote, shall swear aud affirm before such officers that he has not received or offered, does
not expect to receive, has not paid, offered or
promised to pav, and does not intend to pay;
contributed, offered or promised to contribute,
and does not intend to contribute to another to
be paid er used, any money or valuable thing
as a compensation or reward for giving or withholding a vote at such an election, and has not
made any promises to influence the giving or
withholding any such vote, nor made or become
directly or indirectly interested in any bet or
wager depending upon the result of such election.
Sec. 2. The Legislature, at the session thereof next after the adoption of this section shall
and from time to time thereafter may, enact
laws excluding from the right of suffrage perpetually or for a term of years, all persons convicted of bribery at any election, or of voting
at any under the influence of a bribe.

ng the election.
Mr. Pike presented the seventh report entitled “Abrogation of the Council.” Section 1
provides that part second of article five shall
Section 2 provides for the strikpe abrogated.
ng out of the words “Council” and “councilors” wherever it occurs. It also provides
-fiat tire Secretary of Stato shall coun t the
votes, which is now done by the Executive
Council. Section 3 provides that “it shall be
bUC

UUIJ

wi

»V

UJ

*«■»»

proper officer, without whose sanction no
money shall be drawn from the Treasury.”
Mr. Pike also presented the following report,
[or

a

‘□titled “Codification”:
After the amendments proposed
rerewith shall have been submitted to popular
Justice of the Supreme JudiChief
mte, the
•ial Court shall arrange the constitution as
intended under appropriate titles and in proper
irticles, parts, sections, omitting all sections,
Causes and words not in force, aad making uo
tther changes in the provisions or language
the BeS"
hereof, and shall submit the same to
islaturo at its next session. And the draft and
irraugemeut when approved by the Legislature shall be enrolled on parchment, deposited
in the office of the Secretary of State and be
the supreme law of the state, and printed copies
thereof shall be prefixed to the books containing the laws of the state.
Sec. 2. Section G of article 10 is hereby
Sec.

work toS.

FIFTY-FOURTH LEGISLATURE
[Special

to

Press.]

8ENATE.

Augusta, Feb. 5.
quorum, sixteen members,
present in the Senate this morning.
The House papers were passed in concur-

There

was

just

a

rence.

The petition of S. H. Norton, etals., for a
cheese factory at North Livermore, and an act
to incorporate the Buxton aed Hollis Manufacturing Company, which provides that Thomas
K, Lane, E. H. Banks, S. B. Palmer, Chas. A.
McKeuney and J. M. Mason be incorporated to
carry on the manufacture of cotton and wool
in Buxton, with a capital stock of
at

Bar.Mills

$25,060. to be divided in shares
were

admitted under

a

/•II

$100 each
of the rules

reported by

the Com-

__a.:*:-cirvartrar,

•_

Tf*

The Committee or. Military reported a resolve
in favor of the Military and Naval Asylum,
appropriating $9,000 for that institution.
The Committee on Fisheries reported a bill
incorporating the Cumberland Fish Co., with
Hezekiah Winslow, Mark P. Emery and Jas.
M. Kimball as corporators, with a capital of
of $20,000, to carry on the business of breeding
fish.
The Committee on Towns reported a bill set.
ting off a portion of Berwick .to the town of
North Berwick.
The Committee on Indian Affairs reported a
resolve to pay Mitchell Paul Susup the sum of
ninety dollars for attendance and travel as dele-

gate from the Penobscot tribe of Indians.
The Committee on Claims reported a bill

re-

instating the bounty on wolves and bears,which
was ordered printed under the rule.
A resolve appropriating $9,079.70 for the
benefit of thePenobscot tribe of Indians. One
of the items is $100 for the salary of the
priest, with the provision that ho says mass
there twenty-four times during the year.
A bill to .incorporate the Limerick Savings
Bank was admitted under a suspension of the
rules and referred.
The Committee on Indian Affairs reported a
resolve appropriating $100 for the transit and
expenses of John Dana as representative from
the

of Indians, which
be engrossed.
Interior Waters reported

Passamaquoddy tribe
read twice and passed

to

The Committee on
bill incorporating the Auburn Aqueduct Co.,
which was read and assigned.
The bill allowing the Portland & Rochester
to lay a side track came up on its passage to be
engrossed,Jand Senator.Foster offered an amendment that this extension be not exempted from
a

taxation,

as

is

provided

in the charter

of

other roads, and that when the courts
decide the matter this road will faro the same
as the others.
Senator Hall thought the amendment was
same as

the P. & R. road.
The matter was, on motion of Mr. Foster,
laid upon the table.
A communication was received from the
Secretary of State, laying before the Legislato

ture the reports of the Warden and Inspectors
of the State Prison, which was referred to the
Committee on that institution.
The resolve instructing the Land Agent to
sell Ether W. Sprague some land in Aroostook
was taken from the table and passed to be en-

grossed.
following order was offered by Mr.
Emery and passed.
Ordered, The House concurring that the tenth
joint rule be amended to read as follows:—
Every bill or resolve of a public nature, aud
every bill or resolve appropriating money, or
disposing of state lands or other state property,
reported in either House by a committee or laid
upon the table by leave shall be printed and
distributed in both Houses before having its
first reading. The printed copies shall show
by wbat committee the bill or resolve was reported, or by what member laid upon the table.
The

petition to make valid the doings of the
Selectmen of the town of Hermon was received
A

and referred.
The bill reported by the Committee on State
Lands and State Roads, providing that all state
lands be sold hereafter under the direction of
the Governor and Council and State Treasurer,
was taken from the table, and Senator Cutter
offered an amendment providing that all after
the enacting clause be stricken

out

and the

following inserted:
The time provided by chapter three
Sec. 1
hundred aud fourteen of the Revised Statutes
of 1874 for closing the affairs of the Land Office
is hereby extended to December 31, 1875, and
the office of the Land Agent is revived and
continued until that date; and.iu the meantime
the Land Office shall be maintained aud all the
books used pertaining to the Land Department
shall be kept at the State House in Augusta.
Ordered to be printed.
The bill relating to highway surveyors
taken from the table aud passed to be

was

en-

grossed.
The bill relating to idiotic persons in the
Insane Hospital was indefinitely postponed.
A resolve in favor of Jerome Ball; an act to
provide iu part for the expenditures of government were laid upon the table on their passage

be

to

engrossed. Adjourned.
H«USE.

Senate papers were

disposed of

in concurrence

jxcept the order of Mr. Holbrook of the Senate, to the effect that members of the Legisla"
actual expenses to and trom the
date capital once, which was tabled by Mr.
Lyman of Machias.
Mr. Hawes of Deering, asked the House to
ture

paid

be

the rules to allow the petition of Jos.
D. Clark for reimbursmeut of expense in capturing the horse .thief Sterritt, which was referred to the Claims Committee.
Mr. Pillsbury presented a bill to incorporate
the Little Blue Slate Co. Rules suspended and

1.

abrogated.

Mr. Pike presented report 8 entitled: “Biennial elections and Biennial sessions.”
Section
1 provides that Governor, senators and representatives shall be elected biennially and hold
office two years from the first Wednesday of
January next succeeding their election. And

received.
Mr. Cobb of Lewiston, presented a bill relating to directors. It provides that when any
city or town holds one-fifth of tbe capital stock
of any railroad in the state; any citizen of such
town or city who is a freeholder, shall be eligible

as a

director of such railroad.

Reports of CommitteesThelfollowing bills
were reported by Committees and read aud assigned: Bill to incorporate Waldoboro’ Savings Bank; to incorporate Forest Slate Co.; -to
make vahd doings of District No. 3, St. George;
to repeal act prohibiting catching of pickerel iu

Tl.ano

\filn

Pnnd

Vtuetilh/tm1

fft inpnpnnriifo

Topsham and Brunswick Savings Bank.
The following bills reported yesterday and
printed under the rules, were read and assigned: Bill making common carriers, truckmen,
etc., liquor sellers when they knowingly carry
the same from place to place; relating to deputy town treasurers; relating to the schools of
Bangor; relating to the distribution of school
moueys among smaller districts; relating to
contested election cases in the House, assigned
to Wednesday; resolve appropriating $300 for
road in Limestou and Hamlin plantations,

Keported and ordered printed: Bill to amend
lobster law of last year; (noted in despatch of
yesterday;) relating to salmon fishery in St.
Croix river, making the river an exception to
act of last year.
“Legislation inexpedient”

was

reported

on

to administration of estates of
persons presumed to be dead; same an order relating to holders of bills of hanks in hands of
receivers; same on order allowing trespass in
yuare clausum to be brought in same manner
order relating

personal aud transitory actions; same on order relative to atneuding sec. 2, ch. 157 of private and special laws of 1874.
“Leave to withdraw” was reported on petition of Chas. Kolfe et als. that laborers have
as

bark for their services; on potitiou of
Charles Kennedy of Eaton for damages caused
small pox; on petition of John T. Griffin
lieus

on

by

and another for

payment

ou

amendments
were offered, one striking out the penalty of
Reform School and the other providing that
any child may he excused by a physicians’
certificate. On account of the thin House the
the bill was tabled for future consideration.
Mr. Suow, under suspension of the rules,
Two

presented an order providing
ing and printing of the school
its reference

for the compillaws add moved
to the Executive Committee.

Agreed to.
Mr. Wilson presented the following order:
Ordered, That the Committee on the Judiciary inquire what legislation is necessary to
harmonize the constitutional provision concerning the mileage ef members and the statute
upon the same subject.
Agreed to.
The bill to incorporate tho St. Augustine
School for Boys was referred back to the Education Committee that parties may have a
The bill to legalize the doings of school district No. 2 of Monroe was also referred hack to
Legal Affairs Committee.
Passed to be enacted—Act to authorize Ban.
gor to aid in the construction of Northern
Aroostook Railroad; to incorporate the Wytopitlock Lake Dam Co.

to the

Press,!

Various matters.

Augusta, Feb. 5.—A brilliant hop is in progress at the Augusta House to-night.
mi.,

t.mninKara trrVirt visifurl tlip

Arrristiil-

tural College mostly returned to-night.
Mrs. J. S. Dudley of West Gardiner fell
Thursday, breaking her leg,
Mrs. Woolsou’s lecture will ba ou WednesS.
Associated Press.l
|To
Marine.
Eastport, Feb. 5—The revenue cutter
Woodbury has just returned. She towed off
the schooner Hattie Ellen, and got her into

account

fective title of land had of the state.

next.

the

»

Cranberry Island harbor.
Fool Piny Suspected.
Portsmouth. N. H., Feb. 5.—Capt. George
Simons of the fishiug schooner Gleason of
Kennebunk, has been missing since the middle
of January, when he was last seen in this city
after .selling a cargo of fish, quarreling with
his crew, who have arrived at Cape Porpoise,
but cannot or will nol tell where the captain is,
aud the five men will probably be arrested.
Death of Thomas

A. Little.

THE SCANDAL.
Tilton’s Cross-cxamination.
New Yoric, Feb. 5.—The usual crowd was in
attendance in tho Brooklyn City court room
this morning. After court opened Tilton was
recalled and his cross-examination was continued. A large number of letters from bis
wife to himself were introduced and he was
questioned concerning them, but the proceedings were not much of iuterest and very little
Court adjourned until Monday.
was dieted.
of

WASHINGTON.

of de-

Piuchback.
Washington, Feb. 5.—Piuchback has addressed a memorial to the Senators, urging
them to take action on his credentials as Senator from Louisiana, saying that his own good
name and the interests of the state wdl suffer
by the delay.
The Civil Itightg Bill.
The civil rights bill passed by tho Housa today, goes to the Senate to he acted ou irrespective of the bill heretofore passed by the latter body and which now lodges in the House.
Owing to the great press of public business including the general appropriation bills aud the
short time remaining of the session, doubts are
expressed in various quarters whether the Senate will definitely act upon the measures.

to-day:—Currency, $8,773,303; special deposit
of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
deposit, 846,945,000;coin, $68,988,005, including
coin certificates, $23,448,200; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.
Tho internal ieqenue receipts to-day were
$265,150.

PROBABILITIES FOR THE

Various .flatters.

War

Dep’t,

Office Chief Signal

j

>
Officer.. Washington, D. C.,
Feb. ti, [1 A M.))

Papal

Domestic Market*.

York, Feb. 5—Evening.—Breadstufts—Flonr
—receipts 11,601 bbls; exports 5566 bbls; sales 7375
bbls; the general market is very dull; medium lower;
round lots—700 bbls of Amber choice sold at 5 50;
Superfine and No 2 scarce and firmer; Rye flour is
steady; Minnesota very moderate demand; Winter
Wheat—business mostly ot a retail character for local £ ants; Buckwheat ilour dull; Western shipping
quiet. Grain—Wheat—receipts 12,800 bush; exports
17,000 bush; -ales 36,000 bush ;|1 24 for Red; Amber
Winter 1 25; 1 25 @ 1 30 for common to extra White
Winter; No 2 Chicago Spring ©tiered at 1 05 in store;
1 074 @ 1 9^4 afloat; No 1 Spring nominal at 1 15 @
118: ungraded Spring sold at 1 06 @ 1 10; No 2 Milwaukee Spring limited; offerings nominally lower to
sell; the market opened and closed dull and about 1
@ 2c concessions on part of seller were necessary to
make much business. Coni—receipts 142,857 bush;
exports 11,748 bush; sales 50,000 bush; 824 @ 83c for
new Mixed Western, including Yellow, closed 824c;
Western Mixed and Southern Yellow nominal at 83
@ 84c; White at 86 @ 87c afloat; New Jersey Yellow
sold at 81c on pier. Oats—receipts 11,300 bush; exports 330 bush; sales 60,000 bush; 69 @ 70c for White;
66c in store for State; 684c afloat; 674c on the track
lor State White; 684c for Chicago Mixed; the market
opened and closed steady with fair business. Barley
—receipts none; no exports; sales none; tine market
is dull and parties apart; 1 52 @ 1 60 held for common to choice Canada; Iowa rowed State at 135@
1 40. Rye—receipts 900 bush; no exports; no sales;
Canada in bond ottered at 90c; State and Pennsylvania held at 93 @ 95c; Western quiet at 90 @ 93c.
without business, the demand limited to city milling
wants. Corn Meal—receipts of 300 bbls; exports 185
bbls; sales 250 bbls at 4 75 for brandywine; 4 15 @
4 50 for Western Yellow,including golden ear; 4 10
@ 4 30 for Western White; 4 00 @ 4 30 for Jersey and
Pennsylvania Yellow per bbl; 1 45 per one hundred

SENATE.

sacks; city sacked,

the Gloucesare felt for the safety of
tishiDg schooners, David Burnham, 2d, and
Joseph Chandler. Both have been absent nine

8 00.

Receipts—3,400

Kev. Leighton Coleman has declined the
] Episcopate of Northern Wisconsin.

bush corn, 3015 bush oats.
Shipments-525 bbls flour,
bush corn, 1407 bush oats.

Portland Wholesale markets.

J

hey were selling as many goods as in former years
* t this season and were taking as little paper There
i no change to note in prices.

C. WAY & CO.,
Corner Cumberland «Ss Myrtle Street. de22sn3m»

are bnt few cases of Consumption but what
preceded by “Catarrh,” as the air which is
breathed over the infected surface, becomes “Iimit
pregnated” with the “mint,” and deposits
a founupon the “Throat” and ‘-I.uag..’’ laying

There

are

dation for that fearful disease. And the only way of
of
reaching and removing it is through the medium
Inhalation.
_

<J. MORSE, M. D.
73 FREE STREET,

POHTLA.VO, VI K.

bush

Charleston,!Feb.

FOR SALE.

5.-Cotton

5th, brig Winfield, Bibber, from Pensacola,
Bulkhead Bar.)

—

nent persons in

Enroprau flarkeii.
London, Feb. 5—12 30 P M.—American securities
—Erie pref. 44.
Liverpool, Feb. 5—12.30 P. M.-Cotton market
firmer; Middling uplands at7|@7$d; do Orleans at
7$d; sales 15,000 bales, including 30c0 bales for speculation and export.

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, will be continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand,

115 EXCHANG-E STREET.

MARRIED.
—

In Naples, Jan. 23, Warren Chute and Miss Clara
Gammon.
In Topsham, Jan. 31, J. S. Bonney and Miss Flora
15. Campbell.
In YValdoboro, Jan. 31, Sylvester Simmons and
Miss Lucinda J. Gross.
In China, Jan. 31, Delbert S. Spaulding and Miss
Annie Abbott of Albion.

■

Hall, 87 Free street.

at

10£ o’clk,

■■■”■———————

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIP*.
From
Name.
For
Date.

Sarmatian.Portland

—

Liverpool.... Feb

6

Ville de Paris.New York.. Havie.Feb 6

Siberia.Boston.Liverpool.. ..Feb
Victoria.New York. .Glasgow.Feb

0
6
City of I^ondon.New York.. Liverpool.Feb 6
6
Feb
Republic.New York.. Liverpool....
Wyoming.New York. .Liverpool ....Feb 9
Cuba.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 10
Canima.New York.. Bermuda.Feb 11
.Feb 11
Cimbria.New York. .Hamberg.
..

EXCHANOE

STREET.

_so tt

ja2fi

1oOO.OO_REWARD.
THE)

BOARD

NATIONAL

OF

FIRE

UNDERWRITERS
Hereby offers a reward of Five Hundred dollars for
detection, conviction and punishment of the par
ty or parties charged with the crime of arson, in
tiring the premises situate at No. 8 Bradford street,
Portland. Me., being the frame dwelling of Geo. D.
Jost, on November 10th, and again on Dec. 9th. 1874 ;
said reward will be paid only on due proof being
the

furnished the executive committee of the conviction
and actual puuishment of said criminals, and expires
by limitation in one year from this date uuless otherwise ordered.
By order of the Executive Committee,
STEPHEN CROWELL, Chairman.
New York. Dec. 17th, 1874.dec23antf

To Be Lei.
Jan. 1, 1875, the chamber in second
occupied by F. M. Kaler & Co., on the
and Middle Sts. Apply to
HENRY DEERING.
No. 65 Exchange St.
de28sntf
On and after

story now
corner of Cross

C'onnnmplivefl, Take Notice.

Every moment of delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and much depends on the Judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
Dr. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for consumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to support the pretensions of any other medicine. See Dr.
Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates of
many persons of the highest respectability, who have
been restored to health, after being pronounce*! incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
these evidences will show; but the cure is often promoted bv the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purimse. These
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be

cured.

Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
the following Wednesdays, trom 9 to 3 o’clock:
Jan. 13th and 27th, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March
loth and 24th. Consultation free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Respirometor, the
price is $5.
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advice must bo
on

addressed.
mb 12

eod«&wlyenll

TEN PER CENT. INTEREST.
$15,000. COOK COUNTY ILLINOIS. 10 per
sent. School District Bonds. Coupons payable Jan.!
in New York, or at our office —$500 each: also other
seven, eight and ten per cent, municipal securities.
These represent the first claim on the entire pro|»eity
and the combined wealth of Cities, Towns, Counties
ind School Districts; well selected; no loss; security
ibsolute. Bought and sold by GEORGE WM. BALLOU, Hanker, 72 Devonshire Street, Boston. Write

Costiveness

the most Prolific

Source of ill Health.
XJ IS.

HAKKI SON’S

our

j

rrice

]

PERKINS & CO.,
CO., WHIPPLE dk CO., Druggists.
smltf
feb6

PERISTALTIC
LOZENRES.

supplied by J. u.
W. F. PHILLIPS

weaicrs

[ndorsed. by a.11 the IVXedical Journals as the most Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure Remedy for

4k

COSTIYEMESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
Pleasant to the

People Purchasing

&

LEIGHTON’S

ON MONDAY NEXT,
and
feb6

see

what

palate,

cause no

in the

Back

pain,act promptly,

require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
nd for elderly persons, females and cbildrcu, are
ust the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
Warranted in all cases ot
< nee the next morning.
he Piles and Falling of the Rectum.
We prom$o a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, Sour
Stomach,
pitting of Food,Palpitations; also Headache,
lever

GOODS

DRY
VICKERY

1

Eastern Railroad.
by

For C'ousHm. Fold* and ( onNninpilen,
;he most approved and reliable remedy is the wellPULMONARY BALSAM.
mown VEGETABLE
He careful to get the genuine.
Price, large bottles
M; small (old style) 50 cents. CUTLER BROS. St
70., Wholesale Drugg sts, Proprietors, Boston.
s»W*^S&lamw48
no25

would do well to call at

5, Wm. H. Tolman, aged 40 years

will

WM. ALLEN. JR.,
11

NO.

catling citizens are in pos*ession of the
^ »roprietor. Call and see them. All the
Apothecaries in Town and Conulry sell it.

city, Feb. 5, Geo. E. Collins, aged 35 years
10 months,—member Bramliall Lodge, K. of P.and

In this city, Feb.
7 months.

or

For sale

j

In this

family.

receive
iy-hitlan

by mail,

.12.50
Via Boston & Maine

Pile*, ha* done noble work in our very
1 nidst in relieving hundred* who were suf1 fering front lho*e di*tressing complaint*.

DIED.

G. A.R.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at India Street Universalist Church. Relatives and
friends are invited to attend.
In this city, Feb. 5, Miss Sarah N. Warren.
IFuneral services this Saturday afternoon at 2£
o’clock, at the residence of John J. W. Reeves, No.
Burial at convenience ot the
792 Congress street.

or

_

TICKETSJTO OK FROM BOSTON

lud

9i<uu.

personal

All orders, eithe
prompt attention

great

of

in its

MOUSE

FKINTINO

TUCKERS

Pyspepsia, Consumption, 1 nligestion, Flatulency, Hick Head Ache,

*ome

participate

with ns ;in<l aid us iu our efforts to secure this
act of justice and beneficence.
Per Order.
BENJAMIN KINGSBURY, Jb., President.
jahtentd
Portland. Jan. 20, 1875.

for

Abundant testimonials from

State will

meet

NOTICES.

SPECIFIC.—The

our own

Believing that no change in the organic law or the
Stare will be of such vital consequence to the cause
of public morality anti good government, as the unqualified recognition of women as citizens, we entreat
all persons who sympathize with our purposes, to

GERMAN SfRUP which contains no Ether, Chloroform or Opium, but the secret of its success is in a
German Extract ot the active principles ol Gum Arabic, and Physicians buy our medicines and use it in
;heir practice successfully. Sold by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Wholesale Agents.
se25
TT&S&weowty

LOKING’8

—

discussions.

Coughs, Colds, Consumption, and all diseases of the
rhioat and Lungs. We now find other parties advertising Sample Bottles in the same way. All we
have seen of these little Sample Bottles contain Ether
>r Chloroform, intended only to dry up a cough for
& day or two.
Be arelul to call for BOSCHEE’S

■einedy

Oil

I’ith day of February, 1»»*

the

Friday,

CAUTION.

]

la

Distinguished speakers
afternoon and evening.
from abroad will address tile convention, and pronn-

We have for the last three years been sending out
Sample Bottles ot Boschee’s German Syrup for

uplands 15$c.

at the tttalr House

Augusta.

phia.

Mobile, Feb. 5.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplauds 14$c.
New Orleans, Feb. 5.—Cotton strong; Middling
at 15c.

Suffrage

Urpresrolives’ Hall

...

SPECIAL

Woman

annual meeting convention of the Maine Wo.
Association will be helu in

The
men

VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 3d, brig Iza, Walls,
Cienfuegos 18 days for Portland.
Sid 4th, sch Ida Hella.
BOSTON—Ar 4th. sebs Flora Condon, Condon, Bay
Island, NF, via Belfast, (where she put in for provisions) Lvndon, Cassidy, Beverly.
Cld 4th inst, sch Annie Amsden, Mat tbeson, Portland, to load tor Cuba.
Ar 5th, sch Caroline Jameson, Jameson, Philadel-

firm; Middling

161Commercial Street

Suffrage Association.

_

strong;Middling up-

&
No.

Annual Meeting of the Maine

lands 15

uplands

a

my28

NEWPORT—Ar 3d. schs Sargent S Day, McFarland, fm Belfast for Baltimore; John Balch, Hanna,
Boston tor New York; Eftie J Simmons, harrington,
Savannah tor Batli; Clara E Simpson. Tapley, Baltimore for Portsmontb.
In port, schs Yreka, Joy. Portland for New York;
Susan Stetson, Lewis. Portland for Norfolk; Madagascar, Turner, do for New York; Z A Paine, Jones,
Eastportfordo; L Holway, Bryant, New York lor

Corn,

purchasers,

lets to suit

to

and STEP
for sale low

FLOORING

PINE

BOARDS .in
SOUTHERN
close consignment

PROVIDENCE—Ar 4th, sch Gov Coney, Bradley,

1000 bush wheat, [2249

@ 15$c.
Savannah, Feb. 5.-Cotton is

snd&wbm

n01

Point. Va.

Milwaukee, Feb. 5.—Wheat is weak: No 1 Milwaukee 91$c;No 2 Milwaukee at 87c cash; 87$c for
seller March; 89c for seller April. Corn is steady;
high Mixed at 63c. Oats are firm; No 2 at 52c.—
Rye quiet; No 1 at 95c. Barley is dull; No 2 Spring
at 1 25.
Receipts—0000 bbls flour, 1,100 bush wheat.
Shipments—1,100 bbls flour, 27,000 bush wheat.

at Union

Friday, February 5.—The grocery market is imroviug. Tbe orders are coming in quite freely and
One of the principal grocery
aoney is more plenty.
ouses on Commercial street infpirmed us to-day that

..

inst, ship Hannah Morris,
M Golder, Wixon,

Wtacasset.

2,800 bush Oats.
Wheat is
Detroit, Feb. 5.—Flour is unchanged.
quiet; extra White Michigan at 112$; No 1 White at
Oats
at
69c.
1
Mixed
ottered
1 09$. Corn is dull; No
quiet and easier; No 1 Mixed 56$c.
6479
bush
wheat, 4800
Receipts—969 bbls flour,

[Funeral services Sunday forenoon,

1 FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

READ,

on

Wheat, 23,800 bush Com, 6,-

Shipments-3,800 bush Wheat, 8,400

<

j

bush

bush Oats.

200

BET AJND TRW.

Messrs C. Wan & Co:—
1 had a very hard cough for at least two weeks and
could not get any relief. 1 was recommenced to try
and -lid
your Compound Syrup of l.uag wort
not use one bottle lietore my cough left me, and have
1
ever
used.
best
medicine
It
is
the
not had it since.
S. C. KUNDLKTT.
Sts.
&
Pearl
Federal
Cor.
Portland. .Ian.27,1875.

—

Fears

»ntr

ja28

Cld 5th, sch Grace Davis, Davis, Havana,
15§c.
i
FOREIGN FORTH.
Chicago, Feb. 5.—Flour dull and nominally unSid fm Batavia Dec 22, barque Mendota, Perry, lor
changed ; shipping extra extra at 4 00 @ 4 25; Min- New
York.
nesota at 4 50 @ 5 00. Wheat is steady at 85§c cash;
Ar at Port Natal, Af, —, brig Manson, Smith, from
r6|c j-eller March; 88$c for seller April; 92$c seller tor
York.
New
offered
at
1
Minnesota
May; No 3 at 80$ @ 83c; No
Ar at Genoa —, barque Alaska, Pray, New York.
94c. Com firmer at 63$ @ 63|c for cash; 64$ @ 64|o
At Messina Jan 11. barque Harvest Moon, Riley,
seller for March; offered at 65$c for seller April; 71$c
lor x>ew tors iotn, iug iruit.
seller for May; 69$c seller June. Oats steady at 52c
Ar
at Cardiff 4th lust, sch Allie Burnham, Baxter,
56
seller
cash andseller Feb; 52fc for seller March;
Nantes.
May. Rye quiet at 96 @ 96$c. Barley heavy at 1 19
fm Liverpool 3d inst, ship Marcia C Day,Chase,
Sid
is
cash.
seller for March: ottered at 118$
Whiskey
for United States.
Pork lower and closing quiet
dull and held at 93c.
tm Belfast, 1, 3d inst. ship Republic, Mosher,
Sid
for
18
85
18
seller
55
at 18 45 @18 50 cash;
March;
(from Liverpool) for Philadelphia.
seller April; 19 10@ 19 20 seller for May. Lard is
at
Matanzas 1st inst, brigs A H Curtis, MerriAi
lor
80
seller
easier at 13 62 cash; 13 37$5 @ 13
March;
mau. Port Spain; 3d, Joseta, True. Portland.
ottered at 14 00 seller for April. Cut Meats are firm
Sid
31st,
brig Hattie S Bishop, Bishop, for North of
at
short
with a fair inquiry; dry salted shoulders
6^c;
Hatteras.
ribs at 9$ @ 9gc cash for loose. Green hams at 94 for
2d inst, brig Harry, Robinson, from
Ar
at
Sagua
selling
16 pounds average. Dressed Hogs stronger;
New York.
7 50 for light; 8 00 for heavy.
Ar
at
St
prev to 4tb inst, brig Charlotte Buck,
Jago
to
New
Freights are unchanged at @ 30 for grain
from New Orleans, in distress.
York.
fm
3d inst, sch Geo Walker, Cole, for
Sid
Cardenas
—Wheat
On the call of the board in the afternoon
R L Hersey, tor North of Hatteras.
steady and moderately active at 87c seller for March; New York;
tor
cash
and
88$ @ 88$e seller April; ottered at 85$$c
SPOKEN.
seller February. Corn quiet at 63$ @ 63fc seller for
Dec 27, lat 15 S, Ion 24 20, ship Memuon, from Tule
February; 64$c seller March; 71$ @ 71$c seller May.
for Liverpool.
Oats are steady with fair demand at 52$c for seller
Jan 21, lat 33 30, Ion 84 55, brig Macbias, from CienMarch; nominally at 52c cash andseller February.
fuegosfor Portland.
Receipts—2016 bbls flour, 72,400 bush wheat, 26.3050
bush
Jan 25, lat 27 28, Ion 70 40, sch Alice T Boardman,
006 bush com, 11,430 bush oats, 700
rye,
from Mobile for Cape Haytien.
bush of barley: 1412 dressed hogs.
wheat
bush
36,Feb 3, lat 36 48, Ion 74 55, brig Maria Wbee.er, irom
Shipments—3660 bbls flour, 25,250
Matanzas tor New York.
105 bush corn, 4626busn oats, 000 bush rye, 2930
dusL barlev; 1337 dressed hogs.
A Prevalent Disease.
Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 5.—Petroleum Oil Creek
markets—Titusville firm at 1 65, Oil City is quiet at
There is no disease so prevalent in America as dys1 50; Tidout firai as high as 1 30 lias been paid at the
pepsia and certainly none which has so generally
wells; Rouseville firm without business and held at
1 35; Petroleum Centre is quiet bui firm; oil held at
battled and defeated the skill of the me<lical profeshigher prices from 1 35 @ l 37$; Parkers held at the sion. The only remedy for this distressing comwells at 1 50; shipment at> 1 71$.
plaint is a pure medicated stimulaut. Hosietter’s
CINCINNATI, Feb. 5.—Provisions steady. Pork at
Stomach Bilters, whose es ential principle is sound
19 25. Bacon—sales shoulders at 8$c; clear rib sides
cured
at
rye, is admitted by medical practitioners to be tne
at 10$ @ 102c; clear sides
11$ @ life. Sugar
only alterative, corrective and,restorative on which
hams at 13$ @ 13$c. Cut Meats—shoulders at 6$ @
10
sides
at
clear
they can rely. 'The Bitters are the best possible
@ lo$c.
7c; clear rib sides 9$ @ 10c;
specific for flatulency, dizziness, water-brash, irreLard at 13| @ 13$ for steam rendered; Kettle render15
firm
6
90
7
at
and
gularity of the bowels, and all indications of con@
ed 14$ @ 14$. Live Hogs quiet
firmed dyspepsia. They do not excite, but. sooth the
for medium fair; 7 25 @ 7 35 for good; choice butchirritated stomach and bowels, and may be taken by
head.
Whiskey—buyers
ers 7 40 @ 7 50; receipts2679
of the most delicate and sensitive organizaand sellers apart; nominally at 94c,
j persons
who are unpleasantly affected by the use ot the
tion,
Toledo. Feb 5.—Wheat is dull and unchanged ;No
stimulants of commerce. Though their
ordinary
1
at
No
1
Amber Michigan
12$
1 Red Winter 111$;
sftect is most decisive, yet they are so mild and
seller Apnl. Corn dull and drooping; low Mixed at
beneficent in operation, as to be suitable to children
Clover
Oats dull and unchanged; Michigan 56$.
67.
is well as to adults.
Seed dull and nothing doing. Dressed Hogs at7 37 @

ter

l.yoii. Foplins.
We ahull aril theoa for 01c yard.
the best

E. T. ELDEN & CO.
5 FREE STREET, PORTLAND.

sch Ellen

Providence.

are

Poplins,

Silk

Picee3 (nine)

J)
These

Snow, from Mayaguez.
Cld 4tb, ship Champlain. Merrill, San Francisco;
barque Ada P Gould, Merritt, tor Manzamlla; brig
Waubun, Spencer, for Havre; schs Adeline Elwood,
Hawkins. Montevideo; Ellen M Pennell. Thompson,
Point-a-Petre: Catawamteak, Keating. Ponce ; SG
Pinkham, Piukliam, CapeHaytien; A P Emerson,
Emerson, St John. PR; Mary Brewer, Lee, Boston;
E P Newcomb. Kellev, St Anna’s Bay.
WOOD’S HOLE—Ar 2d, sch Addle Murchie, Metcalf, Providence, to load tor Wilmington; A E Ames,
Acliorn. Bull River, SC.
Ar 3d. sch A E Lyons, from Bristol, Me, for City

navai
nominally uncnangea atie>*i®iy*c.
Stores—Rosin unchanged; strained at 2 12$ @2 15.
at 2 25.
Turpennominally
quiet;
Wilmington
(Tar
tine is quiet; Spirits nominallyat 39c.
Ocean Freights—Toe Engagements have been as
follows; to Liverpool by steam asking rate at 10$ @
lid; to London by sail flour 2s 6d.
Gold opened at 114$ and closed at 114$.
The Cotton market is firm; Middling uplands at

MINOR TELEOBANS.

nan will be punished by the law.
Tbe national troops continue to meet with
< access in their
operations against the Carhsts.
’ho insurgents are reported demoralized.
In the distr ct court of New York yesterday,
was rendered
against
J augment for $21,000
lames H. Youug, a defaulting paymaster in
1 he army.
Tbe Minnesota Senate yesterday concurred
rith the House in the resolution requiring \V.
]> i. King to appear before the Pacific Mail Com1 nittee or resign.
The Miunesota Legislature ballotted for Sen; ior agaiu yesterday, but without result.
The Kansas House has passed a bill appropriating $90,000 for settlers in districts devasated by grasshoppers.
The Cuban insurgents have commenced to
evy taxes on the farmers.

mnnm

NEW YORK—Ar 3d. schs Carrie Walker, Dunn,
Jacksonville ; Lizzie Major, Tracey, Jacksonville;
Lizzie Hever, Poland. Savannah: Leonean. Achorn.
Clark’s Island; Georgie D Lould, Clark, Charleston
for New Haven.
Ar 5th, schs Isaac Keene, from Norfolk; Israel

quoted coarse, at 1 55; fine sifted at 1 58; bolted Yel170; bolted White at 175 for one hundred
pounds; Jersey sacked, coarse, quoted 1 50 @ 1 53;
Yellow at 1 60 ® 1 66; White at 1 75 @ 1 77 tor ouc
hundred pounds. Oatmeal at 7 50 @7 75 for Western ; 7 75 @ 7 874 for city; 8 00 @ 8 25 for Ontario $>
bbl.
Seeds—sales twenty lots Clover to arrive li4c:
Timothy is nominal at 2 90 @ 3 00; domestic flax seed
at 2 30 @ 2 40.. Whiskey -receipts 609 bbls; sales of
100 hips; parties apart; held at 94 @ 95c; 93gc bid;
Alcohol 914. Poik quiet; seller for March at 19 75.
Lard is easier at 14J seller February. Tallow is ouiet
and steady at 8 15-16. Coffee quiet. Raw Sugar is
weak; fair to good refining 7$ @ 7|c; refined Sugar
in moderate demand; standard crushed at log @ 104;
powdered at 10io; granulated atlOgc. Petroleum is
strong, crude in bulk at 7}c; R S W at 144 @ 15c;

Succession.

weeks to the Grand Banks. The vessels arrivng report very severe weather.
The National Grange continued its session at
Charleston, S. C., Thursday, but nothing of
mbtic interest transpired.
The late Eliphalet Kimball, who had been
nessenger of the courts at Exeter, N. H., far
nore than 20 years without missing a day, was
mried yesterday. The circuit court adjourned
o attend the funeral.
Twenty men were frozen to death in the vilinity of Atchinson, Kan., during the cold
weather in January, and the weather for the
last three days has been almost as severe.
The grand jury at Charleston, S. C., have
ndicted B. B. Kiordeu and F. \V. Damson of
he News aud Courier for publications during
he last state canvass affecting certain state
< iflinisUs.
A band of Cheyenne Indians recently attackon
the border of
, id a Mexican supply train
yew Mexico, killed all the train men, number} ng 10 or 15, aud got away with the train, from
which it it supposed they obtained arms, ama
, uunition and supplies for
protracted raid.
( Jtlier hands have been
stealing horses, aud
Jen. Miles has gone in pursuit.
Capt. Wm. W. Wyble of the schooner Julia
t,, of Jersey City, while examining a bomb
pieces by its explosion,
! hell, was blown to
lardly enough of his body could be found to
end to the undertaker.
A little boy named Evans, who was stolen
1 iy a woman named Wilkins,some seven months
a
poor Irish
> go, was fouud iu the shanty of
1 amily in Green Point, N. Y., Thursday, where
his
been
had
1 le
placed by
abductor, and reIt is a clear ease of ah* tored to his mother.

AkVFtlf. I.OW PRICE*

—

low at

—

One Case of assorted Piano aud Table
Covers, at Decided Bargains.
All of Our Dress Goods Marked Down.

...

(aBhore

AT

—

erick, Ruatan.
CHARLESTON—Ar 3d, sch City of Chelsea, Goodwin, Boston.
FORTRESS MONROE-Passed ont 26th, ship Ella
S Tbaver, from Norfolk for Liverpool.
BALTIMORE—Ar2d, brigs Geo Harris, Stowers,
Savannah; sch Lucy M Collins, Rich, Darien.
Ar 3d, brig Mary U Mariner, I)oull, Demarara; sch
Hattie ESamDson. Banker, Portland.
Cld 30th. sch J W Sawyer, Orchard, tor Belfast.
Cld 2d, schs Addie M bird, Fales, West Indies;
John K Shaw, Cox, Hoboken.
Cld 3d, sch Rising Snn, Jones, Boston.
Cld 4th. brig Mary C Comery, for Havana; seb Cephas Starrett, Babbage, do.
Sid 4th, seb Addie M Bird.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 3d, sch Tarry Not, Timmons. Charleston.
Passed down 3d, barque Limerick Lass, for Bre-

mBelow

Linens,

Damasks,
and Diapers,

Doylies.

guilts,

PASCAGOULA—Ar
ridge, St Thomas
Cld 30th, brig Suwannee, Sawyer, Barbadoes.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Cld 3d, sch Annie E Babcock,
Lee, New York.
Sid 27th. sch Post Boy. Robinson, Mayaguez.
SAVANNAH—Ar 30th, seb Eastern Queen, Rod-

New

have marked all

Bales Brown Cottons at about 5*4 to
lc yard, less than Wholesale Prices.

_

Sinking Funds%.834

we

par

Xapkins,

Ar 3d. sch Olive H Robinson. Beers, Ruatan.
Cld 30th, schs L T Merrow, Connce, Baracoa; Mary
Ellen. Smith, Utilla.
Cld 4th, schs Scotia, Drummond, Havre; Emma,
Oliver, do.
Below 3d. seh Lamoine. Leach, Rio Janiero.
29th, sen J M Morales, Eld-

58

Central Pacific bonds..97
Union Pacific.
934
Union Pacific land grants.93

London, Feb. 5.—The Times despatch from
Rome says efforts were made to ascertain
whether the Austrian government is inclined
to support Cardiual Rauscher’s election to the
Papacy, but that the government declines to
interfere, fearing it will be held responsible by
Germany for the policy of the new pope. It is
thought the conservatives of Austria would
favor Cardiual Eauscher if they should succeed
to power.
The Queen’s Speech.
London, Feb. 5.—Parliament re-assembled
to-day. The Queen’s speech says the peace of
Europe remains unbroken, and she will exert
The recogniher efforts to have it continue.
tion of Atfonfo as King of Spain will be settled
of
the East
The suppression
without delay.
African slave trade is confidently looked for.
In the Colonies during the past year there has
seen general prosperity.
Slavery has been
tbolisbed on the Gold Coast. By a providential blessing the government has beea able to
sntirely avert the loss of life apprehended from
The finances are satisfacto'amine iu India.
-y, the trade of the country had somewhat fallen off, but general prosperity has prevailed.
Che Queen recommends the repeal of exceptional statutes touching the peace of Ireland,
ind the enactment of various local laws.

Domestic Deportment,

our

7

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 3d, Nicholas Thayer.CrosLiverpool;
York.

far 1 lb* viril.

Crovli

Hills Cottons 11 l-2c, Agt’a price 121 2c.
Barkers Mills 12 l-2c, Agent’s price 15c.

55, was in company with brig Machias,
foegos for Portland.
Sch Carrie Walker, Dnnn,at New York trom Jacksonville. reporrs, on the 2d inst. two miles NW of
Sandy Hook, was run into by steamer Achilles, and
lost bowsprit, cutwater, and all the head gear. The
steamer proceeded without ottering assistance.
Sell Laura E Messer, Gregory, trom Boston lor Baltimore, which went ashore at Sandy Point, Block
Island. Jan 12th, has been lianled otT without dam4th inst.
age and was towed to Newport

Chicago & Rock Island. 1044
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Railroad securities:

in

In

84

'new ORLEANS—Ar3d

Dozen Towels at half prlee.

Actually worth 10c.

33 30, Ion
hospital at Vlnevard-Haven. Jan 21. latltom
Cien-

Dunbar.

fur hie each,

Ouilis

UoIa goAtoli

Aha

head Bar. but will probably come off at high water
without damage.
Brig Iza, Walls, from Cienfuegos for Portland, put
into Vineyard-Haven 3d inst, with cargo Bbifted and
leaking, having experienced heavy weather. On the
31st ult. Wm Smith, second mate, fell from the fore

by, Cork via Guaymas

Rates

77 1-2

MEMORANDA.
A dispatch from Philadelphia states that the brig
Winfield. Bibber, from Pensacola, is ashore on Bulk-

47
preferred..
Michigan Central.764
39g
Uuion Pacific stock.
Lake Shore.... 734
Illinois Central, ex-div.1014
Wabash.164
Chicago & Northwestern. 45f

are now

One Rale Russia Crash for 10c yard.
Jobber'* price 11 l-4c.

Bath.
Ar at New York 5tli, brig F I Henderson. Henderson, Cardenas; sch Wm Arthnr. McDuffie, Portland.
Ar at Baltimore 4th, brig A M Knight, Oaks, from
Matanzas.

«.uo

we

.Tlanufaclurer’M price OSc.

lumber loaded sebr, supposed tbo Henrietta,
Brunswick, Ga. was within seven miies of PortLight on Thursday, but was blown oft.

ims wren m»cu

bargains

Agent’* price §-V30.

[FROM MERCHANTS* EXCnANOE.]
Sid fm Cienfuegos 30th ult. brig Valencia, for Boston ; 1st inst, Leona, for Portland.
Ar at Matanzas 2d, soli Hattie N Fuller, Hart, Sa
vannah; 3d. brig I> II Stockwell, Harding, Sagua;
teh Edw Waite. York, St John NB.
Sid 2d. seb L W Wheeler, Lewis.North of Hatteras
Ar at Montevideo previous to 1st inst, barque barmiento. Moody. Portland.
Cld at Galveston 4th inst, sch Mary E Rankin, tor

Erie......28g

coarse

few of the many

a

One Case

Fox.

ana was uisamea:

.If nuufucliwero price*.

or

One Case Holland Hlankcts for $4.50 pair*

erIch

yarn

—

ottering

EmSch Nellie F Sawyer, Getebell, Havana—Isaac
&
—Emery
York
New
Belle Crowell, Gove,

Erie

for Baltimore

We mention

Ss'ch

Pacific Mail.3*3
N Y Central and Hudson River consolidated.1014

Chicago^ Northwestern! preferred..

Lew* than Jobber*

..

United States5 20*8, 1867, ex-div.^..119*
United States 5-20’s, 1868, ex-div..*.1194
Unite* 1 States new 5’s ex.;.1154
United States 10-40 coupon.117
Currency 6*8 ex in.1104
The lollowmg wefp .ne closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.7^g

FOREIGN.
Austria and the

HOUSE.
The a'teudance in the House to-day was
fully as large as yesterday. The House met at
ten o’clock, but long before that hour every
seat iu the gallery was occupied, huudreds
standing around the doois in hopes of getting
The men’s gallery was
inside the chamber.
entirely occupied by colored men.
was
taken up about halfbill
The civil rights
past ten, and three or lour uninteresting ten
made up to eleven
minute speeches were
o’clock.
At a quarter after twelve, several speeches
having been made, the most notable of which
were those of Messrs. Phelps and Shanks,Gen.
Butler called the previous question.
in the course of his speech Mr. Shanks
caused the equal rights plank of the Democratic platform of 1872 to be read,which created
a burst of laughter all over tho
House, which
was again and
again renewed when he announced it as a preamble to the bill.
At 12.40 Gen. Butler rose to close the debate.
The sceue presented has rarely been surpassed.
Every gallery was crowded, and nearly a thousand persons crowded around the doors trying
to obtain admittance before Butler commenced.
A motion was made to admit ladies to the
floor, but objection was made by Mr. Niblack.
In the course of his speech Mr. Butler caused
to be read a petition to the Mississippi legislature. in which a white man asked that seveu
different children by different colored women
be legitimatized. The reading of the names
was greeted with bursts of laughter.
Mr. Butler then had read a letter written bv
Mr. Brown of Kentucky during tlie war, and
contained treasonable sentiments.
Before the Clerk had completed the reading
of the letter a point of order was raised by Mr.
Hale of New York, who insisted that if it refleeted ou a member of the House, it should
not be lead.
Mr. Butler, on the other hand, insisted that
it was an official report made by the Election
Committee to the House of Representatives.
The Speaker represented the difficulty of
deciding on the points in debate, but held that
if the gentleman from Massachusetts asserted
that it was pertinent to the subject before the
House, it could not be excluded, even if it did
reflect upon a member, because it was contained in an official report.
Mr. Hale then said he trusted the gentleman
from Massachusetts would not shame the
Republican side of the House by such an attack
upon a member when no response could bo
made.
Mr. Butler, not having heard the remark distinctly, asked Mr. Hale to repeat it, which the
latter did, strongly emphasizing the word
“shame.”
Gen. Butler closed his speech at 15 minutes
to 2. No demonstrations, either of approval or
disapproval, took place, either in the galleries
or ou the floor.

Friday, Feb. 5.

RODDM,.

PRICED

LOW

AT

arrived.
Steamship Chase. Bennett, Halifax, NS—passenand mdse to John Portons.
gers
B
New Y ork, pas
Steamship Geo Cromwell, Bacon,
sengers ami mdse to <1 N Magna.
to load for
Boston,
Haskell,
It
Somers,
Sch Mary
to load ice
Boston,
Whitmore,
L T WhUmore,
for Mobile.

A
from
land

stock of

their entire

KIL'H AND

eminent securities;
United States coui»«n 6’s, 1881, ex-div. 120J
United States 5-20*8, 1862.US
United States 5-20*8 1864.H7g
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.1191
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new, ex-div. .119

Session.

Washington, Feb, 5.
The Chaplain, in his opening prayer, alluded
to the death of Senator Buckingham of Connecticut, saying: We come before Thee, O
Lord, admonished by the tidings of the morning that in the midst of life we are in death.
Another member of this body has been called
from the scene of his earthly labors. Bless and
uphold the members of his family and surviving friends.
Immediately after the reading of the journal
Mr. Ferry of Connecticut, said:
Mr. President—I rise tj the performance of
what is to me the saddest duty of my public
I announce to the Senate the death of
life.
my colleague, on this fl< or, which occurred this
morning in Norwich, Conn., at 20 minutes of
Just as night was turning into
12 o’clock.
morning Gov. Buckingham died. I hope on
another occasion to be able to say something
befitting his memory. At present I offer this
resolution:
Resolved, That a committee, to consist of
five senators, be appointed by the chair, to attend the funeral obsequies of William A, Buckingham, at Norwich, Conu.
The resolution was seconded by Mr. Authony
and unanimously agreed to.
Mr. Ferry also offered a resolution that as a
further remark of respect for the deceased the
Senate do now adjourn.
Tbe Chair appointed a committee to attend
the funeral as follows: Messrs. Ferry of Connecticut, Sherman, Stevenson, Fenton and
Waskburne.
Mr. Ferry said the Senate was aware that in
his infirm condition of health, it would hardly
be possible for him to go to the home of his late
colleague and return here without great risk to
himself. So far as he was concerned, he would
not decline to go on account of his physical indisposition, but there were others who were interested iu his health, and he must prefer asking to be excused,
The Vice President appointed in his place
Mr. Hamlin of Maine.
The Senate then adjourned till to-morrow,

MARINE NEWS.

nud ftfoner ;ttarkrl*
York. Februry 5-Bvenino.—The business
in Wall street was quiet. Motley wtfs easy at 2» @ 3
per cent.
Sterling Exchange closed quiet at 486 tor
60 days and 849 lor demand. Imports ot dry goods tor
the week $2,891,711; amount marketed $2,206,056.
The customs receipts to-day were $218,000. Gold
cloipxl at 114$, after selling at 114} @ H3|*the carrying rates were 1 @ 3 per cent. The Assistant treasurer paid out to-day $224*000 on account of interest
Foreign adviand $302,(100 In redemption ofbonds.
ces report a diminution in drain of bullion frotn the
Bank of England, and the woist is undoubtedly ovef.
The following is the Clearing House statemeut: currency exchanges $95,166,737; currency balances $483,974; gold exchanges $8,975,755; gold balances $1,332,357. Governments were steady. State bonds were
dull. Railroad mortgages steady. The stock market
during the morning was weak aud lower, the decline
ranging from $ @ 1} per cent, in the entire list; Wabash fell from 17 @ 158; Lake Shore from 74} @ 73$;
Pacific Mail from 35$ @ 34$; and North Western from
46$ @ 45$. The decline in other shares were from $
@ } per cent. The lowest quotations were male at
the second call. The market was firm during the
last hour of business and prices recovered $ per cent,
from the lowest point of the day. The principal activity an I strength was in Wabash, Paictic Mail,
Union Pacific, Western Union, Lake Shore, New
York Central and Northwestern. The total transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 181,000
shares, including York Central 13,900 shares, Erie
4200 shares, Rock Island 4200 shares. Pacific Mail
18,400 shares, Milwaukee & St Paul 5700 shares,Ohio
& Mississippi 6800 shares. Western Union 47,800 do,
Toledo & Wabash 6900 shares. Union Pacific 29,300
shares; the extreme prices were. New York Central
1014 @ 101; Erie 29$ @ 28$: Lake Shore 74} @ 73$;
North Western 46$ @ 45}; Rock Island 103$; Pacific
Mail 35$ @ 314; St Paul 38 @ 37|; Ohio & Mississippi
29 @ 28$; Western Union 74} @ 73$: Toledo & Wabash 17 @ 15}; Union Pacific 39} @ 38}.
The following were the closing quotations of Gov-
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winds, higher temperature and generally clear
weather, except suow in the northern portions.
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Board, Feb. 5.

Eastern Railroad. 56

For Slew Fntflaud,

fore a week or tea days.
The depositors of the Freedmen’s Bank will
probably not receive more than 40 or 45 cents
on a dollar.

Fortj-Third Congress—Second

NEXT TWENTY-FOUR

HOURS.

By direction of the President the order transferring revenue supervisors has been cancelled.
Jhe Attorney General decides in case of persons convicted of forgery before the IT. S. consular agent of Smyrna, that they could not be
held i( transferred to this country.
onmmitfpfl will nnt. rennrf,

ISa'.es

af the Brokers’

cases

9lllTEOROL0<ilCAL

E. T- EEDEIN * CO.,

miniature Almanac......... February «.

Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R.— @102
Second Call.
.91
Eastern Railroad

—

(.VOK.VJ

PREVIOUS TO TAKING ACCOUNT O
STOCK AND MAKING REPAIRS.

fio*ten atork Llati

minor Fires.
The famous Hiram Smith flouring mills at
Wheatland, New York, were destroyed by fire
Thursday evening, Loss on mills and adjacent
buildings $25,000. They were built iu 1800,
and were known as the Allbright mills until
1810.
The horse car station in Providence was partially destroyed by fire yesterday morning.
Loss $3000 to $1000. Fully insured.
A fire at Bloomfield, Ohio, Thursday, burned
Loss $12,000;
out the firm of Fair & Strauss.
insurauce $3500.
The large barn of Mrs. Elizabeth Riley of
Dallarte, Mass., together with two horses, a
cow, a lot of hay and other contents, was
burned Thursday afteruoou. The fire is supposed to have originated from a chimney in a
part of the building used by Mason Riley as a
manufactory. Loss total; insured for $5000.

Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances for

A'.ilwmn

luv

do and

_

under their rights at comrnou law and
bv state statutes, and having so elected to proceed on the made or other their right to proceed in the other jurisdiction shall be barred,
but tins proviso shall not apply to criminal proceedings either under th s act or the criminal
law of any state, and provided farther that a
judgment for a penalty iu favor of the partyaggrieved, or a judgment upon an indictment
shall be a bar to either prosecution respectively.
Section 3—That the District and Circuit
Courts of the United States shall have exclusively of the courts of the several states cognizance of all courts and officers against and
violations of the provisions of this act and actions for the penalty given by the preceding
section may he prosecuted in the territorial
district or circuit courts of the United States
whenever the defendant may be found without
regard to the other party, and the District Attorneys, Marshals and Deputy Marshalls of the
Uuitftd States and the commissioners appointed by the circuit and territorial courts of the
United States with powers of arresting and
imprisoning, or bailing offenders against the
laws of the United States, are hereby especialto
instirequired
ly authorized and
tute
every
against
proceedings
violate
the
shall
who
person
be arprovisions of this act and cause himasto the
case
rested and imprisoned or bailed,
may be, for trial before such a court as of the
United States or territorial court as by law has
cognizance of the offence, except in respect of
the right of action accruing to the person aggrieved, and such district attorneys shall
caute such i proceedings to be prosecuted
to
their
termination as in other eases
Provided, that nothing contained in this section
be
shall
coustrued to deny or defeat any right
of civil action ac< ruing to any person, whether
by reason of this act or otherwise, and any district attorney who shall wilfully f til to institute and prosecute the proceedings herein reouired shall, for every such offeuce, forfeit and
pay the sum of $500 to the aggrieved thereby.

NEW YORK.

TM.aa

wi

to

Da::ly DomeMtic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bnsn commeal to G W
& Co.

jjibceed

Lewiston, Feb. 5.—Private despatches stat e
that Thomas A. Little, A. M., Superintendent
of the Wisconsin Institute for the Education
of the Blind, died at Jamesville, Wisconsin,
Thursday. He was a native of Augusta, and
graduated at Bowdoin College in 1855.

Continuation

ru'.

2 do merchandise

CLOSING SALE

True

.1..

w

Liseomb,

mdse for Canada.

tlie floor or in the galleries followed the announcement of the vote.
The following is the bill as passed, without
the preamble: That all persons within the jurisdiction of the United States shall beeutitled
to full and equal enjoyment of the accommodations, advantages, facilities and privileges of
inns, public conveyances ou laud and water,
theatres and other places oi public amusement,
subject only to the conditious and limitations
established by law, and applicable alike to citizens of every race and color, regardless of any
auy perprevious condition of servitude; thatsection
by
son who shall violate the foregoing
law
reasons
for
applito
by
except
denying any
cable to citizens of every race and color, and
of serviregardless of auy previous conditions
tude the full enjoymeut of any of the accommodations, advantages, facilities or privileges
in said section enumerated, or by aiding or inciting sucn denial, shall for every such offence
forfeit and pay the sum of $00 to the person
aggrieved thereby, to be recovered in an action
of ibe debt with full costs, and shall for every
such offence be deemed guilty of a misdemeauar, and upan conviction thereof shall be fined
not less than $300 nor more than $1000, or shall
be imprisoned not less than thirty days and not
that all persons
more than one year provided
_..r_

MATTERS IN MAINE.
[Special

Foreign Import*.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Chase—24 packages of

Adams, Arthur, Bright, Bromberg, Brown,
Bell, Berry. Blount, Bowen, Caldwell, Chittenden, Cio-sland, Davis, Eldredge, Hancock,
Harris of Ga., Hunton, McLean, Millikeu,
Nesmith, Read, Schell, Slone, Williams of
Mich., Wilson of Ind and Young of Ky.—28.
The bill was then .passed; yeas 162, nays 100.
Messrs. J. Ambler, Smith, Stanard, Crutchfield, Lowndes, Roderick, Butler of Tenu., and
Sloan (Reps.) voted in the negative. Messrs.
Bromberg and l’helps (Lib. Reps.) also voted
against the bill. No demonstration, either on

the

rest of the road, and he offered as an explanation that as the question of taxation of such
railroads is now an open question, and that
pending its decision the Legislature should not
grant any more such rights.
Senator Haskell thought the matter was too
small, the width being only *30 feet and the
length 200, to cumber the bill with an amendment, and that this railroad should have the

unjust

looking to compulsory attendance upon schools
of children between 7 and 15 years of age,
three montli3 in the year.

2000 shocks and heads.

skins to J F

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Crescent City.New York. .Havana.Fob II
Baltic.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 13
City of Montreal .New York.. Liverpool.Feb 13
.Asp inwall... Feb 13
Accnpulcn.New York.
Dlaribel.New York, llayti, &c.... Feb 13
York.
Ethiopia.New Yolk. .Glasgow.Feb 13
.Bremen.Feb 13
Hangi.New
Prussian..Portland.. Liverpool.. ..Fob 13
City of Mexico.Now York. .Hav&VCruz.FeblO
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool.Feb 10
Abyssinia.New York. .Liverpoei.Feb 17

Foreign KxportN.
HAVANA. Schr Nellie F Sawyer—5173 bx ebooks,

was tlien taken on the school amendthe Lill, which was carried by 128 to

48.
The next vote was on the motion to insert
the amendment of Mr. White of Alabama as a
substitute for Mr. Cessna’s amendment, which
was practically the Senate bill.
Mr. White’s amendment was rejected, and
ayes and noes called ou Mr. Cessna’s amendment as a substitute for the H. use bill.
Mr. Cessna’s substitute was rejected, 148
to 113.
The next vote was on inserting as a preamble
to the bill a portion of the Democratic platform
of 1872, which had beeu quoted jby Mr. Burrows of Michigan.
Mr. Potter of New York asked leave! to add
as an amendment to the preamble the 4th section of the same platform, as follows:
“Local self-government with impartial suffrage will guard the rights of all citizens more
securely than any central power.”
Objection was made and the amendment was
not received.
The.preamble was then adopted; yeas 219,
navs 28.
The following is the vote in the negativo:

ford delegation.
All of the hills read and assigned yesterday
were passed to be engrossed except the bill

day evening

Walker for services rendered.

was

ment to

at

suspension

and referred.
Leave to withdraw was

A vote

The Committee on Claims report the petition
of citizens of ltoxbury be referred to the Ox-

hearing thereon.

suspend

NOVEMBER ELECTIONS.

Sec. 1. The election of such state and county officers as are chosen by popular vote, shall
bo cboseu on the Tuesday next after the first
Monday of November, commencing in the year
eighteen hundred and seventy-six.
Sec. 2. Section 4 of article 2 is hereby abroSection 4 of article 10 is amended by
gated.
striking out tho word September, and substituting therefor the word November. Section 7
if article 9 of the amendments is amended by
mbstitutiug the word November for the word
September in the seventh line of said section a?
printed in the Revised Statutes of 1871. Section
) of the said article is amended by substituting
Eor the words the “second Monday of September,” the words, “the Tuesday next after the
Srst Monday of November.”
The rest of the section consists in substitutng November for September the time of hold-

KUD

its

complete

night.

& Harmon.

and Tunes.
Songs of Joy. A Collection of Hymns
30 cents.
By J. H. Tenney. Boards, 128 pp., rrice
Boston: Lee & Shepard. Portland: Bailey &

at

election under this article shall be in the year
1870, aud the Legislature shall thereafter convene on the first Wednesday of Jauuary biennially. The remaining sections provides for

pp.

country,

done little of late however, is entitled to the
honor of being named as the forerunner of the
revival. The new era in story writing was fully
The
ushered in by Bret Harte and Aldrich.
one worked an entirely new field among the

the first session next after
the adoption of this article shall luako all
needful provisions by law in relation to the
tenure of office of all county officers. The first

Legislature

the

they are selliDg cheap.

)izzinkss, Pain

and

Loins. Yel-

.OWNESS OF TIIE SKIN AND EYES,SICK HEADACHE,
__] !oatei>
Tongue. Billiousnf.ss, Liver

NOTICE.-All officers,

and soldiers, wounded, ruptured
PERSONAE
he late Rebellion, however slightly,

or

]

sailors

injured

in
a

can obtain
1
^ Vnsion by addressing Dr. E. b. JACKbON, Late
* lurgeou in United Slates Navy, No. 4 New ChamlersSt., New York City. Communications promptoc29snly
1 y auswored.

Slop that Cough.
pulmonary complaint, however obstinate, can
esist the healing influence of Dr. Morri’s Syrup of
’ar Wild Cherry and Horehound. For coughs, colds,
i oarseness, sore llir. at, asthma and bronchitis, for
it has no
* ;roup and preventive of consumption
Clears and strengthens the voice of speakers
£ mal.
no opium or other dangerous
a iid si’ngdh*. Contains
i lgretlient and is pleasant to take. Is the best known
r •niedy for \\ hooping Cough. If everything lias
* died In your case call ou A. S. Hinds, Preble House;
'1 G. Loring, Exchange and Federal St.; Dr. C. L.
1 bit, 653 Congress St.; C. lb Woodman, Saccarappa:
I r. Keen, Gorham; or E. 1*. Weston, Fryeburg, and
J. W. Perkins & Co., and W. F. Phila ik about it.
oclOeodtf
li lis & Co., General Agents,

.oss

of
.ND all
iess &c.

Coeilaint,

appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faint-

Travellers find the
just ichat they need,
s they arc so compact and inodorous that they may
^ e carried in the veet jacket, and as an aperient or
/ ixative these Lozenges have no equal.
Trial Boxen 30 c. large Iftoxe* tiOr. neat
I •y mail free of postage lo any addrc*».
For sale by E. S. H arkison Si Co., No. 1 Tremont
'l 'emple, Boston, and by aii Druggists.

Lozenges

No

seOsneodly

Lwiiings, Tents, Flays. Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, <8re.
40 1-2

F
|

Inc3

A

EXCHANGE

STREET.,

LEAVITT.
eo0*n

PBESS?

THE

SATURDAY MORNING FEB. 6, 1875
THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots oi Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brum’ll & Co., Andrews
Wcntwnnh, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out oi the city.
At Biddetord, o! Pillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon,
At Waterville, ot J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J.O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.

SPECIAL NOTICES

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Jsost—Long Pocket Book.
People Purchasing—Viekery & Lei hton's.
New Trunk Store—J. R. Duran.
Notice—A. McMilliau.
A gents—Wanted.
Garden and Flower

Seeds—Kendall & Whitney.
Wanted—Accountant.
New Goods—Nelson & Co.
Wanted—New Milch Cow.

School immediately after service.
jy The ladies of the Temperance Association
meet for praver every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, at 3 o’clock p. m. in the parlor of the Y. M.
C. A. rooms. All ladies interested in Temperance
are earnestly invited.
St.Lawrence St, Church—Rev. A. H. Wright,
Pastor. Preaching services at 10} and at 3. Sunday
School at 1}.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall. 87 Free
St.
Preaching Sunday at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m. by
Elder E. A. Stockman, pastor of the church. Prayer
meeting at7 p. m.
Mountfort St. A. M. E. Church—Rev. S.
V. Douglas, Pastor. Prayer and conference meeting
10} a. m. Preaching at 3 p. ns., and at 7. All are
invited.
Spiritual Eclectioners at Fluent Block No. 1
&2. Meeting to-morrow at 2} p. m. Entrance on

Found—Keys.
Stated Meetings.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday evewing of each month.
MASONIC
Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.
RITES.

Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday: Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

Exchange

Street.
First Second Advent Church, 567 Congress
St.—Elder Geo. W. sederquest of Lynn, Mass,, will
preach Sunday at the usual hours. Prayer meeting
at 9 a. m. and 7. p. m. Seats free.
Mr.
Spiritual Fraternity, at Arcana Hall.
Isaac P. Greenleaf(an inspirational speaker) of I osat
3
and
ton will give the fourth lectures of the course
7 p. m. Seats free.
Preble Chapel, comer Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School 2 p. m. Preaching 3 p. m.
A temperance meeting at 7. All are cordially invited.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., comer of
Wilmot. Rev. W. H. Shailer, pastor.—Sabbath School
1.30 p.m.
Preaching 3. Social Meeting 7 p. mSeats Free.
Congress Street M. E. Church—Rev. C. B.
Pitblado, pastor. Communion service at 10} a. m.
Preaching at »^). m. and Lecture at 7 p. m. by the

Wednesday.

Chapters—Greenleaf R. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
K. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Vernon,

Monday.
CommANDERIE8 of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday : St. Albans, second Thursday.
J50DI15.PJ-unuiu

IllBt

UUU^U,

i. UCBUfty

May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 i\ M.; Grand

ill

May;
Com-

mandcry, Wednesday evening.

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each month.
ANCIENT

ACCEPTED SCOTTISH BITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first
Friday.
cond FriCouncil—Portland Oouncil P. of J
day.
Rose
de
Croix
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter
H., third

paBtor.
New Jerusalem Church—Rev. W. B. Hayden
preacn to-morrow iuoiiuuk «»• *>»»» £
Bible Meeting in the Vestry at 7 o’clock. International Lesson for next Sunday—Ebal and Gcrizim; Josh, viii, 30.
wm

Commandment, Evening

Friday.

Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P% R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.

Casco St. Church.—Rev. C W. Perk ms, pastor
Services in connection with Sunday School with short
sermon at 10} a. m.
Sunday School at 11} a. m.
Service with sermon by the pastor at 3 p. m. Sunday
School Concert at 7 o’clock evening. All are cordially

O. O. F.
A10dd Fellows* Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Drotheis, on Thursday evenings; Livonia, on Friday
I.

evenings; Beacon,

on

Tuesday

R., second and fourth Saturdav.

evenings;

Ivy, D.,

invited.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Prayer
meetings and 2 p. m. Sabbath School at 3 p. m.
Gospel Temperance Meeting at 7} in the evening.
Union Temperance Meeting Monday evening. All
Seats free.
are welcome.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor. Morning service at 10} a. m. Supday school at 11.45 a. m. Sunday School Concert in
the evening at 7 o’clock.
First UNiVERSALiST.Congress Square—Rev. W.
E. Gibbs, Pastor. Preaching at 10} a. m., and 7
o’clock p. m. Sunday School at 3 p. m.
Plymouth Church.—C. F. Dole Pastor. Preaching at 10} a. m. Communion Services at 3 p. m.
Missionary Concert in the Vestry at 7 p. m.
Sail Loft.—A free meeting of Divine Service will
be held at the sail loft, Commercial Wharf, until furAll
ther notice every Sabbath at 10} o’clock a. m.
are cordially invited.

ol

Encampments— Machigonne, first and third Wed
nesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednes-

days; Portland, first and third Satuii.avs.
Relief association—Every third Tuesday in the
mouth*

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars’ Hallt No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday
cveuing.
Good Samaritan Brotherhood.—Eastern Star
Assembly, No. 1, meets in Deering, Wednesday evenings; Rising Star Assembly, No. 2, meets at Sons ol
Temperance Hall Saturday evenings.
Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
First ThursCorner of Congress and Casco streets.
day in each month.

United States Circuit Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

Causten Browne of Boston for plaintiff.
Frederick H. Betts of New York for Perry et al.

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., of Boston tor Peterson
et al.
__

municipal Court.
BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

Friday.—State by
liquors
Ring, libelant,
and vessels. Persons unknown. Davis W. Coolidgc
in
comes into court and ftlj a claim
writing under
oath to the liquors and vessels, suit five barrels of
whiskey, described in the libel. Trial, decision, that
laid liquors were not so kept or deposited for unlawful sale, and that the claimant is entitled to the custody thereof.
O.

Literary Society.—Meetings every
Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
streets, at 7£ o’clock.

Payson

Monday evening,

Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery of books, 2 to 6, 7 to 9. day and evening.
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Every

Thursday evening at

Allen Mission

Chapel.

Bosworth Post G. A. R.—Meetings every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.
Patriotic Order Sons of AMEBicA-*-Camps No
1,3 & 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Plum Street, Tuesday evening; No. 2 at School

street.

Independent Order of Good Templars—Arcana, Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
in Williams’ block. Congress street. Mystic, Thurs
day, at Sons* ot Temperance Hall, Congress St.
ill'll

VIOU)

AUUlDUHJj

BV

VU«

Portland institute and public library
City Building, G]<en and free to all from 10 to 1

2 to 5 and 7 to 9.

Annual Catalogue.—KeDda.ll & Whitney,
the well known seedsmeD, are out with their
annual catalogue for 1875. It is well gotten up,
and printed on good papar. It is printed at
the printing house of W. M. Marks, and is a
fair sample of the excellent work done at that
establishment. The catalogue is a pamphlet of
80 pages, and contains a large amount of useful
information. It contains catalogues of flower

peace three months.
Search and seizure.
Ellen Driscoll.
vith costs. Committed.
ceep the

its store.

York County (9. JT. Court.
1875, JUDGE VIRGIN PRESIDING.
Friday.—Mary Littlefield vs. Boston Sc Maine
lailroad. Action on judgment of County Commisionera, awarding plaintiff 8350 damages for the loj afing
of the Boston & Maine Railroad across her
1 and.

Defence—First. The record you put in is incomThe amended record embraces the names of
1
ieorge H. York and Nancy A. York, joint owners in
1 he estate.
We offered to pay award if you would
pve us a deed or writing releasing all claim on the
iroperty. Second. The record was not closed at the
late of this writ. Third. You are esstopped from
naintaining this suit because you have filed an anjeal to the award of the County Commissioners. The
ourt ruled pro forma that the judgment presented
To which ruis not sufficient to sustain the action.
j plete.

plaintiff excepts.
Luques.
Varney vs. Sawyer. Action of trespass

ng the

prices.

Give him

a

call.

Ladies, those neckties advertised by Nelson
& Co., in bis morniDg’s issue, are warranted
Windsor
one yard long and the best quality of

1

Members of Bramhall Lodge, No. 3, K. of
P., will meet at their hall iu full unilorm on
Sunday, Feb. 7th, at 1 o’clock p. m., to attend
jaie

uiuiua,uc».

vumuo.

Members ol other Lodges are invited to be
present. By command of
John Massure, Chancellor Commander.
Chas. W. Bean, K. of R. & S.
Everybody says P. M. Frost is almost giv
febli d2t
ng away his Hamburg Edges.
F. O. Bailey & Co. sell to day at tbeir
salesroom a general assortment of new and
second hand Furniture, Carpets, &c.
IMPORTANT TO TRAVELERS.
When you visit or leave the City of NEW
YORK, save annoyance and expense of cariage hire and stop at the GRAND UNION
HOTEL, opposite the GRAND CENTRAL
DEPOT. It has over 350 elegantly furnished
rooms and is fitted up at an expense of 8900,000. Elevator, steam and ali modern improvements. European Plan. Tha RESTAURANTS,
Lnnch Counter and Wine Rooms are supplied
with the best the market can furnish—prices
moderate. The cuisine is unsurpassed. Stages
and Cars pass the Hotel evsry minute for all
of the City. G. F. & W. D. HARRISON,

Karts
lanagers.

oclOlyS

Colbs are Flying About in the air thicker
than flakes in a snow storm. Everybody is
catching them, but everybody knows or ought
to know how to get rid of them.
A few doses
of Hale's Honey of Horchound and far, and
are
Why continue to
presto! they
gone.
cough, with a positive cure at hand. Crittenton’s, 7 Otli Avenue. Sold by all druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.
feb4 d&wlw
A Fragrant breath and pearly teeth are
easily attained, and those who fail to avail
themselves of the means, should not complain,
when accused of gross neglect.
The SOZODONT will speedily eradicate the cause of a
foul breath, beautifying and preserving the
teeth to the oldest age.
fbl d&wlw
--

Printing.—Every description of Job
Printing executed promptly, and at the lowest
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 99
Job

Exchange St

Wm. M. Marks.

Smith.
court,

of Respect.
Office of Overseers of Poor,
j
Portland, Feb. 5, 1875. j
of
the
At a meeting of the Overseers
Poor,
1 leld this day, the following preamble and resoutious

unanimously passed.
has pleased our Heavenly Father

were

to reWhereas it
nove from our midst our friend and associate Edrard Thurston, as we believe to a higher and more
omplete sphere of usefulness and relying upon the
risdom of Him who docth all things well; therefore
Resolved, That in his death this Board has lost one
if its most valued members and the poor a friend
rhose heart was ever ready to respond to the calls of
lumanity. In short we consider him as one of the
molest works ol God, an honest man.
Resolved, Thai as a token of respect tho members
if this Board will attend (in a body) the funeral of
iur departed associate.
Resolved, That we tender to his deeply afflicted
aroily our heartfelt sympathy in this the hour of
heir great affliction.
Resolved, That the foregoing resolutions beenered upon the records of this Board and a copy he
urnished the famllv of the deceased.
W. A. Winship,
)
H. H. Burgess,
Committee.

Call at P. M. Frost’s and look at Marseilles
worth 85.00.
feb6 d2t

MEETING.

epts.

Resolutions

Quilts (slightly damaged) 83 50;

lue iunerai oi our

feet beam, to be furnished with

j

G. C. Littlefield, )

Accidknts.—A despatch to the
J iferebants’ Exchange says that the brig Iza of
I his port, from Cienfuegos for Portland,|arrived
Marine

it Vineyard Haven the 3d iast. She experiDced extremely heavy weather, during which
he shifted her cargo, broke her main boom and
This was on the 21st ult. In
I prong a leak.
at. 33.30, long, 84.45, was in company with the

irig Machias, bound also from Cienfuegos to
! ’ortland.
On the 3ist of January, V illiam
second mate of the Iza, fell from
* imith, the
he foreyard and was badly injured. On arrial at Vineyard Haven he was placed in the
lospital.
A schooner, supposed to be the Henrietta,
rom Savannah
via Wilmiugton, N. C., for
Portland, was within seven miles of this city,
Dhursday, but heavy head winds blew her off
1 he coast, end tho last seen of her she was un■

ler very short sail.
& Navy Union.—At the regular
, nontbly meeting of the Army & Navy Union
( he following were appointed the Lecture and
loncert Committee for tho ensuing season:—
Army

I

V_XT'

U.nnrn

T

T

T.itfU

XXT

P

OM_

V. E. Simmons, A. K. Paul, C. S. Somerby
,nd George E. Sherwood.
A new constitution and by-laws were accepted
i nd put in force.
The new Concert Committee organized last
vening with the choice of George E. Brown,
( hairman, and A. K. Paul, treasurer.

Anniversary.—On Wedn-sday evening ocurs the first anniversary of Washington Camp
The members of the
lo. 3. P. O. S. of A.
( lamp propose to celebrate in grand stylo at
( irand Army Hall. There will be dancing in
he hall until supper time, when the company
rill be invited to the banquet hall above where
<
supper will be served. After supper Messrs,
>ritcbard,A. Hawes and Frank Smith will de1 iver addresses. It will doubtless bo a very
deasant affair.
Cumberland Centre.—The Good Samarian Association will give a fine, entertainment
i u llie Congregational church next Tuesday
vening. Miss F. Roberts will also add to the
( niertainment some of her choice select rcad1 ngs
Our readers may expect a choice enterueut.

nine horse power.
The cutter Dallas sailed for

an

engine of

Eastport yester-

day.
Tin house and lot on Larch street, owned by
John Carney’s heirs, has been sold by F. O.
Bailey & Co. to Alary Aun Devine, for $030
and conditions.
An aged man named Robert Waterman cut
his leg yesterday, while chopping ice on the
sidewalk.
Aliss Clara Alayo fell on the ice
street yesterday afternoon, and

on
was

Emery
badly

hurt.
A gentleman in this city has a pin which
worth $500.
cost him a few dollars, which is
He took it several years ago for debt and did
not know its value until recently.
We were mistaken yesterday in saying that
the brig Ethel Boltou, which was being towed
by the tug W. H. Scott, ran into the stern of
the schooner Gladiator and stove the latter vessel’s boat. The captain of the tug doesn’t do
such things.

Yesterday

was

a

pleasant day, although

little cool.
Air. Totman, the

it

was a

building

on

man

from the
Wednesday after-

who

Congress street,

fell

noon, died of his injuries yerterday morning.
Dr. Wood will preach at the union temperAlisance meeting this evening at the Allen
sion.
Don’t forget the Sunday school concert at
the India street church to-morrow evening.
The (rood nennle of Waldohoro have sent a
box to tbe Allen Mission containing about 90
articles of necessary apparel and household
comforts, which will do much good at this cold
season.

As we stated some time since Chandler’s
Baud expect to get new uniforms.
The band
will have a benefit concert for that purpose
the 4th of March.
Two men were arrested last night for making a disturbance in Hall’s court on Chestnut
street.
A little boy was arrested yesterday for stealing bread from a baker’s shop.
We regret to hear that Capf. Charles Richardson bad a paralytic stroke at bis residence
on Cumberland street, last evening.
Yarmouth.—The citizens of this village and

vicinity enjoyed the privilege of listening to a
most pleasing elocutionary
entertainment
at tbe Masonic Hall, on Wednesday evening,
given by Mrs. Lizzie Baston Fuller of Boston.

Notwithstanding the evening without was a
tempest of rain and wind and darkness, some
two hundred people welcomed the eloquent artist with enthusiastic applause.
Mrs. Fuller
possesses rare elocutionary talents. With a
pleasing and commanding presence, and a
well-trained voice of great sweetness and compass, and au action fraught with grave and em-

phasis, combined with

tomperameut equally
adapted to the humorous and grace, pathetic
and tragical, she is most admirably suited to
win success in the chosen profession of her
a

love; and already has she wrought her way to
an enviable position
among our best public
readers.
Stanhope.
Railroad Accident.—The train over the
Grand Trunk which left here Thursday noon
met with an accident a short distance beyond
Island Pond, which delayed the trains all along
tbe road for some time. At tbe time of tbe
accident the train was running at a slow rate
of speed, or the accident would have resulted
in a sad loss of life. As it was, three cars left
the track without injuring any one. Tbe track
was badly torn up, and was not repaired until

early yesterday morning. The through train
due here at a quarter before three o’clock did
arrive until nearly five o’clock last night.
Tbe train for Montreal, which met with the
not

_: .3— a
''“"J

——-*--

.1
---—---J

yesterday. The track in that vicinity is
badly snowed up, and it is with great difficulty
noon

that the trains make their connections.
British and Foreign Trade.—The follow-

ing is a tabular statement of the British and
Foreign trade of Portland for the year 1874—
54.SGJ is taken as the value of a pound sterling:
ENTERED.

Nationality,

Vessels. Tons.

Crew.

Cargo

value.

British.381

111,904

5,333
3,146

*11,013,771

United States... 160
2
1
Spanish. 2
Other nations... 1

106,947

836
178
535
327

22
7
29
11

1,395,842
26,571
10,000
Ballast.
13,878

Total.553

223,727

8,548

*22,460,062

5,323
4,669

*7,514,491

Norwegian.
Swedish.

CLEARED.

British.385
United States...347

110,819
173,530

2
1
2
1

836
178
535
327

22
7
29
11

4,070,*70
6,282
4,528
9,177
31,200

Total.738

286,225

10,061

*11,666,148

Norwegian.

Swedish.
Spanish.
Dutch.

to

Smith.
The jurors were discharged this forenoon and were
>aid off by County Treasurer Banks.

niSCELLANEOlIS NOTICES.

SPECIAL

as

Eastman.

If you want nice oysters, call at Timmons &
some fresh ones have
jost

Knights of

crossing

Wadleigh vs. Wadleigh. Heard by the
udgment for plaintiff. Defendant excepts.

Hawes’, where
arrived.

Lodge, No. 3,
Pythias.

guilty

Eastman.

_

Briimhull

in

the remaining counts by reason of a
damages assessed at one cent. The
t respass set out in the first count consisted in the
( lefendant's crossing on foot a corner of the plaintiff’s
j leld, to call on his neighbor.
Eastman.
Smith.
Eastman, administrator, vs. Wadleigh. Heard by
Defendant exi he court. Judgment for plaintiff.
lot

silk.

Headquarters Bosworth Post, No. 2, j
G. A. B., Department of Maine,}
Portland, Feb. 6, 1875, )
Special Order No. 1.
The Comrades of Bosworth Post, No. 2,
G. A. B., are hereby ordered to report in full
uniform atG. A. B. Hall on Sunday, Feb. 7th,
at 1 o’clock p. m. sharp to attend the funeral of
our late Comrade, Geo. E. Collins.
E. H. Hanson, Commander.
Official—A. M. Sawyer, Post Adjt.

In
to

as

Yeaton.

this case the court found the dethe first count in the writ, and

ilaintiff’s land.
fendant guilty

j ightofway;

__

As will be seen iu the advertisement, J. B.
Duran has sold out his interest in the firm of
J. B. Duran & Co., and has opened a store at
96 Exchange street, where he will keep a full
assortment of trunks, valises and traveling
hags, which he will dispose of at reasonable

Fined $50

rANUARY TERM,

a

warehouse in Market Square. This enterprising firm has been established since 1858, and
has a reputation for doing a large business. It
sends seeds to nearly every town in the state
The most of the seeds are grown especially for
it, and no inferior seeds are allowed to go from

S. C. Andrews.

Fined $10
Frank Cardiff. Assault and battery.
vith costs and ordered to recoguize in sum of $20;> to

seeds, bulbs, vegetable seeds and grass seeds,
with full directions for the planting and care of

each. The catalogue also contains number of
useful tables in regard to the amount of seed
required for a certain amount of land, &c. It
is invaluable for the gardener, and can be had
free by applying to the publishers at their seed

vs.

Libby, County Attorney.

House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth, Friday
evening; No. 3 on Wednesday evening, and No. 4
on Monday evening at Temperance Hall, No. 361J

Congress

SHEPLEY.

Friday.—Augustus H. Wonsou vs. Augustus B.
Perry et al.
Same vs. Benjamin D. Peterson et al.
Motion for injunction against alleged infringements
Df plaintiff *s patent for marine anti-fouling paint.

Young Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Portland Fraternity—No. 353J Congress street,
Every evening.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, Monay evenings; Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings
t their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Portland Army and Navy Union- Corner
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday iu each
month.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75—CorSecond Saturday in
ner Congress and Casco streets.
each month.

Congress

will celebrate their first anniversary at 6. A.
R. Hall, next Wednesday evening.
Air. Howard Knowlton has about completed
a new steam yacht forty-three feet loug, eleven

ConY M C. Association, Mechanics’ Building,
Casco—Religious Meeting
gress street, corner
and
Sunk
P.
o
c
at
M„
7jWednesday and Saturday
97 Fore St., at 10 a.m.
day at9a.m.; at the Bethel,
Dr. Carruthers,
Second Parish Church—Rev.
m
and 7 p. m. Sunday
a.
at
10}
pastor. Services
School at 3 p. m.
St. Stephen’s Church—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10} a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to all. and all are welcomed.
First Congregational CHURcn Deerino.—
Sunday
Rev. Mr. Morgan will preach at 10} a. m.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
P. M. Frost—2
F. O. Bailey & Co.—Furniture.
Jiramhall Lodge special Meeting.
Bosworth Post, No 2—Special Order.

UKAAU

The Catholic Union will realize about $230
from the production of “Peep O’Day.”
It is said the Haydn Society have sent to
England for the books of Fridolin and Schumann’s cantata of the Pilgrims of the Hose.
The Washington Camp, No. 3, P. O. S. of A.

purrtav

Prayer

Advertisement* To-Day.

YORK

Dark.”

at 7 p. til.
Kev. H
St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St—Rt.
A. Neely, Bishop ot the Diocese ot Matae—Sunday
at
services
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
and 7 p.m.
Bethel Church—Services 10} a. m., 3
weniMS at 7} p. m.
meetings on
free.
Seats
invited.
are
land
All from sea and
ot Congress and LoSt. Paul’s Church, comer
Services on
Rector.
cust street.-Rev. Dr. Pise.
m.
3
Sunday 10} a. m. and p.

Boring's Specific.

At

“Ignoramuses
For two days past we have had Knights all
day, and this afternoon it will be “After

Worship

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

Brief Jolting*.
Kev. C. B. I’itblado will lecture iu Congress
street M. E. churcb, Sabbath evening. Subject

Religious Notice*.
Lutheran Oonoreoation.—Y. M. C. A.
Rooms, Mechanics Block. N. Ellestail, pastor.
Services at 10-30 a. m. and 3 p. m.
West Cono. Church.—Sabbath School at 11 a.
m. preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev. J. F. Morgan. Evcnngservice at 7.
Bay Side Parish (Union).—Rev. B. F.
Pastor. Sabbath School at 1 p.m.; Preaching at .’and
a. m.
6 p. m.
Preaching at Knigbtville at 10}
Sabbath School at 11} a. m. Social meeting 7} p. m.
at
10} a.
Williston church.—Preaching services
m. and 3 p.m.
Sabbath School at 1} !>• m., Social
First

The Museum —The crowded house at the
Museum last evening was sufficient proof of
the popularity of “After Dark.” Every seat
taken at an early hour, notwithstanding
the attractions elsewhere. Those who have not
seen this drama with its startling scenic effects
should attend either this afternoon or evening.
This afternoon an extra train will run from
was

Gorham and the stations this side to bring those
who wish to attend the matinee, returning at
the close of the play. One fare for the round
trip. This opportunity should be improved, as
it may be some time before another such a
chance will be afforded.
Councilman Thurston’s Funeral.—Yesterday afternoon the funeral of the late Councilman Thurston took place from his late residence on Newbury street. The City Council
and Overseers of the Poor attended the funeral
in a body. The Kev. Mr. Luce officiated, and
the services were very impressive. The music
was furnished by Congress street church choir.
Messrs. Adams and Stevens, Mrs. Plummer
and Miss Andrews. Before going to the house,
some of the members of the Council draped
Mr. Thurston’s desk in the Council chamber
very appropriately.
Signal Service Beport.—From the report
of Sergeant Thornett for January we learn that
the highest barometer for that month was

monthly range, 1.164;
highest thermometer, 35; lowest, 3 below;
monthly range, 38; greatest daily raDge of
temperature, 24: mean maximum temperature,
23.2; mean minimum temperature, 9.7; mean
daily range temperature, 13.5; total rain fall,
2 58 inches; prevailing wind, west; maximum
velocity of wind, 30 miles per hour; number of
rainy or snowy days, 14; cloudy days, 3.
30.562, lowest 29.398;

Portland High School.—The following is
the programme of public exercises at the High
School this morning:

Music.Kiohardscn.
Domic Declamation.King.

and Plano.Bussell and Uarletou.
Declamation.Fiticld.
Select Heading.nun amau.
Flute

Sipsey

Chorus....

Richardson, Leach, Carletou and Russell.

usic...M iss Richardson.
Play...
M

Class Song.

JPcraonal.
H. J. Briggs, Esq., U. S. Appraiser General
for the New Englaml Circuit, is at the Falmouth.
Mr. G. E. Collins, a member of Boswortli
Post, G. A. R., died of consumption yesterday
He was a member of Bramball
morning.
Lodge, Knights of Pythias.
Sheriff Pennell has appointed Corydon L.

Cole of Naples deputy sheriff.
A Bough Passage.—The steamer Chase,
which left Halifax Tuesday morning, did not
arrive here until yesterday morning. She ex-

perienced

very severe passage throughout.
she lay off Monhegau, and the
sea was running so high as to break clear over
her. Her bows were covered with ice, but she
weathered the storm as well as many larger
ships would have done.
a

Thursday night

Real Estate Tbansfebs.—The following
real estate transfers recorded in this city
the present week:
A lot of land with dwelling bouse thereon on
Hancock street, from Abby Swett to J. B. F.
Navarre. Consideration not given.
Lot of land on Congress street with the
buildings, from L. Eugene Weymouth to Mrs.
H. Grillln. Consideration $900.
are

The Maine Centbal.—At

the

meeting

of

the directors Thursday night a proposition was
received and accepted from Messrs. J. B.
Brown & Sons for the unsold balance of the

consolidated loan of that company.

The Calico Ball.—Of course the calico
ball last evening was a success—the calico halls
hundred
always are. There were about two
well
the
and
galleries
ou
the
floor,
couples
the cveniug. Pair women
crowded

throughout

believe that’s the proper

and brave men—we
phrase—filled the hall.

were cer-

The women
and the
tainly fair in their neat calico dresses,
occasmen would undoubtedly show bravery if
ion offered; the opportunities last evening were
It is also in order to say somenot numerous.
fantastic toe, &c. Please
about the

light

thing

consider it said.
very

affair

But seriously the

pleasant, rendered doubly

so

was

by the

far tothought that the large receipts ill go
The
ward relieving distress this hard winter.
twinkling
meant
last
ieet”
night
“twinkling
worn was
eyes next week, and each calico dress

the symbol and representation of some garment
for the destitute.
Au order of twelve dances was gone through

wirh. The floor was smooth as glass—Burnham waxed it. Between dances people laughed
At
and chatted, and voted the ball a success.
the close they went home presumably happy
in the thought that the occasion of their gaiety
was a

substantial benefit to the deserving poor.

Religious Intelligence.

Railroad Tax Bill.
The following is the text of the hill reported
in the Senate yesterday to collect the railiroad
It is stated
tax assessed under the act of 1874.
that all the members of the Judiciary Committee except Messrs. Wilson and Talbot agree
to it:
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in Legislature assembled, as folows:

Section 1. In addition to the remedy afready provided for the collection of any tax as-

sessed upon any railroad corporation, or the
stock thereof, agreeably to chapter two hundred and fifty eight of the public laws of eighteen hundred and seventy four, in case said
tax is not paid agreeably to the provisions
thereof, the treasurer of the state may issue
his warraut for the collection of said tax directed to the sheriff of any county in the state.
Said warrant shall be in substance as follows:
A. B Treasurer of the State of Maine, to the
Sheriff of the County of -, Greeting:
Whereas the governor aud council of the
State cf Maine, on the-day of-, assess-

NECK

COUNTY.

The opening lecture before the Maine Medical School takes place Thursday, 18th.
Mrs. Mary M. Thompson, a native of Brunswick, died at Garland on the loth ult.
Duriug the receut snow embargo a Harrison
lady who lived almost alone was so completely
blocked in that she could not drive her cattle
and other stock to water—about a quarter of a
mile distant—and they were obliged to go without drink (or four days.
Mr. Samuel Thornes of South Harrison, was
attacked by a bull last week, and considerably
bruised about the head.

Dollar.

ASSORTMENT.

Dress Buttons,

Dr. F. B. Swasey of Bucksport, was thrown
from his sleigh, Thursday week, and broke his

leg.

1VOUA

Scarlatina has broke out at Tenant’s Harbor,
and eight children have died of the disease.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

Steward,
Conway, N. H.
Mr.

defaulting Treasurer,

the

NELSON & CO.,

is in

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Just above the Preble House.
(11W

f?b6

NEW TRUNK STORE
‘J6 EXCHANGE STREET.
Subscriber, having disposed of his interest in

the business of J. It. Duran & Co. to Mr. Geo.
F. Ayer, now invites his old customers,and all others,
to call at his new store, 96 Exchange Street, where
he will manufacture and keep a full assortment of

and all the various articles connected with them
He would call the special attention of the TRADE
to his stock, which he will sell at wholesale or retail
on the most favorable terms.

NOTICE.
taken the old stand of itlAKTIIK & l*KIVNGIjIj, for carrying on the

A

Feb.

addressing

N. B.—Non

feb6

son.
same

the

at

febO

HODUDON& SOULE’S, CommercialJSt.
d3t*

The shipments of the
leather 84089 pounds
week previous were 702 cases and receipts 70,A year ago, for the
933 pounds of leather.
week ending Feb. 4th, the shipments were
110G cases, and receipts of 04,200 pounds of
leather. Large buyers have generally placed
their orders. The small buyers are just com-

ing along. Buyers generally are giving very
small orders and using a good deal of caution.
They will have to duplicate, as there will be a
very small business. Manufacturers consider
the outlook a hard one ami that there is no
chance to make money under present circum-

the Preble House a bunch of KEYS. The
may have the same by calling on
G.lt. PAINE.
137 Middle St.
feb6d3t*

A meeting of the corporators of the Houlton
Cheese Factory was held at Town Hall, last
week. It was resolved to build a factory the

coming season, provided sufficient fuuds could
be obtained, and a committee were chosen to
obtain

subscriptions

to

the stock.

A Veteran.—John Ilinkley, whose death
occurred at his residence in Eastport last Sunday morning, was the youngest son of Mathew
Hiukley of this city. He was born July, 1799;

CAN

Second

with his

soon

brother

after commenced his trade
Joshua. He remained in

Eastport to the day of his death, and
in high esteem as an upright citizen.

was

held

Maine Board of Agricclture.—The annual meeting of the Maine Board of Agriculture will be held at the Town Hall, Waterville,
Feb. 16, 17 and 18, 1875. The time will be oclupied with lectures, essays and discussions,
ind members of Farmers' Clubs aud farmers
Generally are invited to be present and take part
It has also been deemed advisable
n the same.
ny the officers of the Maino Dairymen’s Assojiation, to adjourn their meeting previously
)th—11th of the month, tc the same days of
the meeting of the Board, in order to receive
the benefits of the papers and discussions beEore that body. A full attendance is earnestly

solicited.

_

The Baptist and Congregational societies
have engaged Rev. Henry H. Osgood of Bluehill, to supply the desk of the Union Church,
Naples, till the first of may next.

Quality

0WE1V &

Silk at

MOORE,

CONGRESS ST., COR.

BROWN.
tltf

jail

A.T VWM
VARNISHES
^$

MACHINERY,
SPERM, LARD,

d6m

octl8

$20,000
To Loan on I'irsl Class Mortgages
in Portland and Vicinity
in Sums to Suit.
Estate

A uACBa

the

supply

WJH.

is

Real Estate and Loan

ALLEA,

JR.,
isSw

!

CURRENT_PRICES
J\ TIE. Nil. HAKKK mar br found
Old Ntaud to rouaxrl Cnitarn.

at

Ibr

COMMERCIAL ST.,

198

*3w
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REMOVAL !

FURNITURE.
We
we

take this

friends and

REMOVED
Formerly occupied by E. D. Cron* Sc Co.
see all old customers and as

and will be pleased to

AUSTIN

KcKENNEY,
NT.

&

OLD NO. 81 MIDDLE

NEW NO. 181

ST.

MIDDLE

islw.

feb3

Mechanics’ Building;,

e

ROAD TO FORTUNE

invested in Puts. Calls and double Prix-

has paid from 50 to 150 per cent profit
ile.
MONEY
amounts pay proporthe
month. Small
es

large

The WelthieBt Operators protect themselves with these contracts, and also use them as
to
buy and sell stocks against. Pamphlet
Capital
Gold
giving lull information sent on application.
and Stock bought on three per cent margin.

Address

DAWAGH, BRIDGEMAN & CO.,
BANKERS & BROKERS,
5‘J & 56 Broadway Sc 7 Exchange Caart,
P.O. Box 5040, HEW YORK.

BONDS

d3mis

de4

•
....
...
...

•

Cook County
Lo.iisville Kv.,
Maine Central K. K.
E. & N. American Jt. R. Gold
SALE

or

past
tionately.

eodlm*

FOR

—

WALL STREET.

JOHN. M. PECK.
ja!5

IN

—

of Photography. Pictures made from Carte de Visites
All negato life size and finished in Ink and colors.
tives neatly retouched, by which all imperfections
in
the picture.
of the skin are removed
Copying of
all descriptions done with neatness and despatch.
I
to
shall
clubs.
Extra inducements ottered
keep in
stock a goood assortment of Frames, Matts and
will
attention
as
receive my
Cases.
Ferreotyping
usual.

Hearing before Railroad Committee.

6’s
«’S
G’s
G’s
G’s
7’s
8’s
7’s
7’s
7’s
7’s
li’s

railroad petitions havo been conrilHE
X tinued for hearing to Feb. 3rd, at two o’clock
P. M.:
An act to extend the time for building the Penobscot Bay & River Railroad.
Petition of A. F. Wright ami others for amendment of the law tor protection of t»aggage on railroad.
Petition of James Wood ami others for charter for
a railroad from Lewiston to Augusta.
Continued to Feb. 10th, 1875, at two o’clock P. M.
Petition of John Allen and others for charter for
Isle to east line of the state.
railroad from
An act additional to an act em|»owering the Bangor & Calais Shore Line Railroad Comjiany to construct a bridge over tne Penobscot ltiver at Verona.
JOHN HALL,
\
McGlLVERY. J Chairmen.

following

Presque

BY

ja29dtf_WM.

TRADE

CALL

FOR

87teaodbl

kJttl

BONDS.

Cotton !

WHY IT IS BEST!
warranted the best.

_HY

by Dry and Fancy Goods
Dealers generally.

For Sale

Exchange St.,

CO.,

Jal2eodiy

*3m

Valuable Property

Portland.
eodtf

my27

EMPLOYMENT

Agency,

kJltpC'XAVX

The yarn is spun in Georgia, where the best Cotton
selected, is wound by improved process, preserving
ts Softness, Elasticity and Strength, hence it is

H. M. 1’AYSOY &

ST

It

k5

s

SALK

FOR

guut

Knitting

Portland 6’s.
Bangor 6’s.
Batli 6's.
Cincinnati 7’s
Chicago 7’s.
Cleveland 7’s.
Toledo S’s.

32

And will sell

new ones.

many

CLOTHING CHEAPER THAN EVER.

1 have purchased of Mr. Geo. E. Collins all of his
interest in the Photograph Rooms which he has occupied tor the past five years, including his Negatives. I liav3 made a great addition to the light,
which gives me the finest light in the city. I now
have facilities lor doing Photography in all its various branches.
My rooms will be open MONDAY,
January 18th. I now invite my friends and customers. also those who have patronized Mr. Collius, to
call and see for themselves what 1 can do in the lino

Bangor

—

STORE 181 MIDDLE ST..

Photograph Gallery,

Portland
Bath
Belfast

TO

—

J. M, PECK S

lias opened

buri\ iiAirrs

to inform our
opportunity
that we have
tne

public

take this method to dispose of

IEtP"Those desiring FURNITURE will find it
greatly to their advantage to inspect these goods before making a purchase.
ial5d2awFM3m

HI It S

Speodly

an

on

Commercial

Street to be Let.

OFFICE.

of

the

desir-

or more

yeasa.

very
January next,
able lot at the head of
Merlin's Wharf.” (a
AFTER
W. E. Dvnnison,
of which is
the first

portion

BVTLEK

Ksq.)

will be
The lot is 75

occupied by

now
ottered on a

lease ot

one

by, say 350 feet, ot solid earth work. The
property being located near the center of Commercia
and
itreet,
conveniently reached by rail and navigaion, otters special inducem nts to parties engaged in
If de[he coal, lumber or any extensive business.
rived. lots facing on Commercial Street can be obtained tor mercantile or mechanical business.
For information, please apply at either the office of
DANA A CO.
.he Wharfinger, or

Office at

So. 13 Cuhoou Block,
city building, where she is prepared to furnish good help at short notice. Those wanting good
girls to do general housework or work m hotels will
please give me a call. None but good help will be
furnished.Ja22eodtf
next to

dM,tf

decl

Rooms,

Photograph
IN

—

VALEN TINES—1875.

Sizes,

All

retail.

from Card to

finished in the very best manner, plain
COPIES

or

in colors,

MADE.

BURNHAM,
eodty

W El) DING CAK E.
prepared
Cake in small
WE of Wedding

hest quality
large quantities

to furnish the very
or

at the shortest possible notice.
Also plain and fancy cakes that can’t be Dcat.
Candy of our own ami Boston manufacture, warranted pure.
Oysters served at all hours of day and evening,
liot Biscuit furnished at two hours notice.
Druggists’ Chocolate Drops of our manufacture at
Wholesale anti Retail.

aU3m

S. A. ULMER & SON.
(Hii Congress Slrect.

CARGOES OF

C. DAY, JB., A CO.,
5)4 Exchange St.,
ME.,
PORTLAND,

Life,

Extraordinary Rates offered to Clubs.

are

IcE

Perfumed Valentines new ot our own importations), also Sentimental ami Comic. Wholesale anti

MARKET_SQUARE,

11 EXCHANGE STREET.
feW

new

well picked and screened, at

Xj

BROWN S BLOCK.

J. U. P.

limited at this price,

U

G. R. BA VIS,

dec!5

ns

l.X

in

—

5 pound cans, lor 15 cents per can, $1.75
per Dozen, Come at once if you want any

“waiting to be gracious” to old and
friends who wish the best

are now

Hoad of Richardson's Wharf.

Securities, paying 8 to 10 per

III.UU1

Portland and Vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing
capital. First class securities always on band. Interest and principal collected without charge. Guarantees perfect title and ample security in all its
Real Estate InvestReal Estate Loans.
ments and Improvements made on commission
and on shares. Bankable paj>cr bought and sold.

OC27

willscU for a few days the Portland
Packiug Company’s Fresh Tomatoes, full

filled their principal orders for

*

And other Firet-Classs

STREET.

FORE

208

:

TOMATOES !

anil

CHAMBER,

ser>2t

O I L S.

ENTIRE STOCK

eod2w

Have

lOO MIDDLE STREET.

Real

feb2

JAMES H. BAKER,

BURNING, AND WOOL SWAN & BARRETT,

Estate

Congress St.

SUCCESSOR* OF

GOAL.

....
Lewiston
•
Cleveland 0.,
“
...
Toledo

And Dealer in

I'CIIU llllCICM

537

Your Turn Next.
Baker & Johnson,

of

our

Tukesbury & Co.

declltf_

Owing to the general depression of the Wholesale
we have accumulated a heavy stock, consist-

Chicago

T

PORTLAND.eod2m

Wholesale Prices.

ST.,

Nearly 0pp. New "Custom House

Haymarket Square, Boston

Manufacturer of

AND

Tor One Month

pass in company with a large fleet of war
vessels eastward; next day proceeded, and upon
entering in by Head Harbor saw the town had
been taken by the fleet, they landed upon Deer
Island. The next day Mr. Hinkley crossed to

60 COMMERCIAL

—»

518 1-2 CONGRESS STREET.

b'loves closing out LESS THAN LOST-

No. 46, and over 38, 40, 42 & 44
Exchange Strcci.

suer

Randall&McAllister

AND—

Directly Oppoai

Splendid bargains in Job Lots of Winter Hosiery, Mittens, Scarfs, Nubias and

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.

AT

Coal

SALT Harleigh Lehigh

Washington St. Extension

Cor.

New

25 Cents.

than cost. What Furniture we do not manufacture
stock
buy for Cash. And as we carry the largest
State, we bay in large quantities and always
get bottom prices.
Upholstering, Painting and Cabinet Work ot all
kinds d ne to order in the very best manner. Wc
have on hand a very large stock of Parlor Suits, and
Walnut Chamber Sets, which we will sell at great
fjr any kinds of Furniture
bargains. Parties looking
will do well to call on us before purchasing. We will
of
Furniture with pleasure
stock
our
large
show
very
whether parties want to buy or not.

—

w3w4

OF PRODUCTION.

COST

and first

wc
n the

—

Register.

SPECIAL-NOTICE I

150 ZEN

2 5

at

Eastport, and

TIES.”

37 1~2 Cents.

stock is immense, as our Ware Booms occupy
nearly three entire blocks, onr aim is not to sell the
cheapest Furniture, but to sell a good article and sell
ot
as low as any other firm will sell the same quality
goods. Our motto is not to b£ undersold as our facino
are
such
that
and
manufacturing
for
buying,
lities
fhm in Maine can undersell us unless they sell less

Dry

our

satistaction: they are
For parlor Stoves and

Furnaces, the

PARLOR,

Plain Silk Ties, full length,
quality silk at

first class

Fancy Goods

use.

John’s and Hickory Coals 1
We will warrant them to give
durable and tree irom slates.

BEAL &HOOPER

DOZEN

50

FURNITURE STORE.

&

mined for Winter

are

For Cooking Stoves and Ranges, try

CONSUMERS,

TO

make

‘‘ItTEflK

gun

and passengers was liberated, with orders to reAfter parting with the war
turn to Portland.
vessel they continued on their way to Eastport.
Soon after being again chased bv the same vessel, they sought shelter iu Little River harbor,
ascended the heights and witnessed their pur-

that

MANUFACTURERS

Which

—

with many prisoners previously captured was
put on board of the packet, and with her crew

se-

We givo special attention to the preparation of our
Coals, and will sell at the lowest cash prices.

BY THE

—

Agents Wanted

Our

the age of 13 he shipped on board the U. S,
boat stationed to protect this harbor
through the war of 1812. Having served his
time and received an honorable discharge, he
took passage in a packet for Eastport in June,
1814; was captured by a British war vessel, and

and expense,
of the

VERY BEST COALS

FURNITURE

$5 to $10 a day. It cosfs nothing to
J. A. RUSSELL,
try. Call or address,
126 Exchange St.
feb6*3w

fact every thing to he iound in

shall sell

care

large stock

r

Wall Pockets, Slipper Backs and
Slipper Pockets, Fancy Towel
Backs, Music Stands. Work
Tables and Desks, Folding and Reception
Chairs, Pedestals,
Gents' Smoking Chairs, Patent
Rocking Chairs, Brackets.

we

of

a great deal
on hand a

NEVER FA1L8 TO SUIT.

NEW

Geo. A. Whitney & Co.

dec8

We have with

lected and have

-OF—

Wanted.

at

About

$2000, the sum necessary to build and equip
the factory, have been subscribed.

auldtl

appointed^*

A true copy of the original Order.
Attest, WILLIAM K. NEAL,

MILCH COW Wanted. Apply to
W. W. BROWN,
Beilin Wharf.
feb6d3t*

Parties looking for Holiday goods for Christmas
and New Years Presents, can find a large assortment

stances.

MORGAN, I
DYER.
f

Al Private Male.
M. & D. are agents for the sale of “Herring & F«rSectional
rel’schampion Safes. “Wiegands” Patent “Blake*
Steam Boiler, “Haskins” Steam Engines,
“Little
Giant”
Chemical
and
Patent Steam Pumps,
Fire Engine.

WILLIAM BALDWIN, late of Portland, deceased.
Second account presented fjr allowaucc by Henry B.

ing

owner

HOLIDAY^ TRADE.

a

BOOK containing about
a bill signed S. Johnsuitably rewarded by leaving

NEAR

r n i t u r e

In

A. M.
II. B.

*

Found.

MIDDLE STREET.

great variety.

—

( ommission Merchants.

industrious

and

AND

No. 18 Exchange 81., Portland.

Trade

RINES MOTHERS

in

—

RHODA A. HANNA, late of Portland, deceased.
Account presented for allowance by Worthy C. Barrows and Rufus Deering, Executors.
STOItER LIBBY, late of Portland, deceased. Petition tor allowance from personal estate presented
by Rebecca S. Libby, widow of said deceased.
WILLIAM S. PERKY, late of Brunswick, deceased. First accouut presented for allowance by
Joseph N. Fiske and William U* Putnam, Trustees.

Portland, Me.
need apply without the best of references.
d3t*

POCKET

COTTOZDsTS

sale and if the water continues to holdout
there will be lively times at the “Plains.”
The shipments of shoes in Auburn the past
week have been 1179 cases, and the receipts of

AUCTIONEE RS

WKBaTKK, late 01 tiornam. ueas Guardian. Also petitio*
may be
Guardian of minor heirs of said UeceabeaT
SEWALL C. CHASE, late of Portland, Insolvent.
Petition than Byron D Verrill may be appointed Assignee in place of Henry P. Deane, deceased Assignee, presented by Lynch, Barker & Co., creditors
of said Chase.

steady employment by
MANUFACTURER,

ALONG
twenty-six dollars and
The finder will be

RAYS

SUCH AS

MORGAN & DYER,

Lost

Manufacturers’ Prices

—

a

tf

oc20

WHITNEY.

Wanted.
of steady

GOOD Accountant
habits, can find

Street, Portland, Me.

Plum

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. X

final account

AT

dlw&w5w(f

Co.,

AUCTIONEERS,
Horse and Carriage Mart,

Applicant*.

6,1875.

—

Tu

&

KENDALL

——

3 0

CATALOGUE

Kent FREE fo nil

Portland,

F. 0. BAILEY &

1875.

DESCRIPTIVE

Aucfieneer*.
d3t

FLUKKNUK A.

GARDEN AND FLOWER SEEDS
FOB

Co.,

LUV1LLE WEBSTER & ALS, minor children
and heirs of Ardelia M. Webster, late of Gorham, deceased. Second accounts presented for allowance by
Charles Johnson, Guardian.

As 1 hayc had eighteen years experience in the business, 1 shall endeavor to keep the reputation which
Yours
ray predecessor has held for so many years.
A. Me -.IE.I*.AN.
Respectfully,

—

F. O. BAILEY A

feb4

BUSINESS.

PAINTING

&c.

ON

SEWALL BROWN, late of Gorham, deceased
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Ann Brown, the Executrix therein named.
ELIZA D. GRIFFITH, late of Gorham, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof ami for letters of Administration witu the Will annexed, presented by Maria P. Griffith, a sister of said deceased
and a legatee named in said will.

tnlw

1*0KTLAND, ME.

RESPECTFULLY inforrfi the public that I have

I

FURNITURE,

JAMES C. BLAKE, late of Gorham, deceased.
Petitions for assignment of.dower in real estate and
allowance from personal estate presented by Eliza
Blake, widow of said deceased.

96 Exchange St., Nearly opp. Post-Office,
feb6

SALE,

—

SATURDAY NEXT, at 10 o’clock, at Saleroom 176 Fore St., we shall sell a large lot |of
New Crockery, New and Scond hand Furniture,
Stoves, Carpets, one Counter, one Piano, Jbe.

JOSEPH S. TOMPSON, late of Stan dish, deceased. Account of Charlotte P. Tompson as Administratrix, presented for allowance by Henry W.
Swasey as Administrator of the estate of said Charlotte P. Tompson, deceased.
WILLIAM SWEETSER, late of Yarmouth, deceased. Second account presented for allowance by
Reuben Merrill, Trustee.

IMMENSE

J. 11. DURAN,

OF

—

Cleaves, Administrator.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.

Trunks, Valises, Traveling Bags,

—

SATURDAY’S

presented

that

OLD NO. 297.

TIDE

Regular sale of Furniture anti General Merchandise
Saturday at salesroom, 17$ Fore street, commencing at 9 o'clock A. M.
oclkltf
Consignment* solicited.

SILAS A. COFFIN, late of Freeport, deceased.
Petitions for assignment of dower in real estate and
allowance from personal estate, presented by Jane
G. Coffin, widow of said deceased.
ELMER W. RANDALL, late of Pownal. deceased.
for allowance by
Second and final account
Greenfield A. Randall, Administrator,
AMOS OSGOOD, late of North Yarmouth, deceased. Petition for license to sell ami convey, real
estate, presented by William Osgood, Executor.

Phineas^Ugorham
ministrator, presented

495 Congress St.,

C. W. ALLEN.

every

three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at said Portland on the third Tuesday ot February next, at ten of the clock in the torenoon, and
bo heard thereon, and object if they see cause:
CHARLES S. PALMER, late of Brunswick, deceased. Waiver of provisions of Will and petition
for allowance from personal estate presen ted by Sarah D. Palmer, widow of said deceased.
ELIZABETH POTTER, late ot Brunswick, deceased. First account presented for allowance by
Horace P. Chandler, Executor.
THOMAS JOHNSON, late ot New Gloucester, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey real
estate
by Greenlief Mount fort, Executor.

ccrmuiii

SILKS,
CASHMERES,
ALPACAS,

FOR

of Styles and Prices.

targe variety

bUUAtl.

—

dam is being constructed to add increased

CUFFS,

COLLARS &

SPECIAL

new

prices.

NECK RUCIIINGS,

Monday, Feb. 1st,

power.
The Farnsworth Co. mills at Lisbon commenced running on full time, Monday, Feb.
1st. Their goods are meeting with a ready

low

[STANDARD MAKES.

FINE

(OtDro 13 Kxchan«e Mlrret.)
0. BAILEY.

F.

presented

!
Exceptionally

Portland & Vicinity.

has been started as Wilton,
which promises to be of great benefit to the
place. It is'tbe conversion of Bartlett Mill to
The work is bea wood paper manufactory.
A
ing carried forward as fast as practicable.

or 3 for one

HANCOCK COUNTY.

—

porgie fishery.
An enterprise

cts.,

f

The store and stock of goods belonging to C.
H. Tibbets of Raston was destroyed by tire ou
Monday morning last; loss estimated at §7000.
The store was built last fall. No insurance.

LADIES

Business Notes.

TIES,

~~

James S. Bowen while standing in a doorway
of a house in North l’erry. a few days since,
Mr. B. seized a
ed a tax ot-dollars aua-cents upuu uie
was attacked by a wild cat
-railroad company, and the secretary of club and despatched the animal.
state duly certified the same to the state treasA boy four years old, son of Joseph Steele of
urer; and whereas, by force of the statute in Mfcjiftson Point, was chocked to death recently
such cases made aud provided, one-half of1
by a bean which passed into his windpipe.
said tax was payable on or before the ffirst day
The annual meeting of the St. Croix and
of July then next ensuing, and one-half on or
Penobscot Bailroad Company was held at their
before the first day of January then next enin Calais, on Monday, Jan. 2oth. The
office,
suing; and whereas the said railroad company
following gentlemen were elected officers for
has failed to pay the- installment of said
the current year: George M. Porter, E. A. Bartax within the time required by law, and there
nard, Henry F. Eaton, H. N. Hill and W. W.
now remains due upon said installment the
Directors; Samuel Black, Treasurer:
Sawyer,
You
are
sum of-dollars and-cents:
Fr’uk Nelsoo, Clerk. At a subsequent meethereby required, in the name of the State of
ing of the Directors, George M. Porter was
Maine, forthwith to distrain the goods,chattels
elected President, VV. W. Sawyer, Superintendand franchise of said railroad company to the
and Samuel Black, Clerk.
ent,
disof
costs
amount of said unpaid tax aud
traint; and the distress so taken to keep for the
of
space of four days at the cost and charge
said railroad company; and if said railroad
and
tax
company does not pay the said unpaid
costs of distraint and keepiug within the said
four days, then you are to sell at public vendue
OF
such distress for the payment thereof, with
hours
charges of sale; first giving forty-eight
notice of such sale by postiug up advertisements
thereof in the city, town or plantation where
said distraint is made; and the amount of said
uupaid tax you are forthwith to pay to the treasand the overplus
urer of the State of Maine;
arising by such sale, if any,besides the said unBy your liberal patronage we have
paid tax, costs of distraint and keepiug, and
been encouraged to extend our store, and
costs of sale, you are immediately to restore to
have now the pleasure of annouuciug
the treasurer of said railroad company.
that we have one of the finest and the
Hereof fail not, and make due return of this
treasthe
to
warrant with your doings thereon,
best lighted Salesrooms in Portland.
urer of the state of Maine within uiuety days
We shall open
from the date hereof.
Given under my baud this-day of-.
A. B., Treasuser of the State of Maine.
Sec. 2. The sheriff to whom said warrant is
directed shall faithfully obey its directions.
Aud for the purposes of distraint and sale on
said warrant, the franchise, engines, cars, rollBARGAINS
ing stock and other property used in operating
said railroad, shall be deemed goods and chatIN
tels. And the sheriff to whom said warrant is
directed may serve the same in any county in
the state. And the goods and chattels seized
by virtue of said warrant shall be held irre- BLACK
pleviable. And no action shall be maiutaiued
against said officer for his doings by virtue of
BLACK
said warrant, provided lie faithfully obeys its
directions, aud acts iu conformity to law in
BLACK
seizing and selling property by virtue thereof.
And any interest the sheriff who serves the
DBESS GOODS, and
warrant may at any time have in the property
from
serving
TABLE LINEN.
distrained shall not disqualify him
said warrant
»
Sec, 3. If the railroad company deems said
We propose to sell
tux illegal, their remedy shall be an action for
money had and received against the state treasurer, which action is hereby authorized for the
purpose of testiug the legality of said act, to
recover
back go much of said tax as may be
AT
decided to be illegal, with interest and costs of
and
the writ may be by original summons
suit;
and be served by delivering to the state treasurAnd said action
er an attested copy thereof.
may be brought in the supreme judicial court
in any county in which said railroad company
has an established place of business. If the
tax is voluntarily paid the same remedy and
proceedings may be bad to test the validity of
said tax as in cases of distress. Tbe «tate
of all widths and all qualities.
k
treasurer shall notify the attorney general of
the pendency of such suit, and itshallbehis
COME AND SEE US !
duty to defend it. And in either case the judgment thus recovered, if any, against the state
treasurer, shall be tortuwitn certineu by me
clerk ot the court where said judgment is recovered to the governor, and thereupon the
governor shall draw his warrant upon the
treasurer of the state for the amount of the
judgment so recovered, with interest from the
date of the warrant.
dtt
febl
Sue. 4. The warrant herein provided for
may be issued to enforce the collection of taxes
heretofore assessed as well as taxes that shall
hereafter be assessed.
Sec. 5. This act shall take effect when apFOR THE
proved by the governor.

Samuel L. Foster is to construct a steamer of
huudred tons the coming summer, at
one
Damariscotta. She will beamed by Thos. J.
Merrill and others, and is to he engaged in the

SHADES

IN-

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

CUMBERLAND

AT

ELEGANT

quality,

Salesroom 170 Fore Street,

KsIiiifm

NELSON & CO’S.

STATE NEWS.

Pitmoii. inlrrrHlrri 3o rSlfa**r of the
lic-rriuiiftei* iinii»t*«l :
a Court of Probate held at Portland within
and for the County of Cumberland on the third
eightTuesday of January in the year of e'tr Lordmatters
een hundred and seventy-five, the following
herel>een
action
for
the
thereupon
having
presented
inafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons intcrested, by causing a copy of this or ler to be published
To nil

AT

35

P. O. HAILEV A CO,
Auctioneers ami Commission Mtrehnns

FROBATt) NOTICES.

NEW GOODS

Best

AUCTION SALKS?

MISCELLANEOUS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Tho ordination of Miss Lorenza Ifaines as
pastor of the Universalist church in Hallowell,
will occur ou Wednesday evening of next week
Feb. 10. Rev. Dr. Fisher of New York will
deliver the sermon on the occasion.
Rev. W. S. Knowlton has resigned the pastoral charge of the Baptist church in Monson.
His faithful labors there have been greatly
blessed.
Rev. W. T. Chase, pastor of the Baptist
in Lewiston, baptized 17 recent converts, (10
young men and 7 young ladies) the fruit of a
very interesting revival which tho church has
been enjoying for some weeks past.
The religious society of West Auburn find
themselves so reduced by deaths and removals
that they are scarcely able to support the gospel without help.
The South Aroostook Baptist quarterly meeting wil^hold its next sessiou with the Baptist
church in Hodgdon, commencing on Friday,
Feb. 12tb, at 2 o’clock p. m.

ju28__

that the

\ C E
Varilihed aid Skipped ky

TAM tfoll

suosoriber has
biiusell

hereby given,
NOTICE
been July appointed and taken 11J'Oil
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
is

HENRY HALL, late of Falmouth,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
to
estate are called up<m to rnnke paynieut
FREDERICK F. HALL,
Falmouth, Jan. lUth,

FOR
ANY

; Spruce

a

CAREFULLY

tended to.

CHARLES M. HAWKES,
IKiMiddkSt.

augl7TuTb&Sly2ftp

OF

ami

Piling, Spare
Knees, by

Hack-

matac

A

LADD,

Commercial lit. H»lfokf*« Wharf.

deodtt

jal*2
■

BOSTON

good place.

Bonds and mortgages.
selected Western Municipal Bond*
and Real Estate Mortgages ana Trust Deeds.
Collections
and Remittances promptly atInquiries.

SALE.

QUANTITY

SimONTON

Bare enhance lor a Grocer.
of Grocery Store, doing a good
niHK stock anti lease
village within two miles
JL business in a flourishing
for
sale. Anyone wishing to
of Portland, is ottered

retail grocery business will And this
Address “BUSINESS” this ottice.
dlw
feb2_

N. O CRAM.

doftllatf

A^ni’r.
1875._w.lw*3

engage in the

PURE

TICKETS,

good either

way,

$2.50,
In

quaiititien

at

J 10LL1NS, LORINO
lebl

lean

&

price.

ADAMS,

ti EXCHANGE ST.

i»tt

,

*'*'

gL1

"

_POETRY.
A Shakespearian Song.

[Mr. Swinburne has written a little song
which “Sweet Anne Page” sings at the Gaiety
Theatre, London, where the “Merry Wives ol
Windsor" is the play. This is the song:
Love laid bis sleepless head
O.i a thorny rose bed;
Ami lus eyes with tears were

And pale hia lips

as

the dead.

-:—

red,

And fear, and sorrow, and scorn,
Kept watch by liis head lorlorn,
Till the night was overworn,
And the world was merry with morn,
And Joy came up with the day,
And kissed Love's lips as he lay;
And the watchers, ghostly and gray,
Fled from his pillow away.
And his eyes at the dawn grew bright;
And his Ups waxed ruddy as ligat—
Sorrow may reign for a night.
But day shall bring back ueligbt,

was

sion of its racked tenement. Certain
that John somehow pulled past the

How my pretty cousin became possessed of
such an unreasoning horror of all the fleece-

T,..l

insult had Johu showu less devotion or failed
in any of these demonstrations of regard, voluntary or involuntary, which accompany the
tender passion, it was quite another matter
to see my cou sin give herself up to lova
and worship any man—except it had been
myself—in such a very unreserved way.
Moreover, Unde Stuart approved the match.
If he was rich so was John. Nor was the
model farm (a hobby on which John waisted
enough substance to support two families)
sufficiently absorbing to deter the complacent
love from agreeing to settle down, when married, when married in the city house around
the corner, on the next block, which was to

"

be the paternal wedding gift. His farm, with
its costly and thoroughbred live stock, was
the only object in life which seemed to interest him enough to find any place in his
thoughts along with Mamie. If he had any
particular strength of character, it appeared
to sleep in the easy existance he was leading,
taking everything comfortably, not to say easily. He was a tolerably good-looking man,
uuuwaiu
laii, Dig auu uiuuut;, auu n
to be made of a face that seemed hardly
to
tbe
worth the trouble, it would be
effect that tbe forehead was slightly retreating, and the features of the lower part of the
face somewhat beut or huddled together.
But with liis long mustache and his glowing
curly hair, these defects, if they were such,
passed notice entirely. I should probably
have uever noticed them but for what hap-

it

crisis,

pened.

It was when John drove us all out one
September afternoon to see his farm that
Mamie, for the first time in years, revived the
memory of her constitutional antipathy to
sheep. 1 could see the little girl fighting
against it as well as she might, hut her resistance ended in a precipitated flight from the
spot where John was proudly exhibiting his
Cotswolds and South-Downs for our admiration.
said
of the stock hands, respectfully, touching
such
another
of
hat to John. “Knowed
just
myself. My own sister, sir, was butted wheu
Never the same since.
she was a baby.
Growed up to a woman, and never could
abide the sight of sheep. She jilted a drover
tor nothing else in the world. Married a tail-

“Guess the lady’s been butted, sir,”

one

or, sir.”

“Why didn’t you tell me, Mamie?” said
John, as we all stood around drinking a stirrup cup of Alderney milk in the diary, where

“I
had taken refuge.
wouldn't have had it happen for the world.
That sheep shall be made into mutton to-morrow, drawn and quartered tor treason.
“No! don’t for anything!” exclaimed Mamie, now quite recovered. “I know I am
silly as silly can be. but I can’t help it any
more than I can help”—and here she apparently made ample amends bv ending her sentence in a whisper reaching only her lover’s
ear, the effect of which was to cause a flush
to rise over his face and a smile of such happiness to appear thereon as to turn my soul green
with jealousy. In my heart I knew how she
had finished that sentence, explaining her conduct by an analogy between unreasoning love
and unreasoning fear, whose application John
at least did not care to question.
“A seeep has been known to bite,” remarken my uncle, gravely.
John’s next visit to his farm resulted in
real disaster. He came around to, the house
with a heaadch'e, and Mamie’s pretty persistence in demanding to cosset the big fellow
ou the library sofa with haudkercheifs and
cologne and such things would have prevailed
There
was
over anything but his hobby.
som4 drainage to be examined before the winter sit in, and although the equinoctial storm
had Begun with a cheerless drizzle, John had
his way and went.
He came home in a shiver. He went to his
the

trembling girl

batchelorbed with a chill which no blankets,
eveirtfheh bis great coat was added atop of
his ^teifigeown, could quell. In the morning rolls ana coffee were an abomination, and
omlet a tnocery. Dressing was to him a labor •••Hertfhles/and the prospect of goiDg
He rested,
down town a sflieful thought.
flaccidi.iall day, hot and cold by turns, pro-

that he was not sick; but by evening
he dbpKttJhBdi ills' Aian for Dr. Broughton,
that
eminent jmctitiouer needed little of
and
his skill in diagnosis to determine what was
the when he- thoml John tossing his long
'sprawling legs and arms
length oii
motion,, and. tumbling his
about tit
curly, blonde hair in still greater contusion.
“AM rigtrt to-unorrow P' Ot'emlrse you wi!

testing

tt^'louflge,

'iiriewy

MWmZIQnly

be,
needall be

you
said

In a hurry about it, my boy,”
the doctor, as be took leave ol the unwilling
seen emnfbrtably iff bed.

patient,wiion)heMd

“Don*f«ejj ydujSglf.' I’Vd'got

yop

bejiwoen

By-by.”
my thumb and finger
But for all this lie had a nurse installed
there before midnight; and
kiftrning John’s
now.

feeble protest against beftfg fill with medicine
from a strange hand, with wfticb lie greeted
the dodMriti kisldlaiir, bad
cbaiigjefl ’into HHe
flighty gabble and restless nmtterings of semi-

delirium. The very
If the man
seemed to challenge tWTpower or the disease
to do its worfc-tiiheiily* *t1if,stiTely.,’"IHr8‘ftver
seized bmaodbirturedhini ravenously. The
wmcKBad fought off the sygpn
toms almost to the very end seemed all at
once to fly in djsp$trc*i%rra!irt, andliaxbfall to
the enemy in full possession.

’•JreimMi

vigorod^nmlre

Mamie lidfi'tb kfioWit! a£ sht>tf is' airy ''brio,

pleasant thing t#welHf4i*MiSt,inM«feH,Hf talking sweet noim<j|Sii iji e*gni^(t«(»g^|r,at
the academy*, ner lover was numbling delirious

the

phr;v#Rf,“ti#fli?ip*,ITilf,fi1ire,fforl.eerljirtAV.W.

insytiSiiie ears

of a hired attendant.

Per-

^,sftB«rjBer ®w

heroic expansion of her littte'figuaf

were:

“Father,

I must go to liipi!”
Uncle Stuart had S veityffair Werrrff diplomacy in managing hi*> mtotbonluas-abmgbcer,

just as ftipu as
Broughtyn stop
range it with

in

here

you.”

Aswiil* fiawe Dr.
his way and ar-

on

Something Jiew and Important to Ladies.

a

GERMAN

quaint misquo-

as

S NU F F 1
OR

laiseiy accusing me ui uiuuuyiug tut,
stream ofher thoughts. “I never can look
at him again. He used to say he could breed
an animal that should equal a human being.
Now he has bred himself.
This was all too pathetic to be comic, at
least to me, who knew my cousin’s constitutional dread of the animal whose life-blood
was now that of her lover, and whose features aud voice seemed to have reproduced
themselves in his person.
But the little girl was firm. She never
would—she said she never could—see John
again. It was a sorry business getting him
to understand the case. For a long time he
refused to believe it. He had long consultaHe lavished
tions with Dr. Broughton.
flowers upon Mamie all winter, hoping that
would
hallucination
what he called her
wear off if he could keep himself iu her

records show
that in nine cases out oi
ten the disease known as Catarrh
was the forerunner of Consumption, which, when fastened on a
the grasp ol the
person, is like

hideous anaconda. There is no
eseape until death relieves them
li om its torture and they are laid
Friends may say
iu the grave.
they died ot Consumption. ’TIS
FALSE.

Mamie, or come hack in a year if he felt
better, and try his fortune again.
The year has passed. John came back a
month ago. He is fat and brown, aud wears

Catarrh killed them.

his mustache waxed at the ends. But Mahas not changed. The wonderful metamorphosis of my cousin from a marvel of passionate affection to a prodigy of unreasouing dislike becomes all the more wonderful by its

And it you doubt the tact, look
back and call to mind how it was
first a cold, then Catarrh, and last

persistence.
Last week, after I knew John’s fate was irrevocably sealed, I determined to brave wtiat
I had never before dared, and put my own
fortune to the test. Before I had half began
my cbnfession, Mamie’s quick wits recognized
my drift, aud thus she closed my mouth:
‘‘I never shall forgive myself, Frauk, for
what happened last year, though I couldn’t
help it, and I can’t help it now, butl haven’t
yet forgiven you for your part in it.”
together.—Harper's

tims

Consumption. Why
suffer when by the
remedy,

nIT~

her
dear, dear fellow,” with tears
“Frank” (petulantiy), “your watch is
The
clock.
carriage
slow; so is the parlor
ought to have been here longago. “Father”

Veoetine is made exclusively from the juices
earetully-selectcd barks, roots and herbs, and so
strongly concentrated, that it will effectually eradicate from the system every taint of Scrofula, j
Cauof

Humor, Tumor*. Cancer,
Humor. Erysipelas, Salt Rheum,
Syphilitic Disease*, Caulcer, FaiutncHM at

corouN

the Stomach, and ail diseases that arise from imSciatica, Inflammatory and
pure blood.
Chrnnir
Rlirnmnl imn. NViiralttia. (nOllt
and Npinal Complaints, can only bo effectually
cured through the blood.
For Ulcers and Frnptive Diseases of the

Skin, Pu»fiiles, Pimples, Blotches, Boils,
Tetter, (Scaldhend and Ringworm, vegetine has never failed to effect a permanent cure.
For Pains in the Rack. Kidney Complaints, Dropsy, Female Weakness, Ueucorrhcca, arising from internal ulceration, and
uterine diseases and General Debility Vegetine acts directly upon the causes of these complaints. It invigorates and strengthens the whole
system, acts upon the scretive organs, allays inflammation, cures ulceration and xegulates the bowels.
For Catarrh, Dyspepsia, Habitual Costiveness. Palnitatiou of the Heart, Headand
Gen«ral
ache. Piles, ^Nervousness
Prostration of the Nervous System, no medicine has ever givea such perfect satisfaction as the
Vegetine. It purifies the blood, cleanses all of the
organs, and possesses
nervous

Mamie.

the adoration that shone out of those
eyes as we entered the door made
him almost handsome. Mamie flushed up as
we stepped over the threshold.
“Now don’t tear him to pieces in your affection; he’s tender yet,” said I, somewhat
cynically, anticipating a violent demonstration of rapture.
But there was no need of caution. As
Mamie’s eyes rested upon John’s face I felt
The flush
a slight recoil in her movement.
upon her features died out, giving place Jto
Her hand trema pallor that was startling.
bled upon my arm. She was staring strangely at the sick maD, and her lips began to
twist and her breath to come fast.
“John!” she spoke with a sort of surprised interrogatory, rather than joyful recognition, Then, iu a quavering' voice to me,
"What have they done to him, Frank?”
“Why, Mamie, what in the world do you
mean ?” said I, in amaze.
All this passed in the moment while Uncle
Stuart was closing the door behind us. As
he stepped forward, with the heartiest sort of
a smile on his face, Mamie whirled around
to him, and spoke rapidly under her breath:
“You told me they brought him to life
again by putting lamb’s blood into his empty
veins. You told me sol Look at himl
Look at him! Odear! oh dear!” and the
little girl seemed almost frantic with an unnamed terror.
I did look at John, and suddenly it all
flashed over me. There, in the emaciated
features of the convalscent, were truly the
distinguishing characteristics of a sheep’s
face. The absence of hair emphasized tfie
neculiar effect to the sloping lines of her
frontal bones; the long nose, gently bending
in aristocratic curve at the eud,continued the
ovine contour; and the conformation of lips
and chin, as his head was leaned faintly back
on the pillow, completed the resemblance.
Once with the idea in my head, thers was no
escaping it. John’s face did look like that of
sheep as he lay there. Ever the pallor of his
skin added to the caricature, whose fantastic

Still,

power

over

the

system.

In feet, Vegetine is the best remedy yet discovered for the above diseases, and is the only reliable
KkOOD PURIFIER yet placed before the

public.

What is Vegetine?—It is a compound extracted from larks, roots and herbs. Jt is Nature’s Remedy. It is perfectly harmless from any bad effect upon the system.
It is nourishing aud strengthening.
It acts directly upon the blood. It quiets the nervIt gives you good, sweet sleep at night
ous system.
It is a great panacea for our aged fathers and mothers; for it gives them strength, quiets their nerves,
and gives them Nature’s sweet sleep,—as has been
It is the great
proved by many an aged person.
Blood Purifier. It is a soothing remedy for our chilIt is
dren. It has cured and relieved thousands.
very pleasant to take; every child likes it. It relieves
and cures all diseases originating from impure blood.
Try the Vegetine. Give it fair trial fo-your comp’aints; then you will sav to your friend, neighbor
it has cured me.”
and acquaintance, “Try

it;

1 attribute it ail to the use of Vegetine.
To
benefit those afflicted with Rheumatism, I will make
mention also of the Veoetine’s wonderful power of
curing me of this acute complaint, of which I have
ana

intensely.
C. H. TUCKER, Pas. Ag’t Mich. C. R. R.,
69 Washington Street, Boston.
so

Vegetine

by all Druggists,

is sold

ja30

dim

KENISON,

DR.

CHIROPODIST,
from Dr. N. Kenison & Sons, 57
Temple PI.. 37 Tremont St., and
£.%» 11

11 IV-1

Dr. IV. Kcniftou
A

U.

THE

II O T E E,

S.

the second Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,Saturday
in each month.
on

in—

BOSTON
Since
1840.

■

“Welcome, Mamie.”

All diseases of the feet treated
in the most kkilful manner without pain.
ygrExamination of the feet
free.

_delOeodtf

$500 REWARD.

The very essence of the strident tones left
condensed in
by the fever in'hisl voice seemed
tlicisc two words. It Was too much for the
overwrought imagination of my cousin.
Frank, lie bleats V’
‘‘He bleats !

Will

be

paid

at

NO. 52 FREE STREET.

oh,

enough
It was rpiliy
as that poor girl sank on my arm, to recognize in the Voice oi a sick niaii a striking resemblance lo tbe plaint of the ahlnial whose
likehess lie
n
have,

ngphi«ing.p»iHlprrible

—

DR. N. I.

eeomeiUo
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BY—
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“Mamie!

Mamie?

GEORGE F. ROWELL A CO.,

ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
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pocket

a

box of

AGENf^

so

when they suddenly take cold

and feel all the organs of the nose
Iwxwl

cf Ai-nik-l

IllAV

nn

AOll

remedy to at once
promptly take
loosen the mucous, which if allowed to stay becom us
a

DODD’S

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuumished.
HORACE DODD.

Inhaler.

I'KINTIJK. of every description neatly
< muted nl this Office.

LOCKE,

—

f

HEAD,
and passing to the lungs and stomach, simply adds that which time
may never remove, for the system
has become poisoned, and all because the individual did not take
proper care at the commencement,
lfow often do we hear pccple say,
“,lly head is thick and I cannot

think.’* Don’t you know what is
Hie trouble 3
You have Catarrh ;
it has just commenced to take possession of your body. Now-, if you
arc wise, you will
take a few
pinches of the

KiE DEE’S

GERMAN

SNUFF

GERMAN SNUFF.

popular

best

RIVER of
llUil*

35cts.

If you

are

by

all

remote from the

Agents and receive

city

Eleanora,

box

return

mail.

ioston.

0C?8

Gmig

LIFE.
of the sweetest

200

NewEdi-

Full

of

Sabbath

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.
d&w2w
ja27

F.

A* Flaisted & Son.
MANUFACTURERS of Nlone Ware
have on baud lull assortment of Superior Stone Ware at their Store House, 21
Union Wharf, Portland, office 157 Commercial, corner Union St. Manufactory
at Gardiner.
Large or Small orders,
addressed as above or at Gardiner, will
be promptly filled at the lowest prices.

decld3m

NOTICE.

the

by
Genera^
Vgents lor the United States, SMITH, DOOLITTLE
Sc SMITH, Wholesale Druggists, 2G Trcmont street,
a

Canadian*!

is hereby given (hat I shall apply to the
Board of-Mayor and Aldermen at their next
neotinz for permission to remove an old and erect a
two
lew wooden building on Green Street, 20x65,
itorics with brick basement,
T
C. D. SMAI.L.
feW*3t
Portland, Feb. i, 1875.

NOTICE

FOR

and

■

llnriin

u

and

St. IJibaou

Preble House,
Proprietors.

States

OF THE

Mails.

Liverpool.

'rickets
Rate.4'.

Will leave this port far Liverpool on
SATURDAY. February 6th, 1875.
Immediately atter the arrival of the Train of the pre
vious day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to aeccommodations). ■.870 to 880
Payable in Gold or its eouivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H & A ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, af»ply to
JAMES L. FARMER,

Portland,

15,

No. 3 India Street.
uol7dtf

1874.

*«».,

BOSTON

Proprieto

To Merchants and Shipmasters.
notified that

ar.d after the first
new regulations
Republic of

YOUday ofhereby
September, 1874. the
the Government of the
are

on

Spam in regard to Consular fees will take effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:
Vessels with Cargo*

Cejtitying Manifest. $15.00
Bill of Health. 4.00—$19.0
For Vessels without Cargo:
Certifying Manifest...$7.00

of Health. 4.00—$11.0
THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul

sc2dtf

DCXCAB, SHERMAN & CO.

JURU.BEBA
quires
making?

.

Debilitated 1

t. m.

that any exertion rethan you feel capable of

TYedVy

Wharfage.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila
delphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate
sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and Sout
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission,
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.

Jn23-ly

or

Passage, apply to
G. B. 8AM 1*80 N, Agent,
70 l tng Wharf, Boston.

,

-1.nl.nlla nmnllvnr

urkiph littmillatpa fnr

rod Auburn at 2.35 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and

Auburn at 5.45 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.

!l

time, only to let the sufferer fall to a low r
depth of misery, but it Is a vegetable tonic acting dishort

on the liver and spleen.
It regulate* the Bowel*, quiets the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as
to soon make the invalid feel like a new person.
It* operation i* not violent, but is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experiences
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually

rectly

—

jal6t4w

MAN OF A THOUSAND.
A ConHumptive Cured.—When death was
hourly expected from ConMumotion, all remedies
having failed, and Dr. H, James was experimenting, he accidentally made a preparation of INDIAN
HEMP which cured his only child, and now gives
this recipe free on receipt of two stamps to pay expenses. HEMP also cures night sweats, nausea at
the stomach, and will break a fresh cold in 24 hours.
Address Craddock & Co., 1,032 Race St., Philadeljal914w
phia, naming this paper.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

and all

VnrihwKSl.

Send stamp and get it.
and 77 Nassau Street New York.

r
mos.

Mass.

jal7d4wt

j

t Ion.
The Company are not responsible lor baggage to
ny amount exceeding $50 in value (and that persont 1) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ol
ne passenger tor every $500 additional value.

JOSEPH HICKSON. General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
se21dtt
Portland, September 19.1874.

-j PORTLAND & OGDENSBURti R.R

ComI?I? SAMPLE to Agents, fondle*
bination Needle Book, with CuroSend stamp. F P. Gluck, New Buford,

_jzmiw
FOR

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
ATKIEDAND DUKE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists generall r, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & UO., Boston, Mass.
<Mwt
feb2
EMPI.OA'MENT—At borne.
a
warranted. No
valuable sample
Address with 6 cent return stamp, C.
lent free.
feb2tiw
SOSS, Williamsburg, N. Y.

week
Male
Female, $30
CONSTANT
Particulars and
or

•apital required.

V7” easily made by selling TEAS at
JLYInJJLn Hi JL IMPORTERS’ PRICES, or getiug up clubs in towns and country for the oldest Tea
Company in America. Greatest inducements. Send
:.ir circular.
CANTON TEA CO., 14$ Chambers St.,
X. Y.
feWdlwt

points in the

West and SonlhwcM
J C. FURNIVAB Agt.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
omlition, is wen equipped with hrst-class railing
took, and is making the nest connections and quickst time of any route from Portland to the West,
Ef-PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
1ND SLEEPING CA KS arc attached to the train!
1 saving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage cheeked from Portland to Detroit and
( Ibicago, and not subject to Custom House cram inn-

FOR YOU.
SOMETHING Address.
F. I>. HI RST,
J5

—

ro Canada, Octroi*, Chicago, Till wan
kee. Cincinnati, Ml. Loan, Omaha,
Saginaw, Ml. Paul, Mall Cake City*
Denver. Man Francisco,

“Fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And silently steal away.”
Thi* i* no new and untried discovery, but has
been long used with wonderful remedial results, and
Is pronounced by the highest medical authorities,
“the most powerful tonic and alterative known”.
Ask your druggist for.it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN «Sr CO.,Boston, Mass.

A

AXD

] DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

his troubles

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
& Sat’d’y.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50 a. m.
Mail ftom Quebec, Montreal and West, Lewiston

-_

USE

Steamship Line.

Mail train at 1.20 p. m.,*for Auburn and Lewiston
ind Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston 5.45 p. m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Ex press from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40

try JlTRlr RnBA, the wonderful tonic
and invigorator, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
It

and Lewiston at 9.30

i. m.

Languid

forces.

AHKAM GKMKNT.

tuburo. and Lewiston.
Passenger train for Auburn

Theu

■

IN TRAIN*.

On and after Monday, September 21st.
v^P*^jSSl874, trains will run as follows:
Express tr«in 7.00 a m. lor Montreal and Quebec,

ARE YOU

effort

*«•«)

.WTTrr-^gl

HAVE YOU TRIED

more

new

WM. H. TURNER, Supt.
at#

WINTER

jaleodly

or

mi

ALTERATION

LETTERS OF
Issue CIRCULAR NOTES and
CREDIT for TRAVELERS IN EUROPE AND THE
EAST, available in all the principal cities; also for
TELEuse in the United Slates, West Indies, Ac.
GRAPHIC TRANSFERS to LONDON, PARIS,
JAHAVANA,
CHINA,
MEXICO,
CALIFORNIA,
PAN, .Sc, Accounts of Banks, Bankers and others

no
of an

b

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

BANKERS

Weak, Nervous,

tncnnii.1

no23

9 AH NASSAU ST., NEW YORK

received.

line

Boston & Albany trains for Albany and New York.
1.43 P. in. For Rochester and way Stations.
3.13 P. n. Express tor Rochester, Nashua and
Worcester, connecting at Epping with trains for
Manchester and Concord, arriving in Worcester at
9.15 d. in., connecting with Night Train tor New
York.
Leave Portland for Gorham 6.20 p. m.
Exprewft Train leaving Worcester at 8.00 a. m.
connecting with Norwich Steamboat train from New
York, arriving in Portland at 1.15 p. m.
Express Train leaves Worcester at 4.40 p.m.*
connecting witn Express trains .caving Albany at
10 a. m., and New York at 10.00 a. m. arriving in
Portland at 10.45 p. m.
Through tickets are sold in Portland, and baggago
checked through to Nashua, Manchester. Concord.
La well. Worcester, New York by Norwich line, ana
Springfield Route, aud to all important points South
ind West.
Tickets to all the above points for sale by ROLLINS & ADAMS, 22 Exchange Street, and at the
DeiK)t

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.

PHILADELPHIA

For Freight

7.50 A. M. For Rochester, Nashua anti Worcester, connecting at Rochester with Eastern, and
Boston <S: Maine Tra‘ns tor Boston, also with trains
for Alton Bay and Woltboro, connecting at Nashua
with Express Train for Lowell and Boston, connecting at Ayer Junction with train® for Mason Village
and Fitchburg, arriving in Worcester at 2.10 p, in.,
connecting with trains for Providence, Norwich, and

_

Are yon

WORCESTER.

PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;

etor.

No*.

—

Arrangement of Train* commencing Dee.
ill, 1874.

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, IV. G. Ileselton, Propri-

Bill

BETWEEN

PORTLAND AND

Proprietor.

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

No

—

HVUNCANE ISLAND.
Calderwood Honao.- E. A. Calderwood,

—AND—

Leave each port every

No Transfer! No Change of Cars

Piopt ietor*._

For

The Steamship
SAMARITAN* Capt. Aird,

Nov.

Portland to the South and West.

Mt. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plum
«tta. «. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. N. Hotel, J unction of Congre.* and Federal Mt«. E. Cram Ac Co., Proprietor.
Commercial iioum-L, O. Manborn A Co.,

Franconia

granted at Reduced

I

—FROM—

Prnnriptor.

IlUlnitn

CONVEYANCE

JR ©turn

Shortest and Most Direct Route

Proprietor.

American House, India St. E. Gray, Pro
prietor.
! City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.

CO.

Passengers booked to London-

derry

Portland & Rochester R. R.

Proprietot.

WILTON.
Wilton Uonae.K. N. Greru,

Steamship Co

^nited

dtf

Albion House, I1T Federal St. J• G Perry

AND

Ocean

Robbinson,

_

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adam

Chesapeake

UNDER CONTRACT

All book6 sent, post-paid, for retail price.

Druggists.
send 50 cents to

Organ

School Songs.

Price 35 Cents.
For sale

every way keeps
Price $2.50.

PHILLIPS.
Adams A:

House,

Proprietors

YORK.

NEW

MTTQTf1

point of

_

Barden

Providence. R. I

Montreal

HISTORY OF

ORGAN AT HOME. 8S&
Reed
music.
collection of

tors.

—

no2dtt

2 vorsEach $1.50. Condensed
JjL 1/ Olv» from 500books, and is terse.complete,
interesting and a most usJul book of reference in
musical families.

pieces; large pages, well tilled.

AND

ALLAN LINE.

PIANO AT HOME.

high reputation.

PITTSFIELD.
Lancy Haute—Fletcher At Gale, Proprie-

WM. CRANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.

to anti
direct communication
Portland and all other points in Maine, with
to
rates
are
and
Tbrough
bevond.
given
Philadelphia
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R>s., and to all
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Fall information given by D. D. C. MINK,
Agent, z\) uevonsnire at., Boston, or o. b. ouiuri,
Jr.. Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers,
anil ly
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

collection of popular pieces. Most excellent practice,
and most entertaining to play.

up its

and rid your nose aed head of that
which in lime will kill yon.
Do
you doubt it 3 Well, sutler away.
Esc up three 01 four handkerchiefs
a day ; go round a walking: mass
of rottenness, with HEAVY HEAD.
DULL EYES, BAD BREATH, and
OP
DEPRESSION
SPIRITS, a
curse to yourself and a nuisance to
all %vlio come in contact with you,
if you must be so obstinate as lo
not purchase one box of

week.

rorn

BEST

Organs Method in
sale, is enlarged, improved, and in

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbnrd, Proprieto

Agents.
Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,

AGENT.

For Reed

a

Running between Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives

CLARKE’S NEW METHOD

the Grand Trunk Railway for Montreal, Qnebec and
all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
•Pullman sleeping car express tram. N. B. Thi*
train on Satnrday night runs to Portland only.
t Accommodation train
{Fast Express.
CHARLES F. BATCH.
General Manager.
GEO. BACHELDEK,
Eastern
Railroad.
Portland, Me.
General Agent

ISLAND.

Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprielor.

Clyde’s Iron Line of Steamers

Home Music Books.
RITTER’S

The 8.00 A. M. train froTi Boston connect® with

PEAK’S

PMEAJDEILPHIA.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers oi
cities and towns of the United States, Canada
ud British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

THE

prielors.

Washington

rrondence every WKuniisuAi
and MATl'ROAV.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. K. R. to all places in
the South, W. B. Clark, Agent, basement Old State
House, Boston
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line.
G. II. Keith, Agent, 7G Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 87 Wasnington street,
Boston, And Chesaneake & Ohio R. R., W. B.Clark,
Agent, basement Old State House, Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

S. R. NILES,
ADVERTISING

Conway Railroad.
The 8.00 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passenger® to take the car® of the
P. iJfe O. Railroad.

NORTH STRATFORD N. K.
Willard House, C- S. Bailey At Co. P

PORTLAND

D. R. Locke, o Locke &
J. H. Bates, late of
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

IN THE

arrive® In Boston in season to connect with trains
tor New York via Springfield at 9 P. M and 9.30 P.
M. train via Shore Line.
The 9.10 A. \l. and 3.15 P. M. train® from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Fall® and

_

NOBRIDGEWOCK.
Daulorth House, D. Danforth. Proprietor

rom

—

POISON

prietors.

BLACKSTONE.
WM. KENNEDY.
and McClellan.

Newspaper Advertising Agents,
34 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

LIQUID

NAPLES'
Elm House, Nathan Church At Sons, Pro-

St^Freight

ERS’ WAREHOUSE,
10G WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds qj
Printers* Materials. Advertisements inserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers*
owest prices. Seud for estimates._
A

__

Will until further notice leave
Franklin Wharf, Portland every
and
MONDAY, THURSDAY
SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and
leave Pier 38 East River, New
York,every MONDAY,WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
will touch at Vineyard Haven during the summer
months on their passage to ami from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
E^^Until further notice there will be no Steamo
leave here Saturday or New York Wednesday.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag*t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
dtf
ocl

ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

BATES

Pro-

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

From

and

T. C. EVANS.

SNUFF

Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, FarM.
mington, WatervUle and Skowbegan at 11.05 P.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland. Augusta. Skowbegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
11.10 P. M.
Leave Portland lor Bangor, via Augusta, and for
Lewistou, Bath, Rockland, Belfast and Dexter (Puttman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at *5.00 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 18.00 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at 17.55 P. M.
Leave Biddeford tor Portland at t8.00 A. M., rooming at 5.00 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. train# from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New Fork by one or
other of the route® from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrive® in Boston at 2.00
P. M. in season to connect with the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains tor New York via Fall River,
Stonington and Norwich Line®. The 3.15 P. M. train

_

Class Steamship

First
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. LAWRENCE.

Steamers

ADVERTISING AGENCY A PRINT-

GERMAN

Portland for Portsmouth and Dover daily,
19.10 a. m. and 13.15 p. m.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Banton at 18.00 A. M„ *5.45 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at 8.00
A. M. t3.15, *12.00 midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Poitlaod, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *12.00 midnight.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John 18.00 A. M.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at 6.10,
7.50, 10.50 a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland at 110227 A. M..
15.45 P.M., *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth tor Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Calais and St. John at *2.25 A. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, and by Freight
Trains to Ba
Avgusta, and WatervUle, at t7.00 A.
Leave

(Sundavr excepted), at

LOVELL.

prescribed by

State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the United States and British Prov-

R.EDERS

«**?5|ly,ror Portmnouth
JtfS?rrr,"^3<favs excepted) at
-*a-“"**3.15 P. M.

_

Valley House, C. H. Harris,
prielor.

STEAMSHIP TIME
Four time*

Panaenger trains lwi Portland dalami Bouton, (Snn*1.00 19.10 A. M.,

_

Keier

dly

TO

inces.

Irom the grave,
are liying witnesses ol its great virtue. At this season of the year,
when people, by undue exposure
and the sudden changes in the
weather, are liable to catch cold,
ivf advise them to carry in the

Simpson,

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, II. L. Thayer, Proprietor.

D. S. BABCuCK.
L. W. FI LK iNS.
President.
Gen. Pasen«er Ag’t. New York.

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

it were

as

D.

LINCOLN VILLE.
Beach Honse—F. E. Phillips, Proprieto

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

S. M. PETTENGILL A CO.’S

GERMAN

TRAL RAILROAD.
CO.nnENCllHi MOV. »3, 1874.

LEWISTON.
DeWilt House,H. B. IVing, Proprietor

Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Denot dailv, except Sunday
connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, anil with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, Airivmg in New York nlwnp in advance of all other line*. Baggag
checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston « Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Hollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 49J Exchange St.

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
Jype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 fiirk Row, New York.•

ADVERTISING

prietor.

This is the only inside route Avoiding Point Judith.

MAINE
STEAMSHIP

ADVERTISING AGENTS

No. 10

:ured by his

Vaporizing

WI1EELGK,

VE WSPAPEB ADVERTISING AGENT

of

REEDER’S

For any cape of Catarrh, Asthma, Bronchitis, or
he incipient stage of Consumption that cannot b

<

AGENCIES.

DONALDSON,

again, making greater
tterUon- than before, and thus rendering bis
“V
tonesyethibTeiiijjiaturaJ; “Mamie!”
please don't!” said the girl
“ph,,don't!
now* utterly frantic.
“Take my away! You
I CONSULTATION FREE
have changed hfiHt ObVftft
iiff’96hn!
On ait disease. See circulars,
why did they change yonr Wlood!” /. 1.1‘ ■r,ui
,,M!r. Sttniit and 1 wiii**ed in f 'but UP tilt!
8A.IB.rt8P.JI.
ol O'J’.cr lMy|Jt'»
Kmm'iS
'Ajfe ^dd/ feal'irig the ef-|', "l
'feithnuI.Jww^.J^..,._*a2U
tect botli-uponr herself ami upou.,JobB,/,>t And;
exclamations

use

Non*,

LOCATED

But there she was, halfway across tbe room, when John, compelled
to make an effort to -speak aloud, tried to

ic

blessing

OH.)

—AT

thing else in the happy consciousness of hav-

there came from the room pathet-

to mankind, lor its low
price of 35 ceuts places it within
the reach ol all.” We might bring
forward hundreds ol testimonials,
but of what avail ? Its proud record is enough, and the thousands
ol people fvho have been by the
a

VISITS PORTLAND

Chiropodists

nearlj

No. 5 Washinaton Buildina.

SNUFF

CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

—

PROVIDENCE. B. I._

GERMAN

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

ELIZABETH.
P.Chamberlain, Propri-

HIRAM.
Mt. Cotier House,—Hiram Boston, Pro

OTHERS.

Not folk, Baltimore &

_

nARTLAND.
Park House—R. L. Williams, Prop.

FOR NTBTW YORK,
ALL

"

no2J

_

STONINGTON LINE
OE

su^riutemlent.

MB.

Rooms, W. R. Pield,

HALLOWELL.
Mallowrll House—H. Q. BLAEE, Pro

for passengers.
Connections made at St. John for Digbv, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halilax, N. S„ Sliediac, Amherst, Picton, Frederlckton.
f.'fr'Freight received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P. M.
While the steamer Belle Brown is under repairs
all freight between Eastport, St. Andrews, Robinston and Calais will go by sailing vessel.
dec28is5dostf
_A, R. STUBBS. Agent.

AHEAD

Ml.— Chapin

FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchnnge, P. M. Jeffords, Proprielor.

On and after 91 ON DAY,Jau.
4th, the Steamer New Brunswick, CAPT.S. H. PIKE, will
.leave Railroad Wharf foot of State
'Street, every MONDAY at 5 P.M.
a
,, mu
for Eastport and St. John. Returning will leave St.
John and Eastport every THURSDAY.
A stage coach will for the present ran in connection with the steamer between Eastport and Calais

“i"

Ke.urbu
Portland at 8.35a.ra.
,*r
Passengers from any iW*1 cars
at, and have
Central Railroad wU) change
A iname
.Mo.toa
via
their bapgaee checked
Trnmlrr Station.
Rn_
3.15, Bo*
Portland
Parlor Cars on trains leaving
ton &00,
Gen.
jAg T FUKBBR(
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

ELLSWORTH.
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins At Sons, Props

ONE TRIP PER WEEK!

Boston, Sept. 14,1874.

Dear Sir—
Mr. William M. Giles, Ctumist:
Your Agent. Mr. Guy S. Frazey, called on me early
in July last to introduce your Liniment Iodide of
Ammonia. Being a skeptic in legard to the great,
variety of articles patent for the cure of all sorts of
diseases, I had no faith in your Iodide, but, after a
long discussion with your agent, it occurred to me
that l had a horse I was using for private that had a
I told him if he
shoe bile on his near forward leg.
thought it would remove that bunch, I would try it.
Suffice it to say that I have used it very persistently
rill, the iipsent time, an4 1 now find it
removed, and ihink itrwfll shortly disappear entirely.
From this trial of your remedy I cheerfully recommend its use to any one who has a horse or horses
afflicted in this way. I would further say that, while
using it for the above, the same horse started another bunch on the off" leg; the Liniment was applied immediately, and the bunch his disappeared.
J. H. HATHORNE,
Proprietor of Citizens* Line Coaches.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO, Agents, Boston, Mass
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents, Portland, Me
eod«&w6m
del2

INFORMATION.

Boston, Dec. 12.1869.
Gentlemen—My only object in giving you this tes% formation. Having
is
to
valuable
spread
timony
been baldly afflicted with Salt Rheum, and the whole
of
covered
witn pimples and
surface
my skin being
eruptions, many of which 4aused me great pain aud
to
a
be
blood disease, I
annoyance, and knowing it
took many of the adverfised blood preparations,
among which was any quantity of Sarsaparilla, without obtaining any benefit until I commenced takiug
the Vegetine, aud before I had completed the first
bottle I saw that I had got the right medicine. Consequently, I followed on with it until I had taken
seven bottles,when I was pronounced a well man,and
my skin is smooth and entirely free from Pimples aud
eruptions. I have never enjoyed so good healtli before,

suffered

York, June 1st.

Boston, July 13, 1874.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles:—In the match between the
Athletics of Philadelphia and the Boston club,
played July 13th, 1874, at Boston, I fell and displaced
my left kneecap. Your agent fortunately happened
to be present. He instantly applied your Liniment,
and with instant relief.
HARRY C. SHAFER, Boston Base Ball Club.

<J. J.

Dijjby

m.

la”

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.

at 5.30 P. M.

Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist: Sir—Your new discovery, Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, surpasses
anything for splints, strains, lameness iu the limbs or
shoulders, &c., wind galls and hard bony swellings on
the joints. It is truly marvelous.
RALPH OGLE,
Yours very truly,
Veterinary Surgeon, 330 Wesc 25th St.

RIDER’S

nn^l

Vegetine for the complaints for which it is recommended, is having a larger sale throughout the United States than any other one medicine. Why? Vegetine will cure thcae Complaints.

VALUABLE

Hippodrome.

_

H. R. STEVENS, Boston, Mass,

ing John again.

we went

for in a practice of
twenty
ycais I have daily been pleased
whose
Doctor
A
ith
its
results.”
w
word is authority on all medical
Questions, says: ‘‘I call the compound kiiowrn to the w'orld as

a sure

near

saved

pleted the portraiture.
Mamie was trembling like a leaf. There
was nothiug to be done but to break tbe spell
as quickly as possible.
“John, old lellow,” said I, stepping forward with Mamie like a dead weight on my
arm, “your companion in convalescence
brings you greeting.”
With the best intentions in the world, I
had precipitated the crisis. Had Mamie been
allowed to exchange tbe first words in tbe
close whispers of which lovers are so fond,
she might have forgotten sheep and every-

as

GERMAN SNUFF.

PREPARED BY

significance grew more horridly vivid with
The look of blank amazement
each iustaut.
which came iuto his eyes as he noticed the
momentary hesitation of his betrothed com-

r.,\

controlling

a

The remarkable cures effected by Vegetine have
induced many physicians and apothecaries whom we
know to prescribe and use it in their own families.

cavernous

ti,o.
Ile.'vitaf.a.stpBisiied
“Mamie 1” he cried

ISSUER'S

]

Bamum's

**l. John,
Halifax.

i

Proprietor._

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

lor ague in the breast, and removes all swellings
A NURSING MOTHER.
and hard lumps.
New Haven, Aug. 7, 1874.
Dr. Giles:—While on duty as fireman on engine
47. about ten miles from tbis city, on Shore Line
Road, was accidentjlly thrown off against a rock,
train under lull head, about tbirty-live miles an
hour. Was very badly bruised. Your agent was on
board. He furnished ine with two bottles of Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, from which I received
the greatest possible benefit. In lour days I was able
to sit up, and am now readv to commence work. Mv
aged mother also used the Liniment for rheumatism
JOHN GAFFNEY.
which it cured.
Barnum’s Hippodrome.—We have never found
Iodide of AmmotoGiLES’LiNiMENT
anything|equal
nia.
Bruises, wounds stillness, lameness, pains in
the muscles, swellings immediately disappear. It is
just what we long Wanted, and we now use nothing
else. In thirty years’ experience in Europe and
America I have never met anything like it.
L. B. WOODS,
New

me ot a bad Cold or a Heavy Head.
I at once advise them to procure a
supply ol

Scrofulous

winking very hard to bide something tell-tale
on her lashes, “I think I am strong enough
to walk.”
At last we were there. The door was
closed softly behind us, and John was seen
bolstered up in bed, with pillows behind him
and at each side, the chair iu which Mamie
had watched so many long hours placed close
to his bed, her portrait hanging where his
eyes might fird it in whatever position he
placed himself, and one of her handkerchiefs,
which she had left in the days of her nursing,
in reach of his hand.
It was the most foolish thing i» the world
for John to have his mustache cut off. But
he said it kept his medicine under his nose
all day, and off the offending ornament came.
Ilis hair, too, had not grown again from the
clipping it received when the fever heated his
bruin so that every curl was an intolerable
weight and, in fact, it was a far from attractive-looking lover to whom we brought

Giles Liniment Iodide of Ammonia is

International

arriving

6.15, 0. 10

a. m.

_

Office on the Wharf,
CLARK & SEAMAN,
West street. New York.

an«l
Windsor and

cure

Veterinary Surgeon,

Is a perfect cure, and I know of
nothing better for Catarrh.” Anothe'- well-known M. D. writes as
follows; “When one complains to

AND DIURETIC.

eves.

the

“GERMAN SNUFF

arc

ALTERATIVE, TONIC, SOLVENT

in

ot

RIDER’S

System.

Medical Properties

use

this horrid complaint can be
cured. It may not be generally
known, but most ol our leadiug
Ph»sicians arc prescribing this
wonderful remedy, well knowing
that its results arc so certain that
by its use the person will ue
brought back to perfect health.
An old Doctor says:

all vic-

Purifies the Blood, Eenovates and Invig-

Its

people

GERMAN SNUFF,
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orates the whole

will
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CAPE

m.

m

OHUnSWU/H,

Ocenn House—J.
etor.

3.15, p.

For e*prt»mou«h
vti*
Farmmglon,
For Kucbe.ler, and
m.
Doverl at 6 15 9.10, a. m., 3.15 p.
m.
9.10 a. m.. 3.15 p.
i
Bay. ‘Via Dover) at
for Keane,
also leave Portland
A train
at 5.15 p. m. Ke.urn“
bunk and Way H,a,ion.
sk at 7.30 a. m„ arriving at

etor.

line,

m.

3.15, p.
,5, 9.10a
rencent^O-lOa. ™-|u at(via« Dover)
at 6.15

Plummer, Proprietor

Tn-uioat House, Tremont
Gurney A Co. Proprietor*.

Proprielor.

12.

iTIancbeater (via Nnw
Wor Voncord and
LawMarket Junction) 6.15 a. m., 3.15 p, m., (via

Parker Hon*e. Mchool Me. H. D. Parker A
Co., Proprietors.
Ml. James Hotel—J. B. Crocker, Propri-

P. A- ft. Dining

m.,

a.

3

BOUTON.

regular

Enitlporl, Calais

Am'

IIJEDEB’S

Bazar.

V E G E T I

or

M.

8.00,

“'^"uwrl'f^ Lowell'junction) at

tors.

passage apply to
J. N, MAGNA, Agent.

or

■(..•oil at

BELFAST,
American Houhc, Clark Bro’n, Proprie*

_86
INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

For headache, neuralgia, sore throat, inflamed
of the feet, Giles’ Liniment, Iodide of
Ammonia gave immediate relief.
I. HENRY MAGONIGLE. Booth*s Theatre.
Mr. Wm. M. Giles, Chemist, 451 Sixth Avenue:—
I suflered with rheumatic pains in my limbs and
joints, and lound no relief until I tried your Liniment Iodide of Ammonia, with immediate relief.
ROBERT H. SMITH,
now cured.
Head Pantryman on board Steamer Jesse Hoyt.

Yes, the medical

no

are

DOOM !

freight

jy28tt

Th stiffness and soreness of the muscles and joints,
rheumatic pains, I have experienced immediate relief
from Giles* Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.
THOMAS BAKER, Wedlock's Theatre.

plainly

lor

We

not supplied with it.
We append a few of the many testiraonals bearing
testimony to the universal favor with which this
medicine* has been received by the public.

joints

mind by continuing attentions whose memory was all ol the pleasant days before that
fever.
It was useless. TJuclq Stuart told him so
along in the spring time, and advised him to
take a trip abroad, shake oil' his infatuation

Unreasonable to the lastl

For

TESTinONIALH.

YOUR

other direct

*

BATH.

Hotel, C.

• ■ I---

or

Passenger trains will leave Porf>

6.15, 9.10 a. in.
y«-*wm||li>il for Ho.i.u,atatBoston
at 10AO
is. j). m., arriving
‘tY
lfl—~a m., 2.00, 8.00, p. m. Returning, leavu

Franklin IfouHe,—Harlow Ml., Nlcl.nuglilin A l>nvi*, Proprietor*.

Morelianfs and Manufacturers
will
please remember that tlie

toy any
whether special

Ou and after December SO, 1874,

BANGOR.

Bath

ARRANGEMENT.

WINTER

tor*.

Steerage passage,(meals ami births included),$3.50.
Until further notice the “GEORGECROMWELL”
Leavwill be the only steamer sailing in this line.
ing Portland every Saturday and New York every
Wednesday P. M.

sumo as

& MAINE
RAILROAD.

BOSTON

AUGUSTA.
AugUMta floune, Mtate Mt. fXarri*on Balt
er, Proprietor.
Couy House, G. A. A H. Cony. Proprie

South and South-west.
Freight taken at low rates.
Passenger accommdatlons are nnsnrpassed. Cabin
passage, including state-room and meals. $7.50.

discovery.
The LINIMENT IODIDE OF AMMONIA is an
essential appointment in all well-regulated stables,
and where large numbers of horses are provided for,
and where there is a liability to the visitations of a
class of epidemic diseases for which this preparat ion
is a recognized remedy. No stable should be without it, for no stable can really be deemed safe that is

BE

WILL

of control.

h >11

When a remedy is productive of such relief as to
excel all other remedies in its curative results, it is
a duty to make it known as general as possible. This
consideration has actuated the proprietor WI. M.
GILES, to bringbetore the public his LINIMENT
IODIDE AMMONIA.
The remarkable cures it has effected classes it as
one of the most important and valuable remedies
ever discovered for the cure and relief of pain in any
form. It cures IVeiiralaia. Face Ache. Rhea*
roNirn
rm.
nnmiuu<«,
matinm, f*oui,
Bruise* and
Sore Throat, Ery»ip«laa,
Wound* of every nature, in which the effects of
extenal applications are almost magical, and in
which its internal administration is found to he most
efficacious. Fbysieiaus prescribe ifr for their patients
and accord it their unhesitating approval as an in-

CHARLES F. HATCH, Go»- Manager.
V22tt
July 21. 1874.

Proprietor*.

—

TRAINS

RAILROAD.

EASTERN

AUBURN
Elm Hon**, Court. Ml. W. M. A A. Young,

The first class Steamships, “GEO.
and “GEO.
WASH IN (.TON”
CROMWELL,” 1000 tons each,
>will form a semi-weekly line,leavI,
»j-|- Boston & Maine R. R. Wharf
,iiii
Portland, every Wednesday and Saturday at 6 P. M.
and leaving Pier 9 North River, New York, every
Wednesday and Saturday at 4 P.M.
This line will connect at Portland with the princiand
pal Railroads and Steamboats for the interior
the east, and at New-York with Cromwei. Steamship
line for New Orleans and other principal lines tot he

Suffering.

A Message to the

AND

all

—OF THE—

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

YEW YORK.

Liniment Iodide of Ammonia.

tue WOII,

some souvenir of its
had struck malevolently at the
vocal cords of his throat whose fine baritone
notes used to blend so splendidly with the
tender soprano of Mamie’s and left his voice
raucous, and harsh. It was as if the east
wind had crept in and found a lodgment
there; and although the Doctor gave hope
that this change in time was only temporary,
it must be said that John was not pleasant as
a speaker in those days.
Rasping and strident, bis tones, though weak, were like anything but the breathings of love.
As the day approached when, by the doctor’s autocratic decision, Mamie would be
permitted to ride around to John’s house
ana again see ner lover, we an ieu, rauier
chagrined that the best wc could show her
was such a cadaverous spec men of convalescence.
Not so Mamie. She was such a
quivering little piece of femininity all the
morning that uncle had to threaten her with
bed and quinine to bring her to a semblance

say.*

—

GILES’

RAIL.KOAD.
ou

THROUGH

Embracing the leading Hotelp in the State, at which,
the Daily Press may always be found.

..

Through Tickets to New York via the vanoaB
Sound Lines, for sale at very low iates.
Freight taken as usual.
ocll*74
J. B. COYLE, JB«,General Agent.

iportxLand

RAEDER’S

each of her eyes with a small wet square of
handkerchief, she continued, rapidly:
“I saw it in his face, I heard it in his voice.
Oh, Frank, don’t make me think of it 1 Why
do yon?”—like her supposititious ancester,

leave its victim without

night.

Will be taken

HOTELS.

CROMWELL STEAMSHIP LINE.

thing else—you know—you helped change
hine—you saw him take his life from that—
that—sheep!”
This was supremely absurd, hut I saw Mamie was rapidly excitfng herself, and thought,
jiileuce my best role. Hardly pausing to dab

visitation,

at

im*

WITH

if she would spare herself nothing
in the way of prospective torment for her perfidy. “But when I promised John to love
him forever he was John. Now he is some

tation,

STREET.

—

BOSTON & MA1N1'.

For farther information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtf
JOHN rORTEOUS. Agent.

Daily, at 7 o’clock I*. M.. and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, daily nl S P. M
(SumlnjN rxcepted).
Passengers by this Line are reminded that they proexcure a com foi table night’s rest and avoid the
Poston late
pense and inconvenience of arriving in

OF TlUB

—

ing.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

BOSTON.

TO AND FROM

RETURNING wil. leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 P.M.
No freight received after 10 A. M. on day ol sail-

Leaving

Consultation tree.

jafidSxa

out one thin hand to repulse me.
“No, Frauk; I don’t want anything of that
sort. I know I am silly, I know I am wicked,
and I know that all liars have their part in
the lake that burneth with coal and brim-

stone,” spoke Mamie, with

This is the only medicine known that will, without
local treatment, effect a cure in all cases of UlceraProlapsis,
tion, Leucorrhcea, Dropsy, and
Enlargment,
Weakness. It has
Congestion, Inflammation
save*l thousands to whom life was almost a burden.
Many who have been suffering for years, with no
cured by this wonderprospects of relief, have beenHumor
and Piles cured.
ful medicine. Also Cancer,
13 TEUPliE

Red and the Yellow Tickets

N. F.

The Superior Sea Going Steamers
FOREMT CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

World Renowned Remedy for nil weaku4-»«r» incident to Feuialett.

OFFICE

July 22, 1874. and until
Further Notice, the

Breton,

MRS. DR. PALFREY’S

AIL_NOTICE.

On amt utter

The Steamship “CHASE” will
leavo Portland every SATURDAY at 4 p. m. for HALIFAX,
•direct, making connections with
intercolonial Railway, for
snd
Windsor, Truro, Mew Glasgow anil Pictou,
at Mew
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also
« ape
for
with
Stages
Lindsey’s
Glasgow, N. S.,
and at Halifax with steameis for St. Johns

which he will send .free to his fellow sufferers.
Address J.H. REEVES,78 Nassau street New York
d&w3m
feL2

Hours 10 A. M. to 5 P. M.

SI»ECI

DIRECT1
With connection* to Prince Edward I*,
land, Cape Bretou and Ml. John*, N. F.

cure

CATARRH

Eastern Railroad.

TU

Halifax Nova Scotia,

Only 50 Cents.

Fare

15,1MB._Jaietf

.Manhood Restored.
A victim of youthfnl imprudence, causing premanervous
debility, etc., having tiled in
ture decay,
vain every known remedy, uas iound a simple self-

dow.
“Don’t do it, Frauk,” said my cousin, with
a solemnity for which I was not prepared;
“don’t do It, fori can’t”—and here came a
sob and a sadden flood of tears—“I can’t see
him.”
“My silly little cousin!” said I, drawing
near with the purpose of administering certain cousinly consolations. But Mamie put

n

“The

D,;

possible.

orwia

na

THAT

LNIB

H1AI(.

FOR BOSTON.

Medical.
q. a. CLARK would respectfully inform Ids
iriends and patrons that he has returned home
at his office. Cor.
ami mav he consulted professionally
Pork ail'd Congress Streets.Offlce hours from 2 to 4 p.m.

Portland, Jin.

not had relapse. Mamie picked ud
again in a few days, and came down-stairs
one sunny autumn afternoon, looking stronnot
ger, but thoughtful. John for his part,
lully compieliending the state of aftairs, and
being allowed to know only that Mamie had
been taken suddenly sick because ot her weak
condition, aud was promptly recovering, worThis could
ried his honest heart but little.
not last.
“Mamie,” said I, the second day of her
appearance down-stairs, “the doctor lets
John drive out this afternoon, aud i will
bring him around to throw a kiss to your win-

hearing, muttou-producing species, was perhaps a family mystery. Hut, if like the hereditary ghost ot our medimval ancestors, its
secret vested in the head ot the house, my jovial and matter-of-fact uncle kept it sacredly
concealed, and, indeed, never gave sign of
having any oppressive weight on his mind.
Since those days I have otteu sought to account for it according to philosophy and scibeating of the heart that used to thump so
I have attributed it to perhaps some
ence.
stoutly against the broad breast of the young
ante-natal impression, calling to mind the man. There seemed, indeed, little work for
John's heart to do, so bloodless had the poor
case of King James, who would shiver at the
sight of a drawn sword, aud who on at least fellow become. He lay there like a vampire’s
one memorable occasion poked a kneeling
victim, helplessly and hopelessly feeling the
subject in the eye when delivering the knight- vital fluid ebb from his veins day by day.
The transformation of lamb’s blood, from a
ly accolade. I have even indulged iu wider
of that animal,
flights of theory, and traced in imagination healthy and living specimen
notiant
cnffixrinrr
frnm
the lineage of my geutle kinswoman to the
prehistoric wolf of sophisttcal and sanguinary anemia, or from such a decline of vitality and
character, conceiving that perhaps she, in circulation as in John’s case, was a much les
it is
-[hi! aeVfcldpmenTol ttffi f!A'.», fmt'id lit-TMW T^gimon operation a few years ago than
in Dr. Broughton’s opinion
sucarrying the burden ot expiation for thatthat now. But this,
of out Aiehil. It
premely illogical crime against the lamb ever was "tile last and only hope
was undertaken live
very day on which
did not trouble the water. Kct that we
worried ourselves in that happy time with Maine, finally succumbing to fatigue and
Far from it. It was anxiety, was sent to bed with a slow fever,
such speculations.
enough that Mamie Stuart had a peculiar un- having very much the same symptoms that
reasoning aversion that was all her own. preceded John's attack. It was nothing
much, afterall; but it kept her away from
Whereas other girls, in this age of
universal diffusion of knowledge, considered John, and allowed her to know of the operation only by messages brought twice daily
the mouse a venomous and carniverous animal, lrom whose attacks it behooved all wom- from the sick roon of her lover. John’s own
The lamb was chosen from
ankind to flee to the heights of sofa and piano-stool with shrieks and dishevelment, my stock, brought into town, and established in
the carriage-house, under treatment for recousin was moved to similar demonsirations
the afternoon ot the
the no less harmless
pose and quiet; and on
by the proximity of
fominino lnrrip
clip
day when Maine fell sick, the Colswold was
had a certain amount of reason on her side,
brought into the chamber by the awe-struck
inasmuch as the sheep is the larger animal, shepherd. The creature had suffered much
at the hands of Dr. Broughton and his assoand in that way truly more formidable. It
was simply a blind physical or moral horror
ciate, in the way of having its veins tied up
to limit the circulation to the jusrulor, and it
rather than fright of terror that seemed to
she
hap- needed only the least painless incision of the
take possession of the girl whenever
over
pened to come near one of these animals.a lancet, as a cup was quickly inverted out.
the orifice, and the blood came puffing
There was no sense in it, of course. But
Slowly through the cup. through the glass,
repulsion existsd as evident as that between
where it showed a strange red, through the
the two opposing poles of the magnet. I had
flexible tube iu the Doctor’s hands, and
seen Mamie affected in that way only once;
and although I joked her unmercilully about
through the needle like duct, flowed the
stream of life from John’s lamb to John’s
it, I soon saw it was no subject for joking.
heart.
We had forgotten all about it, in fact, and
It was over in a few minutes, and the pabut for the occurrence of several accidents,
whose happening I shall endeavor to relate in
tient, after some queer pains in his back and
a temporaly shortness of breath, went off iutheir proper connection, we might have
passed through life without recalling this to a quiet sleep, and awoke refreshed. It
The forlorn hope had sucwas a success.
strange idiosyncrasy.
ceeded. Dr. Broughton was self-satisfied and
The first was an exhibition which Mamie
made when we were all on a visit of inspeccongratuatory. Uncle Stuart fairly owned
tion at John Lamson’s farm. John was a
up that John’s experiment in breeding at last
I ought
proved of some practical benefit, since he
very good sort of fellow, I suppose.
had produced animals of as good blood as his
to say so now, at any rate, alter what has
happened, tor he behaved like a man through own.
it all. And even in those days the only sin I
So we all thought, as John grew daily
could lay at his charge, when brought fairly
and Mamie on her sick-bed clasped
stronger;
to the point, was his great fondness for Maher hands and thanked God in as pure a
in
my eyes,
mie, or, what was still worse
prayer as ever maiden mingled with tears.
her equally great fondness for John. They
The one strange thing was that John
and
were accepted and acknowedged lovers;
seemed as thin in the face as ever. Another
it
a
considered
have
personal strange thing, was that the fever, loath to
while I should
_:_/.f

~

soon as
It was

feebly recognized us all, smiled a ghastly
smile when Mamie kissed him, and entered
on the period when, in the proper course of
events, he should recover.
Here was auother puzzle for Dr. Broughton. His patient should have begun to gain
in strength, but he did not. He still lay
there, speechless and helpless, his constitution seeming powerless for reason. Each day
John’s long face grew longer, and the doctor’s lengthened with it. His pulse sank until onlv the feeblest vibration marked the

?

CUKE
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STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

MEDICAL.

would have given way before indignation
The poor girl lay
swelling in his heart.
there on tbe cushions, her bloodless face contrasting pitifully with their rich crimson,
nmaning, with now and then a flattering sob,
seemingly strikeu in heart and body. There
was nothing for it but to get her home as

strengthened
struggling spirit in its fight for longer possesis

A Victim of Science.

1

MEDICAL.

Mam—” and the door closed upon wliat
seemed only too like the bleatings of the
CoCswold whose blood now flowed in the
veins of one unlucky friend.
The drive home, as may be imagined, was
not altogether pleasant. But for the pathos
of Mamie’s collapsed condition I believe that
Uncle Stuart’s almost motherly tenderness

done; and as Uncle Stuart had anticipated. Dr. Broughton’s experience with
such cases enabled him to convince Mamie
that she had at least better sleep over night
on the subject.
The docBut it could not go on so long.
tor’s daily reports grew less assuring; and
one morning as he was speaking quite freely
and auxiously with me in the library, heard
a sob in the conservatory, whose curtained
entrance was directly behind us, and there
appeared Mamie, the picture of heartbroken
woe, tears primming over her soft eyes, and
he very ribbon at her throat quivering with
the motion of the heart beneath.
“You would have kept it from me,” said
she, with reproachful eyes and accent. “I
shall go to John now;” and she swept past
us, dropping rose and violets frsm her hands
as she went, like a striken Flora.
Go to John she did. And I have no doubt
that the gentle presence which the invalid
could not recognize in his delirium, the quiet
attentions, and the subtle essence of devoted
love which pervaded all like a healing ether,
and comforted the
must have
It

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and alter MONDAY, NOV. 16,1874.
until further notice trains will run
follows :
Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and interme«J iate stations at 2 p. m.

SttUJSaSHD

^<*“48?*and

a s

Returning.
Bemis for Portland and intermodiate stations
8,45 a. m.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and intermo(] iate stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. nt. front Portland and 9.15 a. m. from Bemis
\ ill be mixed trains.
Stage connections with 2 00 p. m. front Portland for
( ortiislt, Porter, Kezar Falls,
Freedom, Denmark
I Iridgton, Lovell, Stow earn! Chatham.
Trains arrive at and depart. from Eastern
and
1 laine Central Railroad Passenger Station in
p0rtLeave

,

t

1

J.
Portland, Nov. 13,1874.

HAMILTON, Sun.
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Feed for Cattle.
I

of feed for Cattle and Hogs at Casco Brewery, opposite Portland Co.’s Works. Portland
P. MgCLlNLHY. Prop

LOTS
lo.
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